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5- 13 amp ring main junction boxes
5 - 13 amp ring main spur boxes
5 - surface mounting
3 -electrical switches intermediate type, will also replace 1 or 2
way switches, white flush mounting
4- in flex line switches with neons
2- mains transformers with 6V 14 secondaries
2- mains transformers with 12V ;A secondaries
1-extension speaker cabinet for 6;" speaker
12 - glass reed switches
2- ultra transmitters and 2 receivers with circuit
2- light dependent resistors
4- wafer switches -6p 2way, 4p 3way, 2p 6way, 2p 5way, 1p
12 way small one hold fixing and good length ; spindle your choice
1- 6 digit counter mains voltage
2- Ahead battery chargers
1- key switch with key
2- aerosol cans of ICI Dry Lubricant
96 - 1metre lengths colour-coded connecting wire
1- long and medium wave tuner kit
8- rocker switch 10 amp mains SPST
1- 24 hour time switch mains operated
10 - neon valves - make good night lights
2- 12V OC or 24V AC, 3 CO relays
1- 12V 2 CO miniature relay very sensitive
1- 12V 4 CO miniature relay
2-mains operated relays 3 x 8 amp changeover (s.h.)
10 - rows of 32 gold plated IC sockets (total 320 sockets)
1- locking mechanism with 2 keys
1- miniature uniselector with circuit for electric jigsaw puzzle
5- ferrite rods 4" x 5/16" diameter aerials
4- ferrite slab aerials with L& M wave coils
1- Mullard thyristor trigger module
1- magnetic brake - stops rotation instantly
1- low pressure 3 level switch can be mouth operated
2- 25 watt pots 8 ohm
2- 25 watt pots 1000 ohm
4- wire wound pots - 18, 33, 50 and 100 ohm your choice
1- time reminder adjustable 1-60 mins clockwork
1- mains shaded pole motor i" stack - shaft
1- mains motor with gear box 1rev per 24 hours
2- mains motors with gear box 16 rpm
1- thermostat for fridge
1- motorised stud switch (s h.)
1- 2; hours delay switch
1-mains PSU 9V OC
1- mains power supply unit - 6V OC
1- mains power supply unit -4; V OC
1- 5" speaker size radio cabinet with handle
2- musical boxes (less keys)
1- heating pad 200 watts mains
1- 1W amplifier Mullard 1172
1- wall mounting thermostat 24V
1- teak effect extension 5" speaker cabinet
2-pc boards with 2 amp full wave and 17 other recs
4-push push switches for table lamps etc
10 - mtrs twin screened flex white pv.c outer
25 - clear plastic lenses 1 diameter
4-pilot bulb lamp metal clip on type
10 -very fine drills for pchs etc.
4- extra thin screw drivers for instruments
2- plastic boxes with windows, ideal for interrupted beam switch
10 -model aircraft motor - require no on/off switch, just spin to
start
2 -car radio speakers 5" round 4 ohm made for Radiomobile
1- 6 4 ohm 10 watt speaker and 3" tweeter
10 -4 BA spanners 1end open, other end closed
2-4 reed relay kits 3V coil normally open or c/o if magnets added
20 -pilot bulbs 6.5V.3A Philips
1- 12V drip proof relay - ideal for car jobs
3-vancap push button tuners with knobs
4- short wave air spaced trimmers 2-311f
1- shocking col kit with data - have fun with this
10 - 12V 6IN bulbs Philips mes
3- oblong amber indicators with lilliputs 12V
6 - round amber indicators with nenes 240V
100 -p.v.c. grommets
hole size
1-short wave tuning condenser 50 pf with 4' " spindle
1-three gang tuning condenser each section 500 pf with trimmers
and good length
spindle
1- plastic box sloping metal front, 16 x 95mm average depth
45mm
6- 5 amp 3 pin flush sockets brown
5- B.C. lampholders brown hakelite threaded entry
1-in flex simmerstat for electric blanket soldering iron etc
2 -thermostats, spindle setting - adjustable range for ovens etc.
1-mains operated solenoid with plunger 1" travel
1- 10 digit switch pad for telephones etc
8 -computer keyboard switches with knobs, pcb or vero mounting
20 - mtres 80 ohm, standard type co-ax off white
1- electric clock mains driven, always right time - not cased
1- stereo pre-amp Mullard EP9001
2- 12V solenoids, small with plunger
1- mains transformer 9V 1amp secondary C core construction
1-car door speaker (very flat) 6;" 15 ohm made for Radiomobile
2 -speakers 6" x 4" 4 ohm 5 watt made for Radiomobile
2 -speakers 6" x 4" 16 ohm 5 watt made for Radiomobile
1-mains motor with gear-box very small, toothed output 1rpm
4 -standard size pots, ; meg with dp switch
1- 134 switched socket on double plate with fused spur for water
heater
2 -mains transformers 9V ;A secondary split primary so ok also for
115V
1- mains transformers 15V 14 secondary p.c.b. mounting
1
ten turns 3 watt pot ;- spindle 100 ohm
3
car cigar lighter socket plugs
2
15 amp round pin plugs brown bakelite
1
mains solenoid with plunger compact type
10
ceramic magnets Mullard 1" x 3/8 x 5/16
1
12 pole 3way ceramic wave charge switch
1
stereo amp 1watt per channel
1
tubular dynamic microphone with desk rest
1
TV turret tuner (black & white T.V.l
2
oven thermostats
1 Clare Elliot sealed relay 12V
1 pressure pad switch 24 a 18 (Trigger Mat)
5 sub miniature micro switches
1 12" 8 watt min fluorescent tube white
1 6" 4 watt min fluorescent tube white
1 round pin kettle plug with moulded on lead
2-2 M 80ohm loudspeakers
2 - 2;in. 80ohm loudspeakers

MULLARD UNILEX AMPLIFIERS

We are probably the only firm in the country with these now in
stock. Although only four watts per channel, these give superb
reproduction. We now offer the 4 Mullard modules -i.e. Mains
power unit (EP90021 Pre amp module (EP90011 and two amplifier
modules (EP9000) all for £6.00 plus f2postage. For prices of
modules bought separately see TWO POUNDERS.

CAR STARTER/CHARGER KIT

Flat Battery! Don't worry you will start your car in afew minutes
with this unit - 250 watt transformer 20 amp, rectifiers, case and all
pans with data £16.50 or without case £15.00 post paid.

VENNER TIME SWITCH

Ex-Electricity Board
Guarenteed 12 months.

Mains operated with 20 amp switch. one
on and one off per 24 hrs repeats daily
automatically correcting for the
lengthening or shonening day. An
expensive time switch but you can have it
for only £2.95 without case. metal case
-£2.95, adaptor kit to convert this into
anormal 24hr time switch but with the
added advantage of up to 12 on/offs per
24hrs. This makes an ideal controller for
the immersion heater. Price of adaptor kit
is £2.30.

SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT

wee
Complete kit of pans of athree channel sound to light unit
controlling over 2000 watts of lighting. Use this at home if you
wish but it is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is
housed in an attractive two tone metal case and has controls for
each channel, and amaster on/off. The audio input and output are
by 1" sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide
thyristor protection. A four pin plug and socket facilitate ease of
connecting lamps. Special price is £14.95 in kit form.

12 volt MOTOR BY SMITHS
Made for use in cars, etc these are very
powerful and easily reversible. Size
3}" long by 3" dia. They have agood
length of 1" spindle 1/10 hp £3.45
1/8 hp £5.75. 1/6 hp £7.50

25A ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER

Learn in your sleep Have radio playing and kettle
boiling as you wake - switch on lights to ward
off intruders - have awarm house to come home
to. You can do all these and more. By afamous
maker with 25 amp on/off switch. A beautiful
unit at £2.50

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
4High quality 7-segment I.e.d, displays, high

£2 POUNDERS*
2P2

-Wall mounting thermostat. high precision with mercury switch and
thermometer
-Variable and reversible 8-12v psu for model control
-24 volt psu with separate channels for stereo made for Mullard UNILEX
-100W mains to 115V auto-transformer with voltage tappings
-Mains motor with gear box and variable speed selector Series wound so
suitable for further speed control
2P9 -Time and set switch Boxed, glass fronted and with knobs Controls up to
15 amps Ideal to program electric heaters
2P10 -12 volt 5amp mains transformer -low volt winding on separate bobbin
and easy to remove to convert to lower voltages for higher currents
2P12 -Disk or Tape precision motor -has balanced rotor and is reversible 230v
mains operated 1500 rpm
2P14 -Mug Stop kit -when thrown emits piercing squawk
2P15 -Interrupted Beam kit for burglar alarms, counters, etc
2P17 -2 rev pr minute mains doyen motor with gear box, ideal to operate mirror
ball
2P18 -Liquid/gas shut off valve mains solenoid operated
2P19 -Disco switch-motor dines 6or more 10 amp charge over micro switches
supplied ready for mains operation
2P20 -20 metres extension lead, 2core -ideal most Black and Decker garden
tools etc
2P21 -10 watt amplifier, Mallard module reference 1173
2P22 -Motor driven switch 20 secs on or off aher push
2P26 -Counter resettable mains operated 3digit
2P27 -Goodmans Speaker 6inch round Bohm 12 wan
2P28 -Drill Pump -always useful couples to any make portable drill
2P31 -4 metres 98 way interconnecting wire easy to strip
2P32 -Hot Wire amp meter - 4j round surface mounting 0-104 - old but
working and definitely abit of history
2P34 -Solenoid Air Valve mains operated
2P35 -Battery charger kit comprising mains transformer, full wave rectifier and
meter, suitable for charging 6v or 12v
2P38 -200 R.P M Geared Mains Motor 1" stack quite powerful, definitely large
enough to drive arotating aerial or atumbler for polishing stones etc
2P43 -Small type blower or extractor fan, motor inset so very compact, 230V
2P46 -Our famous drill control kit complete and with prepared case
2P49 -Fire Alarm break glass switch in heavy cast case
2P51 -Stereo Headphone amplifier, with pre-amp
2P55 -Mains motor, extra powerful has 1j" stack and good length of spindle
2P62 -1 pen Goodmans 15 ohm speakers for Undox
2P64 -1 five bladed fan 6j" with mains motor
2P66 -1 21(w tangential heater 115v easily convenible for 230V
2P67 -112v -0
-12v 2amp mains transformer
2P68 -115e -0
-15v 2amp mains transformer
2P69 -1250v -0
-250v 60 mA & 8&3v 54 mains transformer * 50p post
2P70 -1 EMI tape motor two speed and reversible
2P72 -1 115v Muffin fan 4" x 4" approx (s.h
2P75 -12 hour timer, plugs into 134 socket
2P82 -9v-0-9v 2amp mains transformer
2P84 -Modem board with press keys for telephone redialler
2P85 -20v-0-20v )A Mains transformer
2P88 -Sangamo 24 hr time switch 20 amp (s hI
2P89 -120 min. time switch with knob
2P90 -90 min. time switch with edgewise engraved controller
2P94 -Telephone handset for FE home telephone circuit
2P95 -13A socket on satin chrome plate
2P97 -mans transformer 24V 24 upright mounting
2P98 -20m 4core telephone cable, white outer
21.39 -500 hardened pin type staples for telephone cable
2P101 -15V mains transformer 44 upright mounting
2P105 -capillary type thermostat for air temperature with c/o switch
2P107 -membrane keyboard, telephone type
2P1 08 -mains motor with gear box giving 110nom
2P109 -5" wide black adhesive pvc tape 33m, add £1 post if not collecting
2P3
2P4
2P6
2P8

brightness, high contrast, yours for only
'86)

OVER 400 GIFTS
YOU CAN CHOOSE FROM

f2-Ideal for LIGHT RIDER (Oct
projects. Our reference 2P121.
MAKING SUNBEDS?

CHOKE AND STARTER for 6' 100uva tube £2. post £1 for 1or 50p
each in quantity.
TUBE HOLDERS, Canopy type spring loaded, 4 pairs for E1."00
pairs £20. 1,000 pairs £150, post paid.

TANGENTIAL HEATERS?

We again have very good stocks of these quiet running instant heat
units. They require only asimple case, or could easily be fined into
the bottom of akitchen unit or book case etc. At present we have
stocks of 1.2kw. 2kw. 2.5kw. and 3kw Prices are £5 each for the
first 3. and £6.95 for the 3k Add post £1.50 per heater if not
collecting.
CONTROL SWITCH enabling fun heat, half heat or cold blow, with
connection diagram, 50p for 2kw, 75p for 3kw.

FANS & BLOWERS

Woods extractors
5- £5 + E1.25 post. 6" £6+ El. 50 post
equipment cooling fan 115V £2.00
4" x4 Muffin equipment cooling fan 230/240V £5.95
5" Planner,. extractor £5.50
9" Extractor or blower 115V supplied with 230 to 115V adaptor
£9.50 + £2 post.
All above are ex computers but guaranteed 12 months
1or u 3
-Tangential Blower. New. Very quiet -supplied with 230 to
115V adaptor on use two in series to give long blow £2.00 +
£1.50 post or £4.00 +£2.00 post for two

exe Muffin

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home. office. shop, work room, etc with a
negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and work
harder -acomplete mains operated kit. case included.
£11.95 plus £2 00 post.

TELEPHONE BITS

Master socket (has surge arrestor - ringing condenser etc) and
takes B.T. plug
£3.95
Extension socket
£2.95
Dual adaptors (2 from one socket)
£3.95
Cord terminating with B.T. plug 3 metres
£2.95
Kit for converting old entry terminal box to new B.T. master socket.
complete with 4 core cable, cable clips and 2BT extension
sockets
£11.50

MINI MONO AMP on p.c.b. size 4- x2- (app.)
Fitted volume control and ahole for atone control should you require it. The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate the output to be 3W rms.
More technical data will be included
with the amp. Brand new,
perfect condition. offered at the very
low price of £1.15 each. or 13 fov £12.00

J81 N BULL ELECTRICAL

Dept. E.E., 128 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 SOL
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders
under £20 add £1 service charge. Monthly account orders accepted
from schools and public companies. Access & B/card orders
accepted. Brighton 0273 734648. Bulk orders: write for quote.

There is a total of over 400 packs in
our Baker's dozen range and you
become entitled to afree gift with each
dozen pounds you spend on these
packs.
A classified list of these packs and our latest
"News Letter" will be enclosed with your goods, and
you will automatically receive our next news letters.

£5 POUNDERS*
5P 1

12 volt submersible pump complete with atap which wnen
brought over the basin switches on the pump and when
pushed back switches off, an ideal caravan unit.
S
,
.,p
.u
ti
r
i:1 to light kit complete in case suitable for up to 750

5P2
5P3
5P5

5P6

5P12
5P13
5P15
5P18
5P20
5P23
5P24
5P25
5P26
5P27
5P28
5P32
5P34
5P35
5P37
5P41
5P45
5P48
5P50
5P51
5P52
5P54
5P58
5P60
5P61
5P62

Silent sentinel ultra sonic transmitter and receive kit,
complete.
250 watt isolating transformer to make your service bench
safe, has voltage adi taps, also as it has a 115V tapping it
can be used to safely operate American or other 115V
equipment which is often only insulated to 115V. Please add
£3 postage if you can't collect as this is aheavy item.
12V alarm bell with heavy e gong, suitable for outside if
protected from direct rainfall. Ex GPO but in perfect order and
guaranteed.
Equipment cooling fan - minin snail type mains operated.
Ping pong ball blower -or for any job that requires apowerful
stream of air - ex computer. Collect or add £2 post.

-Uniselector 5pole, 25 way 50 volt coil
-motor driven water pump as fined to many washing machines
-2 kits, matchbox size, survedance transmitter and FM receiver
-miniature (am 2j" wide) tangential blow heater, 1.2kw
- hp motor, ex computer, 230V, mains operation 145Orpm If not collect
add £3 post
-special effects lighting switch Up to 6channels of lamps can be on or off
for varying time periods
-Audas woofer 6" Bohm 35 wan
-cartridge player 12V, has high quaky stereo amplifier
-gear pump, mains motor driven with inlet and outlet pipe connectors
-large mains operated push or pull solenoid Heavy so add f150 post
-24V 5A toroidal mains transformer
-modem board from telephone auto dialler, complete with keypad and all
ICs
-24 hour riere switch, 2 on/offs and clockwork reserve, ex Dec Board
loading up to 50A. Add fIpost
-5" extractor fan, very quiet runner Is h.), gntd 12 orbs.
-pack of 6cooker clock svrtiches
-telephone extension bell in black case, ex-GPO
-box of 20 infra red quartf glass enclosed 360W heating elements
-200W auto transformer 230V to 115V torroidal
-mains transformer 260 100 upright mounting, add £2 post
-mains motor with gear box, final speed 5rpm
-Amstrad stereo tuner FM and LM and S. AM
-DC Muffin type fan 18 to 27V. only 3W
-drill pump mounted on frame, coupled to mains motor
-2 jkw tangential blow heater, add f1.50 post if not collecting

LIGHT CHASER KIT motor driven switch bank with connection
diagram, used in connection with 4 sets of amas lights makes avery
eye catching display for home, shop or disco, only £5 ref 5P56.
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AUDeELECTROCIICS

404 Edgware Road, London W2 lED.
Sales office: 01- 258 1831
OPEN 6DAYS AWEEK -ALL WELCOME

and other
leading
names

• I.Cs
• semi
conductors
• capacitors
• inductors
• ferrites
• connectors

Write, phone or call
• Priced & illustrated
• Over 8000 items
• Real discounts
• Prompt despatch

ELECTROVALUE LTD 28 St Jude sRoad. Englefield Green, Egham.
Surrey TW20 OHB Phone Egham (0784) 33603 Telex 264475
North Branch. 680 Burnage Lane, Manchester M19 1NA
Telephone 061 432 4945
Please mention this publication when replying

BRITAINS FOREMOST QUALITY COMPONENT SUPPLIERS

THREE ACES FROM ALCOR!
SUPER 20 A
120
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39 RANGES: dc. V100mV, 1-0V, 3-0V, 10V, 30V,
100V, 300V, 1000V, d.c. I50pA, 100pA, 300pA,
1-0mA, 3.0mA, 10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1-0A, 10A,
a.c. V10V, 30V, 100V, 300V, 1000V, a.c. /3.0mA,
10mA, 30mA, 100mA, 1-0A, 104, Ohms 0-5.0k4,
0-50k0, 0-500k0, 0-5-0MQ, 0-50M4,
dB from -10 to +61 in 5ranges
Dimensions: 130 x 105 x40mm

ONLY £33.50
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HIGH QUALITY TEST INSTRUMENTS
.7 AT SUPERDEAL PRICES
EACH INSTRUMENT HAS A CLEAR MIRRORED SCALE AND COMES COMPLETE WITH A ROBUST
CARRYING CASE, LEADS 8 INSTRUCTIONS.
PRICES Our prices include VAT and postage and goods are normally despatched by return
Please write or telephone for details of these and the many other instruments in the Alcon range, including multimeters,
components measuring, automotive and electronic instruments
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LteC(0.),V,I Instruments
19 MULBERRY WALK •LONDON SW3 601

Ltd.

TEL: 01-352 1897 •TELEX: 918867
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ECURITY

INSTALL YOUR
OWN SYSTEM
AND SAVE

Lighting Controller DP 3570

Control Unit
CA 1382
• Fully

with automatic circuit testing and simple
on/off operation.

automatic siren re-set.

• Audiole entry exit warning.
• Alarm Sounded memory.

only
£13.95
+ VAT

• Built-in electronic siren.

if,

11‘
only £25.61 +VAT

external sensors
,f13 95 •VAT Suitable
nisure C2 85
VAT

of the family. Additionally, 24hr personal attack and anti-tamper protection is
provided irrespective of whether or not the unit is switched on Housed in a
strong, attractive steel case the unit is supplied with full operating instructions
and 2 keys Supplied fully built and tested ready for installation.

Also available in kit form
with built-in electronics

ONLY

£44.95 ±VAT

£39.95 +VAT
RiSCOMP LIMITED
Dept EE61.
51 Poppy Road.
Princes Risborough,

Order by 'phone or mail
or call at our showroom
and see
UNITS ON DEMONSTRATION

,BUCKS HP17 9DB
Tel 1084 441 6326

Monday to Friday 9 00 - 5 00 p ni
Saturday
9.00 - 100 p.m
Please add 15'• VAT and 75p PAP to all UK orders
lapon no VAT -postage at cost

Control Unit CA 1250

BUTTON BATTERIES
863
7.87 x 3.6mm
AGIO 11.58 x 3mm
AG12 11-58 x 4.2mm
8613 11-58 x 5.4mm
4 for £1.60 or 10 for £3.
SEALED LEAD ACID RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY
6V 2.6A/Hr 132 o 60 X 32mm f995
12V 2.6A/Hr f18.00
ON/OFF OPTO -ISOLATOR 20 Milli-second
response 6V 60mA lamp & cadmium photoresistor housed in small metal can for PCB
mounting Will drive medium current relay
f1.20 each or 5 for £5.

This attractive case is designed to
house the control unit CA 1250
iogether with the apProPrlatet
Adocators and key switch
Supplied with the necessary
mounting pillars and punched
front panel, the unit is given a
p,,,P.s...nna, appearance by ‘iri

• Crystal control for greotei
stability
• Adiuslable range up to 25' .
• Built In delays
• 12V operation

• stunt in electronic siren drives
'loudspeakers

This advanced module use,
digital signal processing tu
provide the highest level of

• i`rovides exit and entrance
Tclays togeti e. with fixed
.narrn tare
• flattery back up oath ',ale
norge fiscally

2 /Ornm

Complete
systems
from only

• 'Tperates with magnetic
witches. Pressure pads
itrasonn. or IR units

Individual Enclosure SC 5063

• ./ro

tamper and panic facT3ts

• 'stabilised output voltage

• Yoperating

modes full
l'arm anti tamper and panic

only £2.95 +VAT

£39.95

• '
,Crew connections for ease of
nstaNation

St, LAW, meta ,enLiosore tor
housing the ultrasonic module'
'VP. US 5063 Sul/Cl
"
necessary 1110U111.' .
screws etc

• ,nna ,ate

relay contacts /or

+VAT

For full information of systems and
accessories send or call for details

of Electronic Equipment

catalogue.
pisa

11

+V'

ers
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TOOLS

Selection
AdSIIMmieMh
of buffer
heads,
g.e
abrasive
discs,
polishers
&
chuck &
collets
42W, 18000 rpm, 9-16V, 1-58 For model
makers, engravers and electronic enthusiasts lo
purpose made palette
f18,50
NEON VOLTAGE TESTER/SCREWDRIVER
95p

BUZZER AND FLASHING LED ALARM 12V
housed in neat box with r,PI button Used in
car for belt-up or trafficator reminder etc, or
anywhere a resettable alarm is required High
resistance trigger possible f190 each or 5
for f6.

MAXICRAFT SOLDERING IRON 10
watt/ 12V ac/dc iron, specifically designed for
fine circuit work and is capable of minimal use
on average sized PCBs The fine bit enables the
user to delve into the most delicate of areas
£4.50. Replacement bits 70p each.

ADD 80p p&p

• .3 levels ut CP,Lpnpnalto
.igainst false alarms

represents the tinest value tor
money in control systems.
ninviding the following features

Cir it

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS
4OkHz Matched pairs, transmitter/receiver Per
pair £4.20.

PCB KIT f5.95
4 pieces copper
clad, circuit
etchant, 2 pens,
4 different
sheet transfers,
plastic tray
& instructions
Book 'How to Design 8
Make Year Own PCBs' £1.95

only £13.95 tVAT

Price £19.95 +VAT

only £9.50 +VAT

ETCH RESIST PENS by STAEDTLER.
Fine tip 75p each or 2 for £1.20
MINI-DRILL
AND
PRECISION
COMPLETE KIT
MAXICRAFT

Digital Ultrasonic
Detector US 5063

to be WON in the new

WITH 4 RECHARGEABLE AA/HP7
CELLS EX-EQUIP (TESTED &
GUARANTEED)• CHARGES ANY
COMBINATION PP3, AA, C & D CELLS
NICADS ex-eouip AA/HP7 only (tested &
guaranteed) 4 for f2 or 10 for f450

3, oken. Intended to, use in
ii.,irity systems, but also ideal
• tfholOgraphic and
'inurement appl.raPors
.••
15,r•

leeetio

£500

UNIVERSAL NICAD
CHARGER £6.95

•

lamp pc, ••
Protect.yi• ,

This brand new control panel provides
effective and reliable control of all types of
security installations. Using advanced
electronics, the unit automatically checks the loop circuits every time that it is
switched on, thereby reducing the possibility of false alarms and incorrect
operation. Using asimple on/off key switch, it is easily operated by all members

SI sting at separate
••insmitter aid receiver both of
are housed in attractive
Ilded cases the system
.3,1es an Jn.d.sIble morPaated
'i-rouer diStaIlleS Of I.p to 50 ,1
3-rating a relay when the bean ,

onlyf14.95 +VAT
Jog,
app.. al
su -table for Pyht.ny patios.
Pathways and gardens et c

NW 1250 -Enclosure &fixings
for CA 1250

• Easily installed, full instructions supplied.

Infra-red System IR 1470

500W Quartz Halogen
Floodlight FL 500

This versatile module provides
timed switching of loads up to 3A
for pre set times between 10 Secs
and 5 mins, the timed period
oeing triggered by the opening or
closing of an external loop or
switch The built in 12V 25OrnA
town' supply is available for
l'•

• 2separate loop inputs -24hr circuits.

Ne*

MODULES
ACCESSORIES
KITS

/4,
ier;(00
iletWeezt
,/
P01

• •

„, ca,ya
e. -J
I à
' ,'Bilege:4(er/t
e f
Bete
•
t

_
;,)

, '

4,

I

* £8 worth discount vouchers

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE BITS 1mm (deal for
glass fibre PCBs I shanks) £1.20 each or 5
for f5. Pack of 10 in case f8.95.

* 164 pages featuring over 3,000 products.
* Many new products. plus all the old favourites

SLOTTED OPTO -SWITCH
RS306-061 Infra-red source & sensor housed
in slotted moulding The 3-8mm slot permits
beam to be broken, eg switching, countIng,
tape detection Readily interfaced with TTL
circuits f1.90 each or 5for £8.

* £500 worth of electronic equipment and components to
be won in our catalogue competition.
* On sale at your newsagent from 16th October, or direct
Access
from the address below.
WSA
Cirkit Distribution Ltd

GOODS SENT RETURN POST

CROYDON DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS
40 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon CRO 6AA. Tel. 01 -688 2950

Everyday Electronics, November 1986

Park Lane, Broxbourne. Herts, ENI() 7NQ Tel: (0992) 444111. Tlx: 22478
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.1
FREE STOCK & PRICE LIST ON REQUEST

tile cog

()Wee
Send
50p* & SAE

for CATALOGUE

ORDERS :RING (01) 567 8910 - 24 HRS .

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT
This kit ',eludes all components Iv transformer) to make
asensitive IR recerver with 16 logic outputs (0-15V)
winch with surtouts interface circuitry (relays. Imes.
etc-details supplied) can be used to switch up to 16
items of equipment on or oft remotely The outputs may he
latched (to the last recerved code) Of momentary (on
during transmission) by specifying the decoder IC and a
15V stabrIrsed supply is available to power external
hands
Supply 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA
Size
lexcluchng transformer) 9 4 2cms
The companion transmitter is the MK18 which operates
from a9V PP3 battery and ones arange of up to 60ft
Two keyboards are evadable 5169 (4-way) and MK10
l
6- wayl, depending on the number of outputs to he used
sq(12 IR Recener (Ind transformer)
£14.85
MK18 Transmitter
£7.50
MKS 4-way Keyboard
£2.00
M910 16-way Keyboard
£5.95
601 133 Box for Transmitter
£2.60

4000 CMOS
4000
013
4001
0.12
4002
0.12
4006
0.27
4007
0.12
4008
0.15
4009
0,15
4010
0.19
4011
0.12
4012
0.12
4013
0.18
4014
0.27
4015
0.27
4016
4017
0.26
4018
0.26
4019
0.15
4020
0.29
4022
0.28
4023
0.12
4024
0.22
4025
0.12
4027
0.15
4028
0.23
4029
0.28
4030
0.12
4040
0.28
4042
0.22
4043
0.29
4044
0.29
4047
0.38
4049
0.16
4050
0.18
4051
0.29
4052
0.29
4053
0.29
4064
0.50
4056
0.50
4066
0.18
4068
0.12
4069
0.12
4071
0.12
4073
0.12
4075
0.12
4076
0.35
4077
0.21
4078
0.12
4082
0.12
4085
0.23
4093
0.18
4094
0.47

0.18

'refundable with
first order

DISCO LIGHTING KITS
DL1000K -- This value-for-money 4way chaser features bi-directional sequence and dimming.
1kW per
channel.
£17.50
DLZ1000K - A lower cost uni -directional version of the above.
Zero
switching to reduce interference. f9.85
DLA1 - Optional opto input allowing
audio "beat/light response.
70p
DL3000K - 3-channel sound to light kit
features zero voltage switching, automatic level control and built-in microphone. 1kW per channel.
£14.25
DL8000

4099
4508
4510
4511
4512
4514
4516
4517
4518
4520
4526
4528

0.28
0.67
0.29
0.44
0.34
0.60
0.32
0.28
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.28
0.44
0.38
0.35
0.38
0.30
0.20
0.32
0.39

74HC20
0.24
74HC240
0.99
74HC241
0.99
74HC242
0.99
74HC243
0.99
74HC244
0.99
74HC245
1.20
74HC251
0.75
74HC253
0.60
74HC257
0.60
74HC259
0.99
74HC266
0.80
4532
7414C27
0.24
4538
7414C32
0.38
4539
74HC365
0.60
4543
74HC367
0.60
4555
74HC368
0.60
4572
74HC373
0.99
4564
74HC374
0.99
4584
7414C390
0.95
74HC393
0.95
74Fic cmos
74HC42
0.50
74HCOO
0.24
74HC51
0.24
74HCO2
0.24
74HC533
0.99
74HCO4
0.25
74HC534
0.99
74HC06
0.4574HC563
1.20
74HCO8
0.24
74HC573
1.20
7411C10
0.24
741-IC574
1.20
74HC107
0.35
74HC640
1.20
74HC109
0.40
74HC688
1.50
74HCII
0.24
74HC74
0.45
74HC123
0.50
74i-4C86
0.45
74HC132
0.85
74HC138
0.52
74HC139
0.52
COMPUTER
74HCI4
0.90
41256-15ONS 3.00
74HC153
0.52
41464-15ONS 4.90
74HC154
1.60
4164-15065
1.00
741-IC157
0.59
4416-15ONS
2.06
74HC158
0.80
6116
1.85
74HC161
0.75
ZEIOACPU
1.95
74HC163
0.75
280ACTC
2.10
74HC164
0.75
280ADMA
8.50
74HC165
0.75
ZEIOAPIO
2.00
74HC166
0.60
ZBOAS10/1
5.00
74HC173
0.75
74HC174
0.75
74)4C175
0.70
LINEAR IC '
S
74HC192
0.00
40c0504
9.90
74HC193
0.90
ADC0816
28.00
74HC194
0.90
4000517
16.90
741-1C195
1.00
ADC3501
15.25

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR TYPES
THERMOSTAT KIT
This KIT uses a temperature sensor IC
controlling a triac which can switch a
1kW heater when the temperature falls
below a level set on a potentiometer.
Designed for sensing air temperature it
makes an ideal temperature controller
for rooms, greenhouses, etc. Overall
size: 4 or 4 or 3cms. Max. Temperature:
80*C. Power supply: 240V a.c. Maximum output' 4A with heatsink
supplied.
£5.00

HANDY MULTIMETER
An ideal multimeter for the hobbwst featunng 20k/V Input
impedance 19 ranges including 10A dc ,battery decker
and continuity buzzer Suppled complete will, test leads,
battery and instruction manual As recommended for the
FE Teach In - series
Dimensions 135rom
89rom x40cm
AC Volts 050-250 lkV
15%)
DC Volts 02-5-10-50
250.1k
OC Current 0-510500mA 10A
Resistance 10k-100k-10M
-20dB to .62dB
f12.95

DVM/ULTRA SENSITIVE
THERMOMETER KIT
Based on the ICI
7126 and a3j digit
liquid crystal dis•›,
'f!ff•fitffr1
play. this krt will
form the basis of a
digital multimeter
only a few additional resistors and
OW ,
swatches are required -details suppliedl, or a sensrtrve digital thermometer (-50*C to
+150t) reading 81' The kn has asensdrydy of 200mV
for afull-scale reachng, automatic polarity and overload
indication Typical battery life of 2years IPP3I f17.00

The DL8000K is an 8-way sequencer kit
with built in opto -isolated sound to light
input which comes complete with a
pre-programmed EPROM containing
EIGHTY-YES 801 different sequences
including standard flashing and chase
routines. The KIT includes full instructions and all components (even the PCB
connectors) and requires only a box and
a control knob to complete. Other features include manual sequence speed
adjustment, zero voltage switching, LED
mimic lamps and sound to light LED and
a 300W output per channel.
And the best thing about it is the price
ONLY £28.50

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT
With hundreds of uses in doors, garages, car anti-theft devices, electronic
equipment, etc. Only the correct easily
changed four-digit code will open itl
Requires a 5V to 15V DC supply. Output
750mA. Fits into standard electrical wall
box Complete kit (excl. front panel)
XK101
£11.50
701 150 Electronic lock mechanism for
use with the above kit
£16.50

HOME LIGHTING KITS
These kits contain all necessary components and full instructions 8. are designed to replace a standard wall switch
and control up to 300 W of lighting.
TOR3OOK Remote Control
Dimmer
£16.45
MK6
Transmitter for
••••
above
£4.95
TD3OOK Touchdirnmer
£8.50
11300K
Touchswitch
£8.50
TDE/K
Extension kit for 2-way
Switching for TD3OOK
£2.70

SEND 9"x6 - S A E.&
ELECTRONICS
50p FOR CATALOGUE
13 BOSTON RD
OR CALL AT SHOP
LONDON W7 3SJ MON-FRI 9-5pm
Tel: 01-567 8910 SATURDAY 10-4prn
ORDERING INFORMATION:
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
aEEe
FREE P&P on orders over £20 (UK only), otherwise add
75p +VAT. Overseas P&P: Europe £2.75. Elsewhere
£6.50. Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No.
with order. Giro No. 529314002.
LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
GOODS BY RETURN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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CA3000
CA3001
CA3002
CA3006
CA3010
CA3012
CA3018
CA3018A
CA3020
CA3020A
CA3028A
CA30268
CA3029
CA3039
CA3046
CA3059
CA3065
CA3080
CA3080A
CA3081
CA3085
CA3066
CA3088E
CA3089E
CA3094E
CA3130E
CA31307
CA3140E
CA31407
CA3141E
CA3160E
CA3161E
CA3152E
CA3189
CA3169E
CA3209E
CA3240E
DAC0800LCN
D6C0806LCN
DAC0808LCN
DAC1000LCN
DAC1008LCN
DAC1408CPC
ICL7106
ICL7107
CL7611
CL7650CPD
CL7660CPA
CL8038CCJD
CM7127
CM72 16E4
ICK7555

5.70
5.99
5.55
7.77
1.38
2.86
1.69
2.38
3.96
4.84
1.86
2.51
1.13
1.55
0.70
3.25
3.33
1.75
4.44
1.77
1.50
1.00
3.18
1.87
1.81
1.75
2.22
0.98
1.66
1.28
1.75
2.2
8.18
2.39
2.39
4.50
1.87
4.00
2.15
3.32
13.70
9.76
3.13
7.81
7.89
1.00
4 52
2.35
4.60
8.79
28.00
0.80

NOT LISTED, WE WILL TRY

AND FIND IT IF IT EXISTS. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS ALWAYS
GIVEN. ADD 50p P&P + VAT. GOVT., COLLEGES ORDERS
ACCEPTED.
189 Beverley Drive,

Edgware,

Middx.

HA8

5NL

Tel: 01-951 5526
MAIL ORDER ONLY

C.P.L. ELECTRONICS
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS KITS
NOY .86 f18 20
Nov .86 Iphone
Nov '86 Iprices
Sept '86 110 90
Aug '86 119 50
Aug '86 16.90
July 138 116 75
July .86 f11 95
July '86 124 50
June .86 67 50
June'86 112.90
June .86 122.50
Apr '86 619.35'
Apr '86 223 15

Modem Tone Decoder
Car Flashing Warning
Optically Isolated Switch
Freezer Failure Alarm
Micro Mini Tuner (Excluding 'CO)
Battery Tester
Caravan Battery Monitor
Vox Boo Amp
Headphone Mirer
Watchdog
Personal Radio
Percussion Synthesiser (Eel PC8)
Versatile PSU
Stereo Reverb
Mains Tester & Fuse Finder
(End PCB)
Interval Teller
Stereo Hi-Fr Preamp
Touch Controller
Mans Delay Swech
One Chip Alarm
01
10,1
Caravan Alarm (Excl Horn)
Frege Alarm
Tremolo! Vibrato
Drill Control Unit (Exc) Case)
Low cost PSU
Train Signal Controller
Contenoty Tester
Electronic Doorbell
Caravan POLI
Across The River
High ZMultimeter (Excl Case)
Graphic Equaliser

Mar '86
Mar '86
Mar '86
Feb .86
Jan '86
Jan '86
Jan '86
Sept '85
Sept '85
Aug '85
Aug '85
Aug '85
July'85
July '85
June '85
June '85
June '85
June '85
June '85

65.90
£15.85
f42.50
£11.75
f17.85
f8.90
(9.25
£15.00
f7.45
£31.00
f18.451
£13 65
(10.45
19,35
16 25
19.95
113 45
229 35
124 50

DIGITAL TROUBLE SHOOTING
Nov .86 £26.40
62 p&p

1 f Bench Power Supply

PRACTICAL WIRELESS Kl 1S
Simple 50MHz Converter
Anin Parametric Filter
(Inc Spec Case)
Arun Parametric Filter
(End Case)
Meon 250MHz Transverter
144MHz IF
Simple Audio Oscillator
RF Speech Processor
FIFTY/Morse Modem
Crystal Calibrator
Two tone Osci)lator-WI Md Plug
Mean 50MHz Transverter28MHz IF
Capacitance Meter
Dip Oscillator
HF Prescaler
Add On BEO-Inc C804 &
Optional Cmpts
TrIarnble Keyer
Bug Key with 528 Bit Memory
PW Terne PSU
PNI Teme ATU/SWR Bridge
PW Teme Recerver
PW Teme VFO/Doubler
PVV Teme Transmitter (Less Mali
Morse Sending Trainer
Morse Practice Oscillator

Sept

86 224.30

May '86 254.000
May '86 139.00
April .86
Mar '86
Mar '86
Jan '86
Jan 86
Dec '85

f48.50'
f27.25
f53 00'
[35.85
619. 95
f22 45

Oct 135
Oct 115
Oct '85
Sept '85

f49 50'
223 90
121 90
124.95

Aug '85
Feb '85
Oct'84
Feb '85
Feb '85
Jan '85
Dec '84
Nov 134
July '84
Jan '82

f14
216
251
226
214
124
f26
229
113
£10

40
80
00'
90'
90
75
30
00
40
20

ELECTRONICS MONTHLY KITS
Visual Doorbell (PCB Versiord
Footpedal Flanger
Heartbeat Mondor
Freezer Alarm
Sound Effects Box with Earpiece
Hi Fi Intercom
Hot Water Indicator Inc ABS Box
Intelligent Windscreen Wiper
Household Battery Checker
Sinewave Generator
Compressor Sustain Pedal

June .B5
June '85
July '85
July '85
July .85
Aug. .85
Aug '85
Aug .85
Sept '85
Sept '85
Oct '85

(14.60
123.45
123.90
16.95
£15.75
223 90
f6.95
(22.60
213.45
12115
222.35

HAM RADIO KITS

TEACH IN '86
BASIC ITEMS
Regulator Unit
Universal Bridge
Diode/Transistor Tester
Audio Signal Tracer
Audio Signal Generator
RF Signal Generator
FET Voltmeter
Digital Pulse Generator

Prolect
Promo
Proect
Proect
Protect
Protect
Proptet
Protect

(23 70
I £18.95
2 121.50
3 £13.45
4 f10.80
5 618.95
6 622.00
7 fl7A5
8 f11,65

Modula Converter-Mein RF lExcl Osai)
Modula Converter-With Ftf (Eel Xtall

£16.45
219 50

ALL PROJECT COMPONENTS ALSO
AVAILABLE SEPARATELY
Postage as below apart from

=£1 50 and t= £2 00

ALL KITS COMPLETE (LESS BATTERIES) UNLESS SPECIFIE0 INCLUDES ALL COMPONENTS, PCB OR VERO.
CASE ANO HARDWARE ALL COMPONENTS NEW AND
FULL SPEC DO NOT ADD VAT ADD 70p P&P PER ORDER
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ANC SEND CHEQUES
OR POSTAL ORDERS TO

-C.P.L. ELECTRONICS

Additional Components -Part 1Ai 211 60. Part 321 45,
8 Southelun Close, Nemlington, Middlesbrough,
Pan 412, Part 511 90, Part 626 85, Part 745p, Peet 8
Cleveland TS8 9HE. Tel: 0642 591157
f175. Part 925p
FREE PRICE LIST ON REQUEST
Article reprints 60p

Everyday Electronics, November 1986

IRapid

"¡Electronics ltd

Electonic
Compr onents
Catalogue

Essenfial
reading
The new Rapid Electronics
electronic components catalogue
is an absolute must for all serious
electronics constructors.
Over 4000 product lines sourced
from over 150 manufacturers
worldwide, from self tapping
screws to microprocessors, from
EPROMs to sophisticated PCB
production equipment all
component needs are covered.

1
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Over 100 fully illustrated pages
detail all your expected
requirements, all for just
£1.25 including postage.
By placing large orders with manufacturers we can offer the most competitive
prices in the market. Indeed we now sell more components than all the other
mail order companies put together!
All orders are despatched upon day of receipt by First Class Mail or Securicor.
You can even telephone your order up to 5pm for same day despatch. No other
company can offer such acomprehensive service.
Send for your catalogue today by simply completing the details below and
enclosing £1.25.
Rapid Electronics Ltd, Unit C, Hill Farm Industrial Estate, Boxted, Colchester, Essex CO4 5RD.
Telephone 0206 272730.
Please rush me acopy of the new Rapid Electronics catalogue. Ienclose £1.25.
Name
Address

Postcode

Everyday Electronics, November 1986

Telephone

Unit C

565

MAGENTA

E.E. PROJECT KITS
Full Kits Inc PCBs, or veroboard, hardware,
electronics, cases (unless stated). Less
batteries.
If you do not have the issue of EL which
includes the project -you will need to order the
instruction reprint as an entra - 70p each
Reprints
available
separately
lop each rp&p f1.00

THIS MONTH'S KITS
SAE or 'phone for prices
200MHz DIG. FREQUENCY METER Nov 86E59.98
10 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER Oct 86
134.95
LIGHT RIDER LAPEL BADGE Oct 86
19.11
LIGHT RIDER DISCO VERSION
118.69
LIGHT RIDER 16 LED VERSION
112 99
SCRATCH BLANKER Sept 86
f53.17
SIMPLE PRINTER BUFFER Sept 86
less PCB and
EPROM
f47 89
INFRA-RED BEAM ALARM Sept 86
126.99
FREEZER FAILURE ALARM Sept 86
114 76
CAR TIMER Sept BE
18.30
BATTERY TESTER Aix) 86
f6.85
TILT ALARM July 86
1745
HEADPHONE MIXER July 86
127.69
CARAVAN BATTERY MONITOR July 86 116.35
SOUEEKIE CONTINUITY TESTER July 86
13.35
ELECTRONIC SCARECROW July 86
1845
VOX BOX AMP July 86
£12.73
PERCUSSION SYNTH June 86
128 96
LIGHT PEN Ileu case) June 86
15.80
PERSONAL RADIO June 86
110.98
WATCHDOG June 86
f7.65
MINI STROBE May 86
113.11
PA AMPLIFIER May 86
624 95
LOGIC SWITCH May 86
f14.93
AUTO FIRING JOYSTICK May 86
111 86
STEREO REVERB Apr 86
125.18
VERSATILE PSU Apr 86
f23 51
CIRCLE CHASER Apr 86
120 98
FREELOADER Apr 86
10.08
STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER Apr 86
14 89
BBC MIDI INTERFACE Mar 86
125.61
INTERVAL TIMER Mar 86
117.97
STEREO HI-FI PRE-AMP
£46.85
MAINS TESTER & FUSE FINDER Mar 86
18 40
FUNCTION GENERATOR Feb 86
123.66
POWER SUPPLY FOR ABOVE
£7.62
TOUCH CONTROLLER Feh 86
[12.25
pH TRANSDUCER Iless Probe) Feb 86
£23.11
LIGHT EFFECTS/GAMES UNIT Feb 86
110.89
SPECTRUM OUTPUT PORT Feb 86
£10.72
HEADLIGHT ONE SHOT Feb 86
fit 22
OPORT Jan 86
17.14
TACHOMETER Jan 86
624.57
MAIN DELAY SWITCH less case Jan 86
118.83
ONE CHIP ALARM Jan 86
18.29
MUSICAL DOOR BELL Jan 86
f17.83
TTL LOGIC PROBE Dec 85
19.45
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER Dec 85 £39.57
FLUX DENSITY TRANSDUCER Nov 85
128.72
FLASHING PUMPKIN less case Nov 85
£4.20
SOUEAKING BAT less case Nov 85
f9,49
SCREAMING MASK less case Nov 85
110.97
STRAIN GAUGE AMPLIFIER Oct 85
f2600
SIMPLE AUDIO GENERATOR Oct 85
12 85
SOLDERING IRON POWER CONTROLLER Oct
85
15 21
VOLTAGE REGULATOR Sept 85
17.46
PERSONAL STEREO P.S.U. Sept 85
19.89
R.I.A A. PRE-AMP Sept 85
115.94
CARAVAN ALARM Sept 85
110.30
FRIDGE ALARM Sept 85
17.50
SEMI-CONDUCTOR TEMP. SENSOR Sept
85
E20.82
RESISTANCE THERMOMETER Sept 85 Less
Probe
£20.71
PLATINUM PROBE hue
£24.20
LOW COST POWER SUPPLY UNIT Aug 85118.39
TRI-STATE THERMOMETER 18att) Aug 85 16.66
TREMOLO/VIBRATO Aug 85
137.92
STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE FOR THE BBC
COMPUTER less case Aug 85
113.99
1035 STEPPER MOTOR EXTRA
114.50
OPTIONAL POWER SUPPLY PARTS
15.14
15.90
CONTINUITY TESTER July 85
TRAIN SIGNAL CONTROLLER July 85
f9.66
AMSTRAD USER PORT July 85
E16.63
£19.77
ACROSS THE RIVER June 85
f7.20
ELECTRONIC DOORBELL June 85
GRAPHIC EQUALISER June 85
125.66
AUTO PHASE May 85
117.98
INSULATION TESTER Apr 85
118.65
[18.68
LOAD SIMPLIFIER Feb 85
SOLID STATE REVERB Feb 85
£43.97
GAMES TIMER Jan 85
18 39
SPECTRUM AMPLIFIER Jan 85
16.58
TV AERIAL PRE-AMP Dec 84
114.83
Optional PSU 12V 12.44
2408 111.83
MINI WORKSHOP POWER SUPPLY Dec 84141.98
DOOR CHIME Sec 84
E17.89
BBC MICRO AUDIO STORAGE SCOPE INTERFACE
Nov 84
134.52
PROXIMITY ALARM Nov 84
121.58
MAINS CABLE DETECTOR Oct 84
15.27
MICRO MEMORY SYNTHESISER Oct 84 157.57
DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Oct 84
18.27
GUITAR HEAD PHONE AMPLIFIER Sept 84 17.66
SOUND OPERATED FLASH less lead Sept 84E6.98

MAGENTA ELECTRONICS LTD.

6E46, 135 HUNTER ST.,
BURTON-ON-TRENT,
STAFFS, DE14 2ST.
0283 65435, Mon-Fri 9-5.
Access/Berclaycerd (Visa) by
phone or post.
24 hr Answerphone for credit card orders
Our prices include VAT

TEMPERATURE INTERFACE FOR BBC Aug
84
123.64
CAR RADIO BOOSTER Aug 84
116.64
CAR LIGHTS WARNING July 84
f958
VAR1CAP AM RADIO May 84
112 52
EXPERIMENTAL POWER SUPPLY May 84 122.46
SIMPLE LOOP BURGLAR ALARM May 84 116 34
MASTERMIND TIMER May 84
£6.52
FUSE/DIODE CHECKER Apr 84
14.14
QUASI STEREO ADAPTOR Apr 84
113.08
DIGITAL MULTIMETER add on tor BBC Micro Mar
129.98
84
111.82
NI-CAD BATTERY CHARGER Mar 84
REVERSING BLEEPER Man 84
18.14
14.32
PIPE FINDER Mar 84
IONISER Feb 84
128.78
ZX81 EPROM PROGRAMMER Feb 84
117.38
SIGNAL TRACER Feb 84
£17.88
£4.51
CAR LIGHT WARNING Feb 84
GUITAR TUNER Jan 84
121.28
BIOLOGICAL AMPLIFIER Jan 84
£22.99
CONTINUITY TESTER Dec 83
111.99
f8.42
CHILDREN'S DISCO LIGHTS Dec 83
NOVEL EGG TIMER Dec 83 Inc case
11229
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER FOR THE BBC MICRO Nov
83 less cable r sockets
f26.38
MULTIMOD Nov 83
£20.38
LONG RANGE CAMERA/FLASHGUN TRIGGER Nov
83
£16.20
HOME INTERCOM less bob wire Oct 83
117.26
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE BOARD Oct 83 less cable,
case & connector
123.95
HIGH POWER DAC DRIVER BOARD Oct 83 less
case
114.99
HIGH SPEED ATOO CONVERTER Sept 83 less cable
connector
£33.57
STORAGE 'SCOPE INTERFACE FOR BBC MICRO
Aug 83 less software
118.42
HIGH POWER INTERFACE BOARD Aug 83 no
Lase
112.45
USER PORT I/O BOARD less cable + plug 19259
USER PORT CONTROL BOARD JuN 83 less cable
plug
case
130.16
GUITAR HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER May 83 19.50
MW PERSONAL RADIO less case, May 83 19.14
MOISTURE DETECTOR May 83
16.55
CAR RADIO POWER BOOSTER Apnl 83
f14.39
FUNCTION GENERATOR April 83
f55.17
FLANGER SOUND EFFECTS April 83
f29.00
NOVELTY EGG TIMER April 83 less case
£6 58
DUAL POWER SUPPLY March 83
f69.48
BUZZ OFF March 83
15.41
PUSH BIKE ALARM Feb 83
114.07
ZX TAPE CONTROL Nov 82
18.55
CONTINUITY CHECKER Sept 82
16.56
2-WAY INTERCOM July 82 no case
15.42
ELECTRONIC PITCH PIPE July 82
£6.48
REFLEX TESTER July 82
f9.32
SEAT BELT REMINDER Jun 82
14.92
EGG TIMER June 82
£6.53
CAR LED VOLTMETER less case May 82
£3.81
V.C.O. SOUND EFFECTS UNIT Apr 82
115.25
CAMERA OR FLASH GUN TRIGGER Mar
82 less tripod bushes
116.38
POCKET TIMER Mar 82
14.92
GUITAR TUNER Mar 82
120.62
SIMPLE STABILISED POWER SUPPLY Jan
82
132.37
MINI EGG TIMER Jan 82
15.28
SIMPLE INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROL Nov
81
122.44
CAPACITANCE METER Oct 81
130.98
SUSTAIN UNIT Oct 81
£16 79
TAPE NOISE LIMITER Oct 81
15.97
13.30
HEADS AND TAILS GAME Oct 81
CONTINUITY TESTER Oct 81
E5.38
PHOTO FLASH SLAVE Oct 81
14.56
FUZZ BOX On 81
£9.57
SOIL MOISTURE UNIT Oct 81
17.68
0-12V POWER SUPPLY Sept 81
123.38
COMBINATION LOCK July 81 less case
125.89
SOIL MOISTURE INDICATOR E.E. Miry 81 15.39
PHONE BELL REPEATER/BABY ALARM May
81
17.38
INTERCOM April 81
129.39
MODULATED TONE DOORBELL Mar 81
18.82
2NOTE DOOR CHIME Dec 80
113.62
LIVE WIRE GAME Dec 80
115.44
GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER Nov 00114.19 lass
case Slandard case entra
£5.98
SOUND TO LIGHT Nov 803 channel
128.09
TRANSISTOR TESTER Nov 80
115.36
AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT FOR WEIRD SOUNDS Oct
80
117.28
MICRO MUSIC BOX Feb 80
121 43
Case ertra
f4 32
SPRING LINE REVERS UNIT Jan 80
132 64
UNIBOARD BURGLAR ALARM Dec 79
£7 98
DARKROOM TIMER July 79
13.84
MICROCHIME DOORBELL Feb 79
f20 98
SOUND TO LIGHT Sept 78
110.98
CAR BATTERY STATE INDICATOR LESS CASE Sept
78
12.75
R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR Sept 78
137 44
IN SITU TRANSISTOR TESTER Jun 78
19 00
WEIRD SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Mar
78
11.44
ELECTRONIC DICE Mar /7
15.97

SHOP NOW OPEN-CALLERS WELCOME

ROD 11 P&P TO ALL ORDERS
PRICES INCLUDE VAT
SAE ALL ENQUIRIES.
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME
OVERSEAS Payment must be sterling
IRISH REPUBLIC and BFPO UK PRICES
EUROPE UK PRICES pia 10%
ELSEWHERE some lot quote
SHOP HOURS 9-5MON -FRI

As ee,
usual
we shall be ye". 14
ey - providing a comprehensive top quality kits &
parts service for this new series. `re
Our excellent technical back-up service helps to ensure that your projects
succeed every time.
PART 1 BENCH POWER SUPPLY-Full
kil £24.98.
Plus a FREE copy of our NEW
catalogue.

EXPLORING
ELECTRONICS
A full set of parts including the Verobloc breadboard to follow the series
right up to this issue £14.87.

INTRODUCTION
TO ELECTRONICS
An Introduction to the basic principles of
electronics. With lots of simple experiments. Uses soldering. Lots of full colour
illustrations and simple explanations. A
lovely book Ideal tor all ayes
INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT PACK

110.99

BOOK EXTRA

£2.45

Book also evailaNle separately.

NEW
BOOKS
Midi Protects Penfold 12.95
Getting The Most from
Your Printer Penfnld
E2 95
More Advanced
Eledrorec Music Protects
Fanfold
12.96

BOOKS
How to Get Your Electronic P7ojetts
12.15
Working Fanfold
A practical Introduction to Microprocessors
Fanfold
12.10
Basic Electronics Haider á Stoughton
18.98
Bigueurs Guide to Budding Electronk Protects
Penfold
12.25
DIY Robotics & Sensors Billingsley BBC
[7.95
Commodore 64
17.99
Elementary Electronics Slade
15.98
Spence Experiments with Your Computer
12.43
How to (lesson & Make Your Own PCBs BP12112 15
How to Make Computer Controlled Robots Potted 3.20
How to Make Computer Model Controllers Potterf3.19
Interfacing to Microprocessors &Mkrocomputersf 6.50
Machine Code for Beginners Usbane
12.45
MIMI Interfacing Circuits Book 1
12 45
Microprocessors for Hobbyists Coles
14.98
Practical Computer Experiments Parr
11.95
Practical Things to do With aMicrocomputer
Usborne
12.19
&Aeons & Answers -- Electronics Hickman f345
Understanding the Micro Osborne
11.95
• JUST A SMALL SELECTION. LOTS MORE IN
OUR PRICE LIST •

TEACH IN 86
MULTIMETER TYPE M10262 as specified Guaranteed Top qualrty 20k/V, with battery check, continuity
tester buzzer and fuse and diode protection IGA dc range
Complete with leads, battery and manual
£13.98
VEROBLOC BREADBOARD DESIGN PAD, MOUNTING PANEL AND 10 CROCODILE CLIP
CONNECTING LEADS.
16.98
REGULATOR UNIT FOR SAFE POWER SUPPLY. All components including the specified case Also the
plugs, fuse and fuseholders to sun the El mains adaptor
[16.76
COMPONENTS FOR PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENTS. Parts 1and 2(Oct & Noy) £1.94. Part 3(Dec) f1.37.
Part 4 (Jan) f2.48. Pad 5 (Feb) £2.22. Part 6 (Mar) £6.31. Parts 7, 8& 9 (combined) £2.55.

TEACH IN 86 PROJECTS
UNIVERSAL LCR BRIDGE Neu 85
DIODE/TRANSISTOR TESTER Dec 85
USEFUL AUDIO SIGNAL TRACER
Jan 86
AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR Fab 86
R F SIGNAL GENERATOR March 86
PET VOLTMETER Apr 86
DIGITAL PULSE GENERATOR May 86

125.83
118.89
116.75
126.21
124.48
£21.48
£16.68

NEW
MINI MODEL MOTORS
1 -3V, 2 TYPES MM1-591 MM2-61p

LEGO Technic Sets
TEACHERS WE ARE STOCKISTS OF THE
WHOLE RANGE. CONTACT US FOR
BROCHURES. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
AND QUICK DELIVERIES

STEPPING MOTORS 12 VOLT
-1 48 STEPS 208 STEPS
(

1035
114.50

MD200
116.80

MOTOR - GEARBOX ASSEMBLIES

Miniature precision made. Complete with quality electric motor. Variable reduction ratios
achieved by fitting from 1-6 gearwheels (supplied) as required. Operates from 1.5V 104.5V.
Small unit type fiAGS speed range 3rmp-220Orpm depending on voltage & gear ratio. Large
unit type MGL (higher torque motor) 2rpm-il5Orpm. Long 3mm dia output shafts. Ideal for
robots and buggies.
Small Unit (MGS) £3.49. Large Unit (MGL) £3.98.
Pulley wheels 3mm bore. Metal flange with
£
brass hub. 10rnm dia. £1.75. 20mm dia.
1.84. 30mm dia. £1.99.
Metal collar with fixing screw, 3mm bore
24p. Flexible spring coupling 5mm. Length
31mm 88p.
Flexible metal coupling (universal) 3mm
£2.98.

NEW 1987 CATALOGUE
JUST ARRIVED! Brief details of each kit, our
books, & illustrations of our range of tools
& components. Also stepper motor, interface kit & simple robotics. Plus circuit ideas
for you to build. If you read Everyday
Electronics then you need a copy of the
MAGENTA catalogue
CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST - Send 11 M stamps
etc. or add 11 to your order. Price bug
9x4 sae.
Catalogue FREE TO SCHOOLS/COLLEGES
QUESTED ON OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD.

TOOLS

ANTEX MODEL CIRON
ANTEX X5 SOLDERING IRON 25W
ST4 STAND FOR IRONS
HEAT SINE TWEEZERS
SOLDER RANDY SIZE 5
SOLDER CARTON
SOLDER REEL SIZE 10
LOW COST PLIERS
LOW COST CUTTERS

RE-

f6 98
f725
E2 85
45p
fI39
[2 50
£4 67
f198
II 99

ADVENTURES
WITH
ELECTRONICS
An easy to tollow book suitable for all ages. Ideal for
beginners No soldering, uses an S-Dec Breadboard
&ves clear instructions with lots of pictures 16 protects
- including three radios, siren, metronome, orgain.
intercom, timer, etc Helps you learn about electronic
components and how circuits work Component pact
includes an S-Dec breadboard and all the components lot
the protects
Adventures with Electronics E3.58. Component pack
f20.98 less battery
SENT NOSE PLIERS
MINI DRILL 928 151171)
MULTIMETER TYPE 11000.er
MULTIMETER TYPE 220.000opv
MULTIMETER TYPE 330.000aps
MULTIMETER TYPE 4 10m DIGITAL
DESOLDER PUMP
SIGNAL INJECTOR
CIRCUIT TESTER
HELPING HANDS JIG Si MAGNIFIER
MINIATURE VICE (PLASTIC'

11119
18.38
16.98
£17.98
£2788
139 98
£5.41
12.98
78p
E7.98
61.85

E2I

PRICE LIST -FREE WITH ORDERS OR SEND SAE
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Editorial Offices
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL,
6 CHURCH STREET, WIMBORNE,
DORSET BH21 1JH
Phone: Wimborne (0202) 881749
See notes on Readers' Enquiries below—we
regret that lengthy technical enquiries cannot be
answered over the telephone
Advertisement Offices
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS ADVERTISEMENTS
4 NEASDEN AVE., CLACTON-ON-SEA, ESSEX
C016 7HG. Clacton (0255) 436471

SOLDERING ON
ow that winter is virtually upon us all you lucky readers can get on with
building more projects in the long dark evenings (Australian readers
please save this copy to read in June). To keep you all happy we have added a
few extra pages to your magazine and included a special feature on
soldering—just as a reminder of course. We realise that you know how to
solder so the article is obviously aimed at someone else—but just take alook at
your last project and compare the back of your p.c.b. with that in apiece of
commercial equipment! You would be surprised how many readers' projects
fail due to their inability to wield a soldering iron with sensitivity and
sensibility—you don't suppose it could be someone not amillion miles from
you, do you? Anyway, irons don't last for ever and a modern temperature
controlled instrument is aworthwhile investment.

N

TROUBLE
We are also kicking off our Digital Trouble Shooting series in this issue. This
has been designed to appeal to avery wide cross section of our readership; in
fact, with the projects that form part of the series, there should be something
for everyone. The introduction gives arun down of all the associated projects.
This type of series is always very popular and we urge you to place an order
with your newsagent or take out asubscription to ensure you get every issue.
INDEX
As is now our normal practice, next month's issue will carry an index for the
whole of 1986. The index shows exactly which articles have appeared and
when and is very useful especially if you keep all your issues in an EE Binder
(see the note at the foot of this page).
Each binder holds twelve issues with the page numbering running right
through the bound volume. With issues stored like this they are neat,
attractive and form aunique reference manual. Next time you want to find an
old project or circuit, or someone decides the pile of mags is too untidy and
disposes of them, just remember abinder would have prevented the problem.
By the way we have just reduced the price of our binders, but we have had to
increase the cost of back numbers due to the cost of storage and handling etc.,
so it makes sense to protect your issues.
DESIGN
An interesting and possibly rewarding competition is being announced in
our advertising pages this month. All you bright readers with ahost of ideas
should take alook at the Design Against Crime Competition.

BACK ISSUES & BINDERS
Certain back issues of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY are available price £1.50
(£2.00 overseas surface mail) inclusive of
postage and packing per copy. Enquiries
with remittance, made payable to Everyday Electronics, should be sent to Post
Sales Department, Everyday Electronics, 6
Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
1JH. In the event of non-availability remittances will be returned. Please allow 28
days for delivery. (We have now sold
out of Oct. and Nov. 85 and April 86.)
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues)
are available from the above address for
£4.95 (£5.95 overseas surface mail) inclusive of p&p. Please allow 28 days for
delivery.
Payment in £ sterling only please.
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Editor MIKE KENWARD
Personal Assistant
PAULINE MITCHELL
Assistant Editor/Production
DAVID BARRINGTON
Assistant Editor/Projects
DAVID BRUNSKILL
Editorial: WIMBORNE (0202) 881749
Advertisement Manager
PETER J. MEW Clacton (0255) 436471
Classified Advertisements
Wimborne (0202) 881749
READERS' ENQUIRIES
We are unable to offer any advice on the
use, purchase, repair or modification of
commercial equipment or the incorporation or modification of designs published in
the magazine. We regret that we cannot
provide data or answer queries on articles
or projects that are more than five years
old. Letters requiring a personal reply
must be accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope or a selfaddressed envelope and international reply coupons.
All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.
COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or kits for building the projects
featured, these can be supplied by
advertisers.
OLD PROJECTS
We advise readers to check that all parts
are still available before commencing any
project in a back-dated issue.
We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on projects
that are more than five years old.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors and staff of
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS take reasonable precautions to protect the interests of
readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements are bona fide, the
magazine and its Publishers cannot give
any undertakings in respect of statements
or claims made by advertisers, whether
these advertisements are printed as part of
the magazine, or are in the form of inserts.
The Publishers regret that under no
circumstances will the magazine accept
liability for non-receipt of goods ordered,
or for late delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal remedies are available in respect of some of these circumstances,
and readers who have complaints should
address them to the advertiser or should
consult a local trading standards office, or
a Citizen's Advice Bureau, or their own
solicitor.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscription for delivery direct to
any address in the UK: £13.00. Overseas:
£15.00. Cheques or bank drafts (in £
sterling only) payable to Everyday Electronics and sent to EE Subscription Dept.,
6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
1JH. Subscriptions can only start
with the next available issue. For back
numbers see the note on the left.
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200 MHz DIGITAL
FREQUENCY METER
MARK STUART
Easy to use—
easy to
construct-0 to
10MHz and
10-200MHz
ranges
H's project was designed to provide a
Tsimple
easy to use digital frequency

meter without sacrificing accuracy or frequency range. Throughout the design particular attention was paid to keeping the cost
down and the construction simple. The
resulting instrument is compact and extremely convenient to use. Among its more
obvious applications are checking C.B. and
amateur radio transmitter frequencies, calibrating signal generators and providing
accurate frequency readings when used in
conjunction with afunction generator when
measuring audio amplifier frequency responses, etc.
The unit was designed to be powered
from a small plug-in transformer but can
also be powered from a 12V car battery or
four HP7 cells for portable use.

SPECIFICATION
The circuit uses eight 0.56 inch red seven
segment 1.e.d. displays to give alarge bright
clear read-out. Two frequencies ranges
cover 0-10MHz and 10-200MHz. The display is automatically up-dated at one
second intervals giving resolution down to
IHz on the I
OMHz range and 100Hz on the
200MHz range. Between readings the display holds the previous reading, providing a
stable continuous read-out.
Accuracy of the frequency readings depends upon the internal 10MHz crystal. A
standard commercial quality crystal is used,
giving 0.002 per cent initial accuracy with a
possible thermal drift up to 0.003 per cent
per degree Celsius. If required the initial
error can be trimmed out by reference to the
200kHz BBC Radio 4carrier frequency so
that very accurate measurements can be
made especially if the meter is kept at or
near room temperature.
Power requirements are approximately
100mA at five volts. An internal voltage
regulator permits external d.c. supplies
from 9V to 16V to be used as an alternative
to the plug-in 9V transformer specified.
When portable operation is required four
standard or re-chargeable small cells can be
used to give several hours of operation.

568

The position of the decimal point in the
display is selected by connecting pin 13 of
IC2 to the digit drive output where the
decimal point is required. In this application the decimal point is required after X7
for the 10MHz range and after X5 for the
200MHz range. Switching between the two
is carried out by IC6c and IC6d which are
analogue gates controlled from the range
switch S2. When S2 is in the 10MHz
position the +5V supply is connected to the
control input of IC6c via S2b. This turns on
the analogue gate and connects pin 13 of
IC2 to the X7 digit drive line. The control
input of IC6d is held at OV via R2 ensuring
that the X5 digit drive line is disconnected.
On the 200MHz range the situation is
reversed so that the X7 line is disconnected
and X5 line is connected. S2b also provides
gate control voltages for IC6a and IC6b
which select which input stage is used to
provide the signal to be counted by IC2.
There are two other pins on IC2 which are
linked to the digit select lines. Pin 1provides various functions such as display test,
and blank display, by connecting it either to
the X8 or line X4. In this application pin 1
is linked to the X3 line to select "external
decimal point" mode. This allows the decimal point to be positioned by linking pin 13
to the digit drive outputs as already
described.
Pin 14 of IC2 is the "range" input which
is used to select whether the input signal is
counted for 0.01sec, 0.1 sec, I
sec, or lOsec
by connecting it respectively to digit drive

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the complete unit
is shown in Fig. I. The heart of the circuit is
IC2 which provides all of the timing, counting, and display decoding functions. This
remarkable i.c. provides direct drive to the
entire eight digit display eliminating the
need for current limiting resistors digit
driving transistors and so on. There are a
number of versions of this i.c. (the
ICM7216), it is important that only the
ICM7216D is used in this circuit—the
others will not work at all.
A crystal oscillator is also built into IC2
and this is connected to the 10MHz crystal
XLI at pins 25 and 26. Resistor R7 provides d.c. bias for the oscillator and capacitors C15 and C16 provide the correct
loading to suit the crystal. Where maximum
accuracy is required the frequency of the
crystal can be fine tuned over asmall range
by varying the value of C15.
To minimise the number of connections
and so keep down the number of pins
needed on the i.c. the display is "multiplexed". This means that each digit is lit for
12.5 per cent of the time. To do this each
one of the eight digit driver lines is activated in turn by taking it from +5V down to
OV. For each digit the segment drivers are
fed with the particular code to light the
number required. The whole process takes
place at 500Hz so that there is no perceptible flicker and all eight displays appear to
be lit continuously.

Front panel layout and legend for the 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter.

01FM 200

Digital
Frequency Meter
10 - 200 MHz

0_

10 MHz

e

ri

OFF

U LO

n

ON
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the complete 200MHz Digital
Frequency Meter
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INPUT STAGES
The input circuits of the meter are completely different for the two frequency
ranges. On the 10MHz range the signal is
first amplified by IC3 and then squared by
IC5 before being passed to IC2. IC3 contains a very high speed three transistor
amplifier with again of 25 at frequencies up
to well over 100MHz. IC5 is a schmitt
trigger i.e. which is used to square up the
output of IC3 so that low frequency sine
waves can be counted correctly. Without
IC5 the circuit would work perfectly at high
frequencies but would not count low frequency sine wave inputs at all. This is
because the input voltage to IC2 must
change at arate faster than 25V per microsecond to trigger the input counting circuits.
The input is coupled to IC3 by means of
C3 and C4. Two capacitors are used because the larger value capacitor will not be
as effective at high frequencies because of
its construction. The smaller ceramic disc
capacitor freely passes the high frequencies
whilst not being as effective at low frequencies. Together the two capacitors are effective over the necessary wide band of
frequencies.
Diodes Dl and D2 are incorporated to
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lines X I, X2, X3, or X4. The one second
setting is most suitable for the present
circuit as it gives afull eight digit display for
10MHz. On the 200MHz position it would
be possible to gain an extra digit by selecting
the ten second range, however aten second
wait between readings is too long for most
practical purposes and so a common one
second period is used.

>r

NS

COMPONENTS

x3

dp

J
Approx. cost
Guidance only

£60

Resistors
R1
R2 to R6,R8
R7
All 5% carbon film

82k
10k (6 off)
10M
J
4
W

Capacitors

470p axial elect. 25V
C1
10p radial elect. 25V
C2
1p min 100V layer type
C3
C4 to C7,C9,C11 10n disc ceramic (6 off)
C8,C10,C12,C14 100p min radial elect. 6-3V (4 off)
100p ceramic
C13
22p ceramic (2 off)
C15,C16

Semiconductors
D1—D5
D6—D9
D10
X1 to X8
IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6

page 588

1N4148 (5 off)
50V lA diode bridge
1N4001
Seven segment display 0-56 inch common cathode type
HDSP 5303 (8 off)
7805 voltage regulator
ICM7216D (see text)
SL560CDP8
SP8629
74LS14
4016 CMOS

Miscellaneous
Si ,S2
d.p.d.t. miniature slide switches (2 off)
XL1
10MHz HC18U wire ended crystal
SK 1
50 ohm BNC socket, bulkhead mounting type
SK2
3-5mm jack socket
Perspex for display window; p.c.b. available from the EE PCB Service, code EE
548; wire, screws and nuts; 9V a.c. plug in power supply (see text); two 14-pin
and one 28-pin i.e. mounting sockets; case approx 160 x 95 x 60mm.

• • e •

e

07

(EF66361

Fig. 2. Component layout on the p.c.b. This board is available from the EE PCB Service: code EE 548.

Fig 3. Track pattern for the p.c.b. (full size).
protect the input circuits from excessive
input voltages, and capacitors C7, C8, C9
and CIO provide decoupling of the power
supply and the input stages of IC3. Two
capacitors are again used in each case to
cover the wide frequency range.
On the 200MHz range aprescaler i.c. is
used to divide the incoming frequency by
100 so that it is reduced to avalue that can
be handled comfortably by IC2 which has
an upper frequency limit of 10MHz. The
necessary adjustment to the display so that
it reads correctly is achieved by moving the
decimal point from X7 to X5.
As well as the divider circuit, IC4 also
contains a pre-amplifier and so no further
signal amplification is required. Only a
single input coupling capacitor is required
on this channel as frequencies below
10MHz are of no interest. Diodes D3 and
D4 are fitted to protect the circuit from
excessive input signals. The input to IC4 is a
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differential amplifier circuit which like an
op-amp i.c. has inverting and anon-inverting terminals. Pin 6of the i.c. which is the
inverting input is decoupled by C6 and
given a small offset bias by means of RI.
This introduces asmall signal cut off effect
which prevents circuit noise from causing
spurious counting. The selection of RI is a
compromise between sensitivity and false
triggering. Reducing its value will decrease
the sensitivity if random counting is found
to be aproblem.
The power supply section of the circuit is
completely straightforward. An i.e. voltage
regulator provides five volts output for any
input from 9V to 16V. For mains operation
a simple plug-in 9V a.c. transformer followed by a diode bridge and smoothing
capacitor is used. When portable operation
is required a small battery holder containing four 1.5V HP7 cells can be used and will
give several hours of operation.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit is built on a single printed
circuit board. Fig. 2shows the component
layout and Fig. 3the track pattern. As parts
of the circuit are operating at very high
frequencies it is essential that the layout
shown is used. Even simple changes to the
input stages could result in instability and
oscillation which would make the instrument completely unusable. The final layout
shown is completely stable and reliable and
there should be no difficulty at all in
producing asound stable instrument.
To simplify board layout and to save
space the displays have been wired to 1C2
using short lengths of ribbon cable. The
cable should be connected to the board
directly by stripping and twisting approximately 5mm of each wire, passing it through
the board, and soldering on the track side.
This method is simpler and neater than
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using wiring pins which are only really
necessary when the wires are going to be
disconnected and reconnected several
times.
The display layout has been done so that
if required the display section of the board
can be cut off and mounted at an angle or
remotely if required to allow various types
of case to be used.
In the prototype the board is kept in one
piece and mounted to the front panel by
means of the two switches SI and S2. The
input socket SKI is mounted directly on the
front panel and fitted with two short lengths
of tinned wire which are soldered directly to
the printed circuit board tracks after the
board is fitted in position.
ICs 3and 4should be fitted directly to the
board to avoid introducing the extra capacitance of sockets. The other i.c.s can be fitted
in standard low profile sockets. The crystal
XLI should have its leads bent carefully at
90 deg and be fixed to the board with a
small piece of double sided adhesive tape.
Take care not to stress the glass seal when
bending the leads as this can severely reduce
the reliability and stability of the crystal.
The displays are fitted directly to the board
as sockets are not readily available and
soldercon pins are very difficult to use
properly. Make sure the displays are mounted the right way up by means of the
manufacturer's type number which is printed on the top of each digit.
Switches SI and S2 have tags which are
too big to mount directly on the board. The
switches should first be fitted with short
lengths of tinned wire which can then pass
easily into the board and be soldered in
position. Make sure when doing this that
the switches are fitted squarely and as close
to the board as possible.
The voltage regulator ICI is fitted with its
tab flat against the board. As this is a IA
device it is not necessary to provide any
heatsinking unless continuous operation
from more than 12 volts d.c. is anticipated
in which case a small strip of aluminium
should suffice.
To keep the mechanical assembly of the
counter as simple as possible the front panel
is made in two parts. The top part is the
display window made from a piece of
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transparent red perspex 3mm thick. The
bottom part is made from the case front
panel simply by cutting astrip from the top
edge. The two panels are joined in the
middle by means of athin film of adhesive
where the perspex panel overlaps the metal
panel. The edge of the perspex can be
"tidied up" if required by fixing athin strip
of black plastic tape on the front surface.
Power is provided by a plug-in power
supply delivering 9V a.c. This is connected
to the counter via a 3-5mm jack plug and
socket. A small diode bridge mounted on
the socket and smoothing capacitor (C)
provide the necessary 9V d.c. which feeds
the 5V regulator on the board (Fig. 4). A
12V car battery can also be used as an
external power supply. It can be connected
via the diode bridge and smoothing capacitor as these will have no effect on the d.c.
supply.
If an internal battery supply is required
this is connected to the OV and +5V rails via
diode D7 which will prevent the battery
from being damaged if an external supply is
accidentally connected. A separate on-off
switch can be fitted or alternatively the
unused section of the on-off switch is
available. Fig. 5 shows the mechanical
construction of the unit and p.c.b.
mounting.

TESTING
Once the circuit board has been completed it should be very carefully inspected for
dry joints, solder bridges and reversed
components. When everything looks correct. connect the power and check that the

displays to the right of the decimal point
show zeros. Check that operating S2 moves
the decimal point from X7 to X5. If a
multimeter is available the current taken by
the circuit can be measured.. A figure of
around 100mA is correct.
If all these checks are correct the only
thing that remains is to connect an input
signal and check that the display gives
stable accurate readings from known frequencies. The initial accuracy of the instrument is determined by the counter crystal
XLI. For most purposes this will be adequate without trimming, however if desired
it is possible to vary the crystal frequency
slightly by altering the value of C15. This
should be done whilst a known frequency
standard is connected to the counter input.
If required C15 can be replaced with asmall
high quality 33 picofarad trimmer capacitor
and the frequency set up exactly.

USE
Use of the frequency meter is quite
straightforward. Provided there is a sufficiently high input signal level the display
should give stable readings from avariety of
sources. When low level, low frequency sine
wave inputs are used the display may vary
from reading to reading due to circuit noise
on the input. This effect is due to the very
wide bandwidth of the amplifier which is
necessary to enable 10MHz readings to be
made. It is anormal characteristic of digital
frequency meters and is overcome by either
increasing the input signal amplitude or by
using asquare wave of the same frequency.

Fig. 4. Wiring of the components for the 9V a.c. power supply.
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RED

PERSPEX
SE VEN
SEGMENT
DISPLAY

DISPLAY WINDOW

Fig. 5. Switches Si and S2 are used to
mount the p.c.b. to the case. Note that
spacers may be required between these
switches and the front panel. In this format
it is simply necessary to trim the top
section off the front panel of the case and
replace it with apiece of red tinted perspex
to form adisplay window. Also shown are
the connections to SKI; these should be
kept as short as possible and soldered to
the p.c.b. once it is mounted.

PRINTED
CIRCUIT
BOARD
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CASE

SWITCHES SI & 52
ARE USED TO MOUNT
THE BOARD TO FRONT

REAR
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WIRE

LINK
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TO

SIGNAL
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TAG

SKI
__WIRER
TRACK

LINK

FROM 'GROUND'

TO SOCKET

TAG

PCB
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The completed printed circuit board for the 200MHz
Digital Frequency Meter. The two leads passing
through the large hole are the connections to SK 1.
These leads should be kept as short as possible, see
above. The board is mounted to the front panel by the
switch mounting tabs.

Most signal generators (such as the Function Generator published in EE Feb '86)
have a constant amplitude square-wave
output which can be connected to the digital
frequency meter whilst the other sine wave
or triangular wave outputs are used as
inputs to the circuit being tested. A typical
arrangement for plotting the frequency response of an amplifier is shown in Fig. 6.
To check the operating frequency of C.B.
and amateur radio transmitters it is necessary only to connect ashort length of wire to
the input socket and be within about 10
metres of the transmitter antenna. Note
that the digital frequency meter should
never be connected directly to transmitters
of any type as the input would be badly
overloaded by the large signal. The upper
frequency limit of the circuit is determined
by the prescaler i.c. which is guaranteed to
be 150MHz and typically exceeds
200MHz.
D
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FUNC TION

DFM

GENERATOR

Cr

SINE WAVE
INPUT

SOUARE WAVE OUTPur

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER
INPUT

UNDER
TEST

OuTPu

MILLIVOLTMETER
AND
DUMMY

LOAD

tEE666G

Fig. 6. A typical arrangement for checking amplifier frequency response.
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FOR YOUR DESIGN AGAINST CRIME
If you've ever asked yourself what the general public can do about the rising
crime rate, here's one answer. Have ago at this competition sponsored by the
British Security Industry Association —you could well be handsomely rewarded in
the process.
All you have to do is submit your own design or idea for an anti-crime product.
It can be something to deter aburglary. Or to prevent an assault. Or to protect a
car from being broken into. Or to stop acomputer fraud being committed. It can
be virtually anything, but it must be original.
Afurther encouraging thought: our prize could just be the start of the
financial rewards possible if the winning idea takes off. In this case, advice would
be available in developing products with real potential.
Your entry can be detailed with drawings or it can be just asimple description.
So if you haven't yet received an entry form send back this Freepost coupon now.
It's the most acceptable way of making crime pay.
*An important note to those in full-time education or the security industry.
The B.S.I.A. are running special categories of 'Design Against Crime' awards
and competitions for you too. Don't miss the entry form/leaflet that will give you
full details of what you can win.
Competition closes 30th January 1987.
111

FOR YOUR ENTRY FORM, POST THIS COUPON TO:
'Design Against Crime' Competition
FREEPOST, 107-109 High Street,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 8BR.
Please send me

entry forms.

NAME
ADDRESS

Entry category: General Public
(Tick as appropriate)

School/Colleges
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OPTICALLY
ISOLATED SWITCH
TRde Vaux Balbirme
Switch on in
safety even in
damp conditions

mains on-off switch with neon indicator
and afuse are provided. Internal "AA" size
batteries provide power for the switch section of the circuit and these will give long
service in normal use. For very long duty
periods, it is better to use nickel-cadmium
batteries kept charged as required. With the
light on, the circuit draws a few milliamps
from the batteries. When off, consumption
is virtually nil.
Constructing this circuit demands special
care over mains connections. In cases of
doubt, the assistance of a qualified electrician must be sought.

EONLE

p

are understandably wary of
installing mains switches in damp
places for, unless safety procedures are
strictly observed, the effects can be dangerous. This optically-isolated system overcomes the problem since no electrical connections exist between the switch itself and
the mains. Any light-duty switch may be
used, connected with cheap twin wire; some
readers might use the circuit simply to
avoid the high cost of mains switches and
long pieces of cable. One application is to
operate a porch light from a point outside
the house—to prevent unauthorised use, a
key operated switch could be used.
The Optically-Isolated Switch may be
used with lights or other non-inductive
appliances up to 300W rating on 240V
mains. The entire system, apart from the
switch and connecting wires, is housed in a
wall-mounted plastic case with a socket to
connect the remote switch and aflying lead
for plugging into a nearby mains outlet. A

The 1.e.d. often requires much less current to operate the triac than the data
specifies so VR Iprovides an adjustment to
minimise this and conserve the battery.
With the triac section of ICI on, aconducting path is established between pins four

COMPONENTS

Resistors

CIRCUIT
The entire circuit for the Optically-Isolated Switch is shown in Fig. I. The dotted line
indicates the division between battery and
mains sections. SI allows current to flow
from the battery, through R Iand R2 to the
base of TRI in the Darlington arrangement.
TR I
/TR2. Both transistors turn on and
allow current to flow in the I.e.d. contained
in ICI via pins one and two. Resistor R4
and VR Ilimit the operating current. ICI is
a six-pin integrated circuit containing a
triac as well as the 1.e.d. just mentioned.
With the I.e.d, on, the triac triggers and
operates the mains section of the circuit.

1M (2 off) page 588
2M2
150
150 2W (or 3 off
470 0.5W wired in
parallel)
All ¡, \/)./ except where stated
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2 MT1

$25
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>AC MAiNS
IN

10n ceramic

Semiconductors
CSR 1
TR1,TR2

TB1

SET LEO
CuPRENT

1
1M
PLIa
MOM

SECTION

1k miniature preset:
vertical mounting

Capacitor

IC1

Fig. 1 Complete circuit diagram of the Optically Isolated Switch.
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MOC3020 opticallyisolated triac
C206D 3A triac
BC184L npn silicon
(2 off)

Miscellaneous
Si

small single-pole
switch (or 2 off 2way switches—see
text)
S2
d.p.s.t. mains rocker
switch with neon
indicator
B1
"AA" size batteries
(4 off)
FS1
3A fuse and 20mm
panel-mounting
fuseholder
TB1
3A terminal block
Battery holder for above with PP3
connector; 6-pin d.i.l. socket (or
8-pin socket if 6-pin not available); TO66 mounting kit for
CSR1; thin sheet aluminium for
triac panel size 32 x 60mm; plastic box size 150 x 80 x 50mm
external (2005 box); fixings; connecting wire; cable clamps etc.

Approx. cost
Guidance only

£8.50
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Fig. 3. Details for mounting the triac.

1E056161

Fig. 2. Veroboard layout and construction.

and six. Although the internal triac is
capable of carrying mains current, this is
not sufficient for asuitable lamp so for this
purpose a separate triac, CSR1, of greater
current rating is used. Triggering is
achieved through R5. With Si off, the I.e.d.
no longer maintains the triacs so they both
switch off next time the a.c. cycle falls to
zero. Since this never takes longer than
1/100th second, the effect appears to be
instantaneous. The reason for the darlington pair, TRI and TR2, is to allow a very
high input resistance (R +R2) giving even
greater isolation between the switch and the
rest of the circuit'.
Fuse FS Iprotects the circuit from overload. It may occasionally blow when alamp
fails, so the fuseholder has been made

accessible from outside the case. Adjustment to VR1 is made through ahole drilled
in the case lid so all testing and operation is
carried out with the case closed—an important safety point.

CONSTRUCTION
Refer to Fig. 2 and construct the circuit
panel using a piece of 0.1 inch matrix
stripboard size 12 strips x 29 holes. Make
the breaks as indicated: Safety depends on
the copper strips being completely broken
—check carefully. Drill the two holes used
for mounting the triac panel, mount the i.c.
socket (it may not be possible to buy one
with six pins so buy an eight pin socket and
file it down). Follow with all on-board

components. Resistor R5 requires an adequate power rating and either three 470
ohm resistors as specified connected in
parallel may be used or, alternatively, a
single 150 ohm 2W component. Solder
light-duty stranded connecting wires to
strips C and D. Extend the battery connector leads as necessary and connect these to
strips A and F. Refer to Fig. 3and make the
triac panel from thin sheet aluminium size
32 x 60mm. Attach the triac using asingle
fixing and amounting kit. This prevents the
panel becoming "live". Attach the triac
panel to the circuit panel using the holes
drilled for the purpose. Make the gate and
MT2 connection using mains-rated wire.
Prepare the case by making holes for FSI,
SI, SKI, TB1 mounting and for mains
input and lamp wires. With the circuit panel
in position, measure the position of VR1
and drill ahole of 5mm diameter in the lid
of the case to correspond. Check that a

Fig. 4. lnterwiring of the Veroboard and
other components.
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Fig. 5. It is often convenient to provide two
switches so that the light may be switched on
with one and off with another. This circuit
provides such afunction.

small screwdriver can be used through the
hole for adjustment. Leave the sliding contact of VR1 fully clockwise. Refer to Fig. 4
and complete the internal wiring using 3A
mains-rated wire for all S2, FS1 and TB I
connections. Note that TB1/3 is only needed if the light has an earth connection. Fit
the mains leads with strain relief clamps
inside the case. Place a 3A fuse in the
fuseholder and connect the batteries. If
possible, fit used batteries for testing and
adjustment purposes since this will ensure
correct operation as the new ones age. Cut
two pieces of thick cardboard to secure the
battery holder as shown in the photograph.

INSTALLATION AND
ADJUSTMENT

L
E
I_6

'Cej

ALKALINE

DURACELV

‘

M1f9111.ttl"

•

Due to exposed mains connections, all
operation must be carried out with the lid of
the case on. Unplug from the mains before
changing batteries. Secure the main unit to
the wall in a dry place. Connect SI with
light-duty twin wire. Plug the unit into the
mains and test the system. The lamp may
flash briefly as S2 is switched on—this is of
no consequence. Adjust VR Ianti-clockwise
to give minimum 1.e.d. current for reliable
operation. If it works with the sliding
contact fully anti-clockwise so much the
better.
Switches situated outdoors should be
protected from rain to prevent corrosion
and early failure. Also, any water entering
and "bridging" the contacts will shortcircuit them and actuate the light. If the
lamp flickers or operates at reduced brightness this is asign to replace the batteries.

TWO-WAY SWITCH
A circuit to enable the light to be switched
on with one switch and off with the other is
shown in Fig. 5. Both switches are singlepole two-way types.
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WIECCANO
With kit makers like Lego and Fischer
having moved into the technology market
some time ago it was inevitable that
another of the famous names should eventually follow. Meccano, which for many of
today's adults was their introduction to
things technical, has introduced a range of
technology kits catering for a wide variety
of abilities.
At the top end of the range are the
Enthusiast Sets the largest of which contains more than 600 parts and detailed
instructions for making 92 working models for about £50. At the other end there
are the Junior Sets with the simplest
containing 25 parts for making three models for about £3. In between there are the
Standard Sets, in all there are 17 sets with
all pieces being compatible.
Unlike Lego and Fischer there are no
specific robotic models, like the Buggy and
Fischer's arms, for which instructions are
given. The existing sets have instructions
for items like tipper trucks, cranes and car
ferries.
However they provide the basic mechanics which can be adapted for robotics
and there are a series of what are called
Mechanisms Sets which contain motors
and gearing and the option of the model
being given instructions through a control
unit. For those who prefer simpler control
Meccano still supplies aclockwork motor.
Meccano is one of the new items being
distributed by Commotion of Enfield, Middlesex. The company distributes a wide
range of robotic equipment particularly for
schools and it has recently opened a
technology centre displaying arms such as
the Beasty and Alfred and mobiles including Trekker and Zero II.
The company says that the centre allows users to get hands-on experience and

(

staff can give help with any queries. It is
open seven days a week and anyone
wanting to go should contact the company
to arrange a visit.
NEW YEAR
The end of the teacher's dispute and the
beginning of a new school year sees a
number of companies with new hope after
suffering alot of problems during the year.
A pick-up in orders is already being seen
following a period of very low sales. One
company in particular, Valiant Technology,
is hoping that it will not suffer the same
financial problems of its predecessor, Valiant Design, which went into receivership
last year. Valiant Technology was formed
to take over the manufacture and marketing of the Valiant Turtle, the only turtle
which was designed to look like one.
The new company has the backing of
some of its suppliers and is said to be on
target for sales so far with most of the
machines going to education. The company added however that it had set modest targets to begin with.
The original company first got into financial difficulties following the 1984 Christmas which was the year when home
computer firms had problems resulting
from over-estimating the market. Valiant's
position was then aggravated by the beginning of the teacher's dispute in 1985.
Now the new company is on course and
selling the infra-red controlled turtle for
about £300.
At the time of its closure the old company was developing what it called
Microworlds which were software and
documentation packages to go with the
turtle to help in the learning of a variety of
subjects. That work has been continued
but only the first section on geometry is
available. The company says that it rias 15
sections being worked on but added that

SI
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there was alot of work involved in making
sure they were correct and tested
sufficiently.
IGR, maker of Zero II is also hoping for a
further increase in orders. At one stage
during the year orders had almost dried up
but recently IGR has seen fresh interest.
And it is making a growing number of
presentations to possible customers and
looking for exports, an area where other
robot companies have found useful sales.
The company is also looking at a longterm project in China. Two Zeros have
been in Peking for some time for assessment and it is possible they will be taking
part in a proposed pilot scheme involving
different aspects of the teaching of new
technology in Chinese schools, which is
expected to begin next April.
It is unlikely, however, that IGR will see
any quick return for their efforts. Chinese
officials usually take a long time before
making a decision and each area has to
make up its own mind before reporting to a
central committee which will then act on
the advice.
The company said that one thing in its
favour was that construction could be
done partly in China because of the way
Zero had been designed.
WALL!
Ever wanted to own a WALLI? It is now
possible when one of Cybernetic Applications machines is bought. It stands for
Work-cell Amalgamated Logical Linguistic
Instructions which is a tortuous way of
achieving an amusing acronym and means
that the company has developed a software package which allows a group of up
to four arms and four sensors to be
controlled centrally.
Any of the company's machines, Mentor, Neptune, Naiad and Serpent, can be
linked with its conveyor, width guage and
sorting table to give an easily-controlled
work cell. It is multi-tasking and has 10
sub-routines. To date there are IBM and
BBC B WALLIs.

Cybernetic
Applications workcell components all
simultaneously
controlled by
WALLI.
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SEMICONDUCTOR

JOE PRITCHARD

I
NTHIS article, Iwant to examine the

problem that arises is where aparticular ROM isn't fast enough for aprocessor, but this only comes into play in
fast systems. Let's now look at the
different classes of ROM that are available. Fig. 2 shows a ROM "family
tree". One thing that is obvious from it
is that many of our ROMs should
probably be more correctly christened
Read Mostly Memories!

Idifferent types of Read Only
Memory (ROM) that are around today. The proliferation of microprocessor technology has caused this market
to expand rapidly in recent years, and I
hope in this article will give you an
idea of the way in which these ROMs,
as they are usually called, can be used.

WHAT IS A ROM?
A ROM is simply an electronic
device that can store sequences of
binary digits—"1"s or "0"s, or
bits—that can be read back as required, and that does not lose the
information when power is removed.
A ROM is thus anon volatile memory
device. A given sequence of bits in a
ROM can be accessed by their address
within the ROM. A ROM may have
between as few as 16 and as many as
several thousand different addresses in
it, and the selection of agiven address
is done by putting apattern of electrical signals, usually OV and 5V, representing O's and 1's respectively, onto a
set of inputs to the ROM called the
address lines. When this is done, the
collection of bits held at that address
will be output from the ROM on a
series of lines called the data lines.
Fig. 1 shows a representation of a
simple ROM containing six different
addresses, each address containing a

Fig. 1. Representation of asimple ROM.

word which is made up of eight bits.
This is called, in ROM jargon, asix by
eight bit ROM. Whatever word is
output from the ROM onto the data
lines depends upon the address that
has been set up on the address lines. An
eight bit word, which is the commonest
word length at the moment, is called a
byte. The electrical means by which
bits are stored in ROMs depends upon
the manufacturing method used to
build the ROM, but must obviously be
such that when the power is removed
from the ROM the bit patterns are
retained.
A microprocessor doesn't really care
what type of ROM it is connected to, as
long as the ROM can supply the particular information that the CPU (central processing unit) requires. The only

Fig. 2. A ROM family tree.

ROMS

MASK PROGRAMMABLE
ROMs
You could have already used amask
programmable ROM and been
unaware of it; in a pocket calculator,
home computer or certain logic chips
that you might have used in aconstructional project, such as the 7447 segment decoder. The user gets no choice
of what is in the ROM; it depends
totally on what the manufacturer
wants. The structure of the ROM is
based on MOSFET technology and a
typical "cell" in such aROM, capable
of holding a"1" or a"0", is shown in
Fig. 3. During manufacture, amask is
used to specify which transistors in the
array have athick oxide film between
the gate of TR 1 and the other electrodes and which have a thin oxide
layer. A thin layer will, when the cell is
selected by the decoded address line,
allow the f.e.t. to turn on, giving aOV
or logic "0" as output. A thick layer
won't allow the transistor to turn on
and so a5V output, or logic "1", will be
obtained. TR2 is built on the chip so as
to provide aload "resistor" for TR I.
Applications for this type of chip are
confined to situations in which large
Fig. 3. A typical ROM MOSFET "cell - .
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Fig. 4. A storage cell in atypical fusible link
ROM.
numbers of identical ROMs are required, so as to justify the expense of
designing a mask. Examples include
the RO-3-2513 character generator
ROM, used in some VDU terminals to
provide data for the displaying of
different characters, and the "Sinclair
BASIC" ROM in every ZX Spectrum.
This method of fabrication, due to the
mask, is not feasible for amateur involvement; there are very few electronics hobbyists who will require 30,000
identical ROM chips! The advantages
of such aROM are obvious; in volume,
their production is simple and cheap.
However, an error in the program
often has to be lived with, as we can see
in the "bugs" present in the ROMs of
various home computers; it's too expensive to correct them!

FUSIBLE LINK PROMs
Fusible link PROMs are all manufactured identically, and are sold
"blank" so that the user can put his
own information into them. They can
only be programmed once, if programming is incorrect the ROM is wasted. A
storage cell within atypical fusible link
ROM is shown in Fig. 4. It is based on
bipolar technology and the active elements are bipolar transistors. This type
of ROM is different from the others
we'll see in that current, rather than
voltage, is instrumental in storing information on the ROM.
Programming involves "blowing"
the fusible link, which is commonly
made of some alloy such as titanium/
tungsten. This is deposited on the
silicon substrate, and programming is
done one bit at a time. Thus to program a single byte in a fusible link
ROM will take eight separate operations. The actual operation of programming is dependant upon the
ROM concerned, but effectively consists of selecting the address, and then
switching on the transistors in that
byte so that acurrent large enough to
burn out the links passes. Usually a
blown link will return a logic 0 when
read, and an intact link will return a
logic 1.
A typical device is the 74S288,
which is a 32 by eight bit ROM, but
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here a"1" is returned for ablown link
and a "0" for an intact link. These
devices are user programmable, but
have a disturbing habit. After a few
years, adiffusion process can cause the
blown link to start acting as if it were
intact, or at least still partially intact.
This can cause corruption of the data,
and is usually indicative that the programming wasn't quite right. Also,
fusible link ROMs are tedious to program, being programmed one bit at a
time, and have the disadvantage for
amateur use of being "once only"
devices. These problems have been at
least partially removed by the Erasable
Programmable Read Only Memory, or
EPROM.

EPROMs
EPROMs are again based on field
effect transistors rather than bipolar
transistors, they can be reprogrammed
after being erased with ultra violet
light.
The storage cell of an EPROM is an
insulated gate f.e.t., and the process of
programming is one of injecting electrons in to the area of insulating substrate between the gates of the f. e.t. and
the drain and source. This is done by
applying a programming voltage of
around 25 volts between the source or
drain and the substrate. This causes
changes in the electrical characteristic
of a cell which has had the charge
injected. As the substrate is areasonable insulator, the electrical charge is
retained for a considerable period of
time, usually aminimum of around ten
years, assuming it is not erased.
Typical EPROMs are the 2716, a
2048 by eight bit ROM, the 2732,
which is a4096 by eight bit ROM and
the 2764 which is a 8192 by eight bit
ROM. Programming is carried out in a
similar fashion for each chip. Fig. 5
shows atypical programming arrangement. Programming of EPROMs proceeds one byte at a time, rather than
the one bit at atime of the fusible link
devices. A typical procedure for the
2716 is:
iDT, the output enable, is set to 5V
Fig. 5. Typical programming arrangement
for an EPROM.

ii PGM is set to +25V
iii The address of interest is set up on
the address lines of the EPROM
iv The data for that address is set up
on the data lines
CT, is taken to 5V for about 50mS
and then back to OV
vi Take PGM to 5V, OE to OV, and the
data can be verified
This process is repeated for each
byte in the ROM. The programming
pulse must not exceed 55mS, as otherwise localised heating can damage the
EPROM. If the verification process
reports that a byte has not been programmed properly, then, after adelay,
further programming pulses can be
applied until the data is correct.
Erasing EPROMs is easy; stick them
under a suitable UV lamp for about
15-20 minutes. The exact time, however, depends upon the frequency of
the UV and its power. The UV falls on
the IGFETs through the quartz window in the chip and causes the charge
to leak away. The optimum wavelength is about 2500 A, although if an
EPROM is exposed to sunlight, whose
UV component has a wavelength of
about 3000-4000 A, it can be erased in
a few weeks! This is why EPROMs
often have black adhesive tape over the
window.
The integrity of data stored in
EPROMs can also be reduced by exposing the chip to "harder" radiation,
such as X-Rays. This is, however, not a
common problem! Over "cooking"
EPROMs, by leaving them in an eraser
for too long, can cause damage to the
device. In fact, each erasure takes a
little off the life of the chip, and so the
number of times an EPROM can be
reprogrammed is finite.
EPROMs have found wide use in
prototyping of microprocessor based
systems, where they can be programmed and altered until the software is debugged. Unfortunately, the
process of testing often seems to be left
to the user, as in the case of the very
early BBC microcomputers where
some of the operating systems were in
EPROM. Once debugged, the EPROM
can be used to produce a mask programmed ROM if the production run
warrants it.
A recent development has been the
one chip microcomputer, a single device containing EPROM, input/output
facilities and RAM (random access
memory) as well as a microprocessor
chip. These devices, atypical one being
the 68705, are intended to be used as
"intelligent controllers" in various
items.
Until about five years ago, the
EPROM was the main means by which
prototype systems could be produced
by the hobbyist. Although reasonably
priced, the additional hardware of an
erasure unit and the necessity of pulling the chip out of the system to
reprogram it could be alittle tedious.
Life is now easier for developers who
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can use the EEPROM, or Electrically
Erasable PROM.

whole 2K of the chip, the following
procedure is caned out.

EEPROMs

iData lines are set to "1"
ii CE is set to OV
iii OE is set to 12V
PGM is pulsed for 10mS with 2IV

EEPROMs can be reprogrammed
like an EPROM but have the advantage that no UV is required for erasure.
It is all done electrically, thus allowing
the designer to put together a prototype system in which the ROM can be
reprogrammed without it being
removed.
Typical members are the 2804 and
2816, which are pin compatible with
and have the same capacity as the 2704
and 2716 EPROMs (Fig. 6).
Early versions need aprogramming
voltage, though, just like EPROM's.
But later devices, such as the recent
versions produced by Xicor, work on
5V and OV only—very useful indeed!
However, here we'll concentrate on the
older version of the 2816 EEPROM.
Reading such adevice is easy; PGM is
set to 5V, OE and CE are set to OV and
the address is set up on the address
lines of the device. The data at that
address is then available on the data
lines. Writing data to an EEPROM is a
two stage affair; erasure and writing.
The difference here, though, is that
erasure is electrical and it is possible

LETTERS
Back to Basics
Sir—I have just returned home from my
holiday to find the July issue of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS waiting for me.
Icould not believe my eyes when on
page 373 Iread Mr. David Lloyd's letter
headed Back To The Beginning. 1 have
wanted to write just a letter myself for
months, and Iagree with everything he has
written. Having taken the magazine since
issue No. 1, Ihave for along time been put
off by the number of music sound effects
and computer projects that you have been
publishing. Also many of your projects are
now still above the capability of many of us
amateurs and hobbyists.
Why can't we have some of the more
simple type projects and more useful
ones.
Ihave been waiting for months for a
simple timer project to stop my burglar
alarm bell ringing after say 15 minutes—a
sort of 555 i.c. project. Also afun project
like a simple 3-figure random number
selector and such other items.
Good for Mr. Lloyd's letter. 1do hope
you can soon come back to more basic
stuff.
P. M. Price,
Doncaster.

Welcome Additions
Sir-1 have read with interest some of the
letters of your other readers. Personally 1
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The whole erasure process thus takes
about 10mS.
A single byte can be erased by:
iData lines are set to "1"
ii CE is set to OV
iii
is set to 5V
iv The address lines hold the address
of interest
PGM is pulsed for 10mS with 21V

EEPROM. This is a great advantage
over the EPROM. The erased state of
the 2816 is all "l's". To erase the

A byte can be written to the
EEPROM by repeating the above steps
but this time with the data lines holding the byte to be written to the
EEPROM. Data retention on the 2816
EEPROM, assuming it is not erased or
altered, is a minimum of about 10
years. This type of ROM will thus
probably replace the EPROM, offering
as it does all of the advantages of that
device but with none of the disadvantages, especially with the new "single
voltage" devices.
I hope that this survey has been
useful, and has helped shine light on
the many different types of ROM that
are available today.

find the magazine excellent, and Iparticularly welcome the addition of projects for
the BBC and the Spectrum. Obviously,
there will be some projects or articles that
don't appeal to everyone, but to generalise
by saying "beginners are not interested
in ...1" as some do is a little bit silly.
What Ifind much more worrying, is
people's fear of "a little bit of maths."
None of the maths you are likely to introduce is going to be difficult and the only
time there will be aproblem is if a printing
error gives the wrong answer. It must be
quite despairing to pop the numbers into a
formula only to find your answer disagrees
with the author.
Also what does happen in some of your
basic articles, is that diagrams get the
wrong label (for example Electronics
Monthly, May, 1985, page 4, Diodes, Figs.
5 and 8). This sort of error must be very
disconcerting to a beginner. Fortunately
there are not too many of these, but they
do occur.
One of your best series, has been the
one on transducers. What a pity it has
finished.
Talking of series, what might be useful
would be a series on circuit design. Perhaps, some simple problems posed one
month followed by some possible solutions the next. You could then show how a
741 or BC109 might do the job and then
how another approach uses a more
modern device.
Finally, Iknow some people love their
old 741's and so forth, but how else are
we to find out about new and better
devices if they are not included in projects.
Well, there you are, keep up the good
work, it's the best value for money around
by far.
A. N. Marshall,
Pen Y Fai,
Bridgend.

Sir—I first wrote to you soon after April
'83 when you added "Computer Projects"
to your title. Iwas interested to read in
recent issues further letters expressing
similar sentiments.
Ipersonally enjoy laying out circuits on
stripboard. To do this Iuse an exercise
book ruled in 7mm squares and hopefully
make all the mistakes before beginning
construction.
Iread in the September '86 issue the Car
Timer project which included both printed
circuit board and stripboard layouts. Ithink
many readers would like to see these
alternatives for the more simple circuits.
lhave also noted readers pleas for more
detail of the design considerations which
lead up to the articles, for example, what
are the writers conclusions of the best way
to achieve his objective.
Iwould, and Ithink other readers would
also, like one project written up right from
the authors first thoughts. Why did he
reject other possibilities? Why did he
choose a particular i.c. etc.?
Such articles would not only achieve
what the present ones do but would also
teach us, your readers, to think better
when trying to design for ourselves.
Please consider, say, four such articles a
year.
1have started to design a card dealing
machine for bridge and whist to assist
handicapped people, and Ido feel that
some of your authors could come up with
projects which would be of great help to
people handicapped by arthritis for
example.
Iwould be pleased to hear from anyone
locally who is interested in electronics
other than computers. Iam in the phone
book.
Fred G. R. Rice (aged 74 years)
Sidmouth, Devon.
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FORE you can start electronics construction you must have the right tools
available, and although some of these are
general types that will already be present
in many households, many are not. It
would certainly be very easy to spend a
great deal of money setting up aworkshop
equipped with a vast array of tools and
test equipment, but it is possible to make a
reasonable start with just a few fairly
inexpensive tools.
Apart from the most fundamental tools,
it is probably best to buy things as you
need them so that alot of expense on tools
you will never need is avoided. You should
build a few battery powered projects to
start with, and with these it is often
possible to build up and test the electronics without having to house the projects.
This makes it possible to try your hand
at electronics construction without having
to invest large sums of money in tools.
The projects can always be finished off
properly at a later date when you have
become - hooked" and are prepared to
invest more money in the hobby.

ESSENTIAL TOOL
The one tool you will NOT be able to do
without is a soldering iron, and there are
quite anumber to choose from. Electronics
is no longer a matter of soldering large
components to solder tags, and is much
more concerned with miniature components on complex printed circuit boards
with minute copper pads.
The traditional electrician's soldering
iron having arating of about 65 watts and
large bit of about 7 millimetres in diameter
is therefore completely unsuitable for current requirements. On the other hand,
most projects require some point to point

necollate

style wiring, and the iron must be powerful
enough to handle this.
Probably the best compromise is an iron
with arating of about 17W to 25W with a
bit diameter of about 2.3mm to 3mm. It is
important not to have a bit diameter any
larger than this as you would find it difficult
to build up printed circuit boards without
leaving short circuits all over it due to
solder blobs and trails.
Another problem is that of desoldering
one component while connecting another.
There are some quite expensive temperature controlled soldering irons available,
and these make soldering easier by enabling the bit temperature to be adjusted
for optimum results with whatever solder
you are using. They also provide extended
bit life by ensuring that the iron does not
operate at an excessive temperature.
The cost of these tools is fairly high to
make them an "essential" proposition for
most hobbyists though. Beware of the
cheaper thermostatically controlled types
—the one Ihave works fine on small joints,
but - freezes" when applied to medium or
large size joints. The same can happen
with very low power non-controlled types.

MAKING A STAND
In use the soldering iron must have some
sort of stand in which it can be fitted or
rested during pauses when you are not
actually soldering, and the usual ready
made type consists of asolid base section
with a metal tubular section (often springlike in construction) into which the barrel
and bit of the iron are fitted.
Ideally a soldering iron stand should
provide more than just a safe temporary
resting place for the iron, and it should also
act as a heatsink to prevent overheating.

Fig. 1. Suggested design for asimple soldering iron stand.

The iron will generate sufficient heat to
enable it to be used for almost continuous
and rapid soldering, but this results in too
much heat being generated when it is not
in use.
The metal part of the soldering iron
stand taps off some the heat from the iron
and helps to keep its temperatures down
to a good working level. This is not
essential though, and most irons still have
good bit element life if used with a stand
that does not provide any heatsinking.
Ready made soldering iron stands are
not particularly expensive, but it is also not
difficult to construct your own stand if you
wish, or it might be possible to improvise
something. However, for obvious reasons
you should ensure that the stand is stable
and reliable.
Most soldering irons have a"U" shaped
clip which can be used with a bar type
stand of the type illustrated in Fig. 1.
These are not difficult to build, but the
base section should be a fairly large and
heavy piece of wood or metal so as to give
the whole unit good stability. Construction
can be modified to suit whatever materials
are to hand or readily available, and the bar
on which the iron rests could be alength of
studding fixed each end with abracket and
a pair of nuts.

SOLDER
In order to produce good soldered joints
you will need not just solder, but the right
kind of solder. Many electronic component
suppliers stock electrical solder and it is
also available from many DIY and electrical
shops in local high streets.
The solder should be a 60 per cent tin
and 40 per cent lead type (not the other
way round) with a multicore flux. Solder
which has 60 per cent lead content tends
to be difficult to use as it solidifies relatively slowly, making it much more difficult to
prevent cracking of the solder due to any
slight movement of the wire as the solder
sets.
The flux is important as it helps the
solder to flow over the joint, making it
physically and electrically sound. Ideally
the flux should be anon-corrosive type so
that it does not attack the bit and greatly
reduce its operating life.
Solder is only generally available in two
thicknesses; 18 s.w.g. and the thinner 22
s.w.g. type. For modern electronic construction the thinner gauge is generally
much easier to use. With the thicker gauge
it is all too easy to use too much solder and
produce solder bridges all over the board.
Solder is relatively expensive these days
and a worthwhile saving can be obtained
by buying a large (1/2kg) reel. This also
helps to avoid the frustration of running
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Out of solder with your latest masterpiece
98 per cent finished.

IN USE
Be careful to set up the soldering iron
where no one is going to kick or otherwise
disturb the mains lead. Avoid the classic
mistake of getting the mains lead into
contact with the bit, which could result in
the iron burning through the insulation and
blowing the fuse. This is more easily done
than you might think, and not for nothing
do most irons these days come supplied
with aburn resistant mains lead. They also
come with coiled "flexi-leads" which help
to cut down on the tugging effect of long
mains leads during prolonged soldering
operations.
When you first switch on the iron it is
quite normal for it to produce a certain
amount of smoke as dust and grease burns
off the element and the bit. As soon as the
bit starts to reach asuitable temperature it
should be tinned with solder (i.e. just apply
a little solder to the end of the bit so that
the end becomes nicely covered with
solder).
If this is not done almost at once it may
be found that the end of the bit soon starts
to become blackened and that when the
solder is applied it simply runs straight off
the bit. This would be useless for soldering
purposes and the only solution would be
to switch off the iron, let it cool down, and
then clean off the bit using fine emery
paper. It would then be amatter of starting
again and applying the solder as soon as
the bit was hot enough to melt it.
Many soldering iron stands are fitted
with sponges that can be used to wipe the
end of the bit clean when it becomes
encrusted in excess flux and oxidised
solder. The sponges must be kept reasonably moist or the heat of the bit will simply
melt them.
With modern solders bits do not seem
to get dirty very fast, and frequent cleaning
is unlikely to be necessary. I find that
occasional gentle scraping of the hot bit
with the blade of a screwdriver is usually
sufficient to keep the bit in good working
order. If you try soldering with a bit that is
well and truly polluted the result is almost
certain to be short circuits due to blobs of
excess solder and "dry" joints.

STRIPPERS
About the only other essential tools for
good soldering are wire strippers and
cutters. Separate tools are to be preferred,
but there are plenty of combination cutters/strippers available and these are
mostly very good, even some of the
cheaper types. Scissors are virtually useless as wire cutters as they would almost
certainly wear out very rapidly, and can not
be manoeuvered into restricted places
easily.
Trying to use a modelling knife or scissors for wire stripping is very bad practice
and definitely not to be recommended. The
problem here is that there is atendency to
damage the wire, and even cutting into the
wire very slightly makes it prone to break
at that point. Proper wire strippers overcome this by having two semicircular
cutting blades which are adjusted so that
they provide an aperture when fully closed
that is marginally larger than the wire
thickness. This makes it almost impossible
to nick the wire, but the sleeving is cut
through sufficiently to enable it to be
stripped away without difficulty.
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The basic requirement of asoldered joint
is to provide an electrically conductive
path with asecondary consideration being
the mechanical strength of the joint.
Before soldering it is essential that the
surfaces to be soldered are clean and free
from any dirt or grease. If solder is to be
applied to any heat-sensitive components
then a suitably sized heat-shunt should be
used. These are normally in the form of
specially designed tweezers, although
many people prefer to use a small pair of
pliers.
The most important part of the soldering
iron is the "tip" or "bit". This is the part of
the iron which stores the heat ready for
passing onto the joint. The size of the bit
and the power rating of the iron will
determine the amount of heat that is
supplied by the iron to the work and also
the rate at which the work can be carried
out.
Before commencing soldering especially
with a new bit, it should be tinned. This is
done by plugging in the iron and when the
bit is hot, melting solder on the bit so that it
flows evenly over it.
Excess solder on the bit may be wiped
off on a piece of damp sponge fitted
somewhere on the bench or iron stand.
You will need this frequently during soldering to periodically wipe away any flux and
solder that accumulates.
There is but one way to learn to solder
properly, and that is to practise, and
practise. Get yourself a piece of stripboard
and areel of 22 s.w.g. tinned copper wire,
and, of course, a soldering iron. Snip off
several lengths of wire of about 30mm
each and bend them as shown in Fig. 2, to
be inserted as random links around the
piece of stripboard. Now commence soldering the links to the copper track.
Apply the iron to the joint so that its flat
surface (a beginner's iron should have one)
forms atriangle between copper track and
the perpendicular component lead. It is
essential that the soldering iron bit imparts
heat to both the track and the lead
simultaneously.
The moment contact is made gently
push some 22 s.w.g. multicore solder into
the flat surface of the bit, encouraging
molten solder to fill the "triangle" and flow
on around the whole joint. If you are doing
it right, the whole process should take
about two seconds. Just keep practising
on those links until you're happy. Only
fresh solder will leave behind a shiny joint,
especially if it is applied with smart, positive actions.
Snip off the excess leads to make it
easier to approach other joints. Using sidecutters (illustrated) cut off just flush with
the edge of the solder. Do not snip the
solder itself, and be sure the joint has
solidified first before disturbing it.
A good joint will be seen to be smooth,
shiny and globular in shape. If the rules
below are not obeyed, a dry joint is the
likely outcome. The main cause for such a
joint will be due to 2 and 7. A dry joint may
appear mechanically sound (many are not)
but no electrical contact is made and the
circuitry will not function satisfactorily—if
at all. A dry joint has a dull ragged
appearance.
You will encounter many different kinds
of connection between components and
hardware but whatever type of joint is
being made the same basic rules of solder-

ing must be observed in order to obtain a
good joint.
1—The iron should be tinned.
2—Both surfaces to be bonded must be
perfectly clean and free from grease.
3—The surfaces to be joined together
must be in good contact.
4—The bit must be used to simultaneously
heat both surfaces.
5—The solder should be melted around
the contact area, and not on the iron,
and allowed to flow.
6—Remove the solder followed by the
iron.
7—Do not disturb the joint while the solder
is solidifying naturally.

CIRCUIT BOARDS
Soldering component leads to stripboards or printed circuit boards (p.c.b.$) is
fairly straightforward. Trim the lead so that
only about 3mm protrudes beyond the
copper track. The leads pass through
small holes surrounded by copper (tinned
copper in the case of ap.c.b.). Bending the
lead slightly to make contact with the
copper plate is sufficient. Alternatively, the
lead may be bent at 90 degrees onto the
copper to increase the contact area and at
the same time make a semi-mechanical
joint, see Fig. 2.
Place the bit so that it makes contact
with both lead and track and apply solder
to the joint (not the iron) so that solder
flows evenly. Remove solder followed by
iron.
Stripboard is usually protected by athin
coat of lacquer to prevent tarnishing. However, if the copper is tarnished rub with fine
emery cloth before soldering.
Most component lead-outs and tags are
nowadays solder tinned during manufacture or plated with a non-tarnishing metal.
However, tinned leads do become "dirty"
and it is wise to clean them with emery
paper before soldering if this is the case.
If too much tinning is removed, retinning
is advised for easier soldering. This is done
by heating the lead with the bit and
applying solder to the lead (not the bit) so
that solder flows evenly over its surface.
A much stronger joint can be made by
making a mechanical joint prior to
soldering.

STRANDED WIRE
Soldering p.v.c. covered stranded wire
to acomponent tag, pin or circuit board for
example can often be a problem for the
beginner.
Strip off about 8mm of insulation and
using thumb and index finger twist all the
strands together. Place a tinned bit at the
extreme to heat up the wire and then melt
solder onto the wire.
The solidified solder produces a solid
core which is suitable for a number of
different types of connection. It may be
formed into a hook when connecting to a
tag on a potentiometer, switch or another
solid lead such as that from an led. It is
also ideal for connecting to a screw terminal block in a straight or U-shaped form.
When it is to be soldered to a circuit
board it can now be treated in a similar
fashion to a component lead. However,
when soldering alead to asolder tag it has
been found easier not to tin the wires, but
to thread the strands through the eyelet,
loop and twist tightly before soldering.
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EE185P
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Fig. 2. Forming and inserting aseries of "practise" links. The wires can be single-strand tinned copper wire, with or without sleeving, or
even multi-strand plastic covered wire. Try not to burn the plastic insulation covering the wire.

FELT-TIP PEN
JAWS OF PLIERS
PLIERS

MARK

PCB
COMPONENT

I
EE1B7P

[EE189P1
Fig. 3. Marking the hole spacing distance on the component so
that it can be fitted on the circuit board.

BEND
DOWN

Fig. 4. Using apair of pliers to bend the component leads
at the required hole spacing points.

RESISTOR, CAPACITOR OR DIODE

EE '186P

I
EE192P

77

Fig. 5. The component leads must NOT be bent too close to the
body of the component. This can cause fracturing of the lead
where it enters the body of the component and is hard to detect.

Fig. 6. Sometimes components are mounted on-end to
save space, although it is not good practice to mount
axial lead devices this way.

Fig. 7. Cleaning the soldering iron bit prior to tinning. A moist
sponge is ideal for this operation.

Fig. 8. Tinning the iron tip with solder to encourage heat
transfer from the bit to the workpiece.

(

TOO LITTLE
SOLDER

TOO MUCH
SOLDER

OKAY

tEl 5

Fig. 10. Identifying the correct amount of solder to apply
is a matter of common sense and, of course, practise.

SIDE CUTTERS
[EEISSI

Fig. 9. To make agood joint, apply the iron to the copper track
and component lead simultaneously and feed the solder to the
join at the same time.
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Fig. 11. Using side-cutters to snip off excess lead. Do not
snip the solder and be sure to let the solder cool first.
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A

SMALL SE LECTION OF VVHAT'S AVAILABLE

O

N THE MA RKET

Adami

Model 12 miniature iron is available in 240V or 12V (12 watts) One

of the smallest irons in the world and takes a range of bits from 1.2mm to
4-7mm. Price (irons £7-08, (spring stand) £5.66 (inc. p & pl from Light
Soldering Developments Ltd., Spencer Place, 97/99 Gloucester Road,
The Burgess M890 cordless soldering iron is powered by rechar geable NiCad batteries and comes complete with charger, cigar

Croydon, Surrey CRO 2DN. S• 01-689 0574.

lighter adaptor, tip protector and clip-on stand. The 12W iron is
claimed to be able to solder 250 joints on full charge. Price £21.95
(inc. VAT, p&p) from J.E.M• Marketing, 180 Princes Avenue,
peelers Green, London N13 6HL.

e o1 -889 1415

Litesold SK18 Soldering it includes the LS18 18 watt iron along with a
selection of bits, 18 s.w .g. fluxed solder, tweezers, three other aids and
desolder braid All in p.v .c. wallet. Price £16.36 (inc p
pl, from Light
Soldering Developments Ltd., Spencer Place, 97/99 Gloucester Road,
Croydon, Surrey CRO 20N. S' 01-689 0574.

bieltaittiobe
The new portable butane powered soldering iron from Oryx is only slightly bigger than afelt-tip
pen. There is no flame during use, the chemical energy of the gas is converted into heat by
means of acatalytic converter in the bit. The iron delivers the equivalent of 60 watts with the
tip temperature being variable between 250 and 450 degrees centigrade. The iron will run for
60 minutes on its gas supply. The Oryx Portasol is available from J.E.M. Marketing and
Marco Trading, The Maltings, High Street, \Nem, Shropshire, 1C 0939 32763.

The Weller VVM120 weighs just
7 ounces and is the smallest iron
in their range. It is rated at 12
watts and develops a tip tem perature of 425 degrees centigrade. There is a choice of three
tips which can be easily interchanged. The Vi/M12D which is
priced at £6-32 is also available in
kit form together with two spare
tips, a pair of tweezers and a
supply of resin cored solder. Supplier details from Cooper Tools
Limited, Sedling Road, Wear,
VV ashington, Tyne & Wear.

e 091 416 6062.
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The Adcola 444 has its control circuit housed in the handle ft
operates from a 24V supply and the 50 watt element can be
controlled from 220 to 420 degrees centigrade. The temperature is factory set at 360 degrees and can be adjusted through
the handle. The 444 is priced at £27.48 (compatible power
supply £32.39) and is available from Adcola Products Ltd.,
Adcola House, Gauden Road, London. le 01-622 0291.

lifeco
bintrollable
ts from 0-8mm
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The 100W
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The tiny Maxicraft 90034 is a 10 watt/12 volt a.c./d.c. iron. It is specifically
designed for fine circuit work, and is capable of minimal use on average sized p.c.b.s.
The fine bit enables the user to delve into the most delicate of areas. Price £4.20.
Replacement bits 70p each. A 12 volt transformer is also available for £2.75 (p & p
80p per order). From Croydon Discount Electronics, 38 Lower Addiscombe
The LC18 from Litesold is ahigh efficiency iron suitable for general
electronic assembly and servicing work. It can be either mains or low
voltage powered and takes awide range of bits. The LA12 is similar
to the LC18 but is rated at 12 watts and is mainly intended for smaller
work. The LA12 is priced at £7.06 and the LC18 is priced at £7.1 2
(inc. p & p Light Soldering Developrnenta Ltd., Spencer Place,
97/99 Gloucester Road, Croydon, Surrey GRO 20N. lit 01-689 0574.

Road, Croydon, Surrey, CRO 64A 't 01-688 2950.

•

The Antex ICSU1 soldering station has an anti-static
earth connection to protect MOS devices. The temperature can be pre-set anywhere between 65 and 430
degrees centigrade. Three iron-coated bits are also supplied with each station. Priced at £90.22 (inc. p & p).
Antex (Electronics) Ltd., Mayflower House, Plymouth,
Devon.

The ETC-4A is avariable temperature soldering station with a40 watt iron (18
400C) The mains supplied station is available in four versions. Potentiometer
control (ETC-4A), with digital display (ETC-4C). Tamper-proof setting type (ETC-4B),
with digital display (ETC 40). This unit offers close temperature control and afast
heat-up/recovery time. The ETC-4A illustrated is priced at £70-50 (inc. p &pi. From
Light Soldering Developments Ltd., Spencer Place, 97/99 Gloucester Road,
Croydon, Surrey GRO 2DN. •E• 01-689 0574.

0752 667377.
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Moving on to items that are useful but
not essential, devices which hold circuit
boards while work is carried out on them
are becoming quite popular, and these
often include a magnifying glass which
assists with the construction of intricate
boards. Iprefer circuit board assembly jigs
which are admittedly much more expensive, and are more difficult to obtain as
well. They consist basically of a base
section which contains a large sheet of
fairly thick foam material, and above this
there is an adjustable frame which can be
used to press the board down into the
foam and clamp it in place (as in Fig. 2).
The idea of ap.c.b. jig is to first have the
board the right way up and to mount all the
components on the board. Then the board
is carefully fitted into the jig with the
component side facing downwards, taking
care not to let any of the components fall
out. The foam material holds all the com-

PLACE

BASE

FOAM

MATERIAL

RETAINING

CLIPS

fEE649 G

Fig. 12. Basic arrangement for acircuit board soldering jig

.••••••

Typical examples of desolder pumps marketed by OK
Industries.

Brade wick desolder braid from Light
Soldering Developments comes in
reels and costs £1.04 inclusive.
The Light Soldering desolder "pump - in action.

ponents in place while their leadout wires
are trimmed down and soldered in place.
The beauty of this system is that it
leaves both hands free when soldering, so
that one hand can hold the solder while the
other is used to hold the iron. This enables
a large number of soldered joints to be
completed easily and reliably.
In practice a few components might
protrude too far above the board to enable
them to fit into the jig, or they might
prevent other components from being held
in place properly. However, any large
components can be left off the board
initially, and then fitted one by one once
the other components have been fitted.
Although agood printed circuit jig is not
cheap to buy ready-made, this is another
example where it would probably be possible to home construct one.
Antistatic work mats and similar pieces
of equipment are now becoming readily
available, and are obviously very useful
when dealing with static sensitive devices
such as CMOS integrated circuits. These
work mats are made of some form of
conductive material which is earthed so
that it is rendered static-free. Unfortunately, antistatic aids tend to be quite
expensive and are mainly aimed at professional users.

DESOLDERING
There will always be occasions when
the need arises to remove afaulty component from a board or to correct a wiring
error. The job of desoldering can be very
tricky, particularly when confronted with
an i.c., and, like soldering, needs plenty of
practice to master.
There are two common methods of
achieving desoldering painlessly and both
are very efficient. The two methods are
vacuum suction and capillary action, both
necessitate the melting of the solder
around the join.

This helpful gadget, mounted on a solid cast
base, consists of asupport bar fitted with two
crocodile clips and a5dioptre magnifying glass.
The support bar, clips and lens are all mounted
on adjustable balljoints for adjusting and soldering etc, giving a clear magnified view of the
workpiece. 'Helping Hands' (T402) is priced at
£9.99 (inc. VAT, P&P), it is available from
Electrovalue Ltd., St Judes Road, Englefield
Green, Egham, Surrey, TVV20 OHB. 1r 0784
33603.
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SA-6 desoldering iron is apowerful lightweight tool
combining heating and suction. The suction chamber
is easily removed for cleaning. Available 115 or
230V. Price £15.40 from OK Industries UK Ltd.,
Dutton Lane, Eastleigh, Hants S05 4AA. ir 0703
619841.

As the name implies, the molten solder
around the joint or i.c. pin is drawn away
by the action of asuction tool. Shaped like
a miniature bicycle pump, with a pointed
nozzle, the internal piston is spring-loaded
and when released shoots back drawing
the molten solder through the nozzle into
the barrel.
Probably the cheapest method of desoldering components is by the use of a
"solder wick" or desoldering braid. The
wick is simply immersed in the molten
solder which is then drawn up the wick
leaving the joint free from solder.
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EC50 Mains Electronic Iron.
£31.64

tS,

sesame

Features spike-free, solid state
SK18 Soldering Kit. £16.36
Build or repair any electronic project.
LC18 240v 18w iron with 3.2, 2.4,
and 1.6mm bits. Pack of 18 swg
flux -cored 60140 solder. Tweezers.
3soldering aids. Reel of De-Solder
braid. In PVC presentation wallet.

,

_._

NEW FOR 1987 SEASON
en *

ADAMIN Miniature Iron £7.08
.......?

nylon handle with finger grip.
Interchangeable bits available 1.2,
1.6, 2.4, 3.4 and 4.7mm. Fitted with
2.4mm. 240v 12w (12v available).
Presentation wallet.

Possibly smallest mains iron in the
world. Ideal for fine work. Slim

Y. Series Lightweight Irons. 12w f7.06
High efficiency irons for all
electronic hobby work. Non-roll
handles with finger guards.
Stainless steel element shafts. Screwconnected elements. Slip-on bits
available from 1.6 to 4.7mm. LA12
Soldering Iron

--

Stands
-

£5.66
No.5

'

,

-- ,'

£5.88

•••

Ir,er•

proportional electronic temperature
control inside the handle. Adjustable
280° to 400°C. Burn-proof 3-wire
mains lead. Fitted 3.2mm Long-Life
bit. 1.6, 2.4 and 4.7mm available. 240v a.c.

arils°

18w 0.12
model, 12w, 2.4mm bit. LC 18 Model,
18w, 3.2mm bit. 240v Std - 12v
available. Presentation wallet.

Designed specially for LITESOLD irons.
Heavy, solid plastic base with non-slip pads.
i) Won't tip over, holds iron safely. With wiping
sponge and location for spare (hot) bits.
No 5stand for EC50 iron No 4stand
•
for ADAMIN miniature Iron No 3stand
for LA12 and LC18 Irons.

Replacement Bits
For all above irons. Non-stick
designs, machined from special
copper alloy, with Inconel retaining
rings. Two types - Chromium plated
with copper face (for economy and
ease of use) and Iron plated with

Pre-tinned face (Long Life). State tip
size iron and type.
Copper
Lit
EC50 !t£1.64
Adamin 12 and
LA12
F.---.•=--•- 91p
£1.62
LC18
Li-- ,'=-, £1.01 £1.79

BRADEWICK De -Solder Braid.

For simple, safe and effective
de-soldering of all types of joint,
using astandard soldering iron.
Handy colour-coded packs of 1.5
metres in 3widths: Yellow - 1.5mm,
Green -2mm, Blue -3mm.

----- )

,--------,
•

(0 \
I

£1.04 per Reel
De -Solder Pumps £6.26
High Quality version of increasingly
popular type of tool. Precision made
anodised aluminium body, plunger
guard and high-seal piston. Easy

Tool

Sets

,

thumb operation. Automatic solder
ejection. Conductive PTFE nozzle no static problems.

Top quality Japanese metric hardened and tempered
tools. Swivel-top chrome plated brass handles.
Fitted plastic cases. 113 set - 6miniature
screwdrivers 0.9 to 3.5mm £3.71
227 set 5socket spanners 3to 5mm £2.82
305 set 2crosspoint and 3hex wrenches
., 1.5 to 2.5mm £2.70
228 set 20 piece combination:
5open, 5skt spanners, 2crosspoint, 3hex
and 3plain drivers, scriber, handle/holder £6.10

1

)

-- -

Set of 3£4.22
Scraper/Knife, HooklProbe,
Brush/Fork. 3useful double-ended
... aids to solderingldesolderingl
assembly. In plastic wallet.

ADAMIN

Electric Stylus. £16.24
Writes like aballpoint in Gold, Silver, Copper or 6
•\°‘
colours, on card, plastics, leather etc. Personalise
wallets, bags, albums, books,
models . .Operates at 4.5v from its own plug'
_Sc..
transformer -totally safe. Supplied with coloured foils.
No

10..
11!
1°-111.1.
•---

3

SEND FOR OUR ORDER FORM TODAY
AND JOIN UP WITH THE PROFESSIONALS
Prices iecieee obp and VAT Send order with Cheque PO Ring for Access Visa sales or ask

K556 Fuseholders, single & twin, panel, chassis and line types
25 £2.00
K555 Fuses. Big selection of quick
blow and antisurge types and sizes
including 15mm, 20mm, 1" and 32mm,
60mA-50A!
100 £3.95
K554 Thermistors. Mostly disc, rod
and some valuable bead types. Identification/data sheet included. Big variety
up to 40mm dial Catalogue value over
£50
100 £8.00
K547 Zener Diodes. Glass & plastic,
250mW to 5W ranging from 3V to
180V All readily identifiable
100 £4.50
K548 Tantalum Capacitors
Wide
range of values from 0-1 to 68p. 3V to
50V. Includes both beads and valuable
solid types
100 £6.50
K549 Variable Capacitors. Mostly
small trimmers, airspaced, mica and
polyprop dielectrics, but also included
are afew full size tuning caps 25 £5.75
K544 Mullard Polyester Caps Cosmetic imperfections, electrically OK. wide
range of values from 0.01p to 0-47p in
100, 250 and 400V working
200 £4.75
K545 Lumpy Diodes. Contains a wide
selection of high current (up to 100A)
rectifiers, bridges and SCR's, all
marked full spec devices
25 £3.95
K546 Polystyrene/mica/ceramic capacitors. Lots of useful small value caps
up to about 0.01 in voltages up to
8kV
100 £2.75

HARDWARE
K550 Self tapping screws, both pointed (AB) and blunt (B) in an assortment
of sizes from 1"-11", No 4 to No 8,
pozi & hex head. Excellent value
200 £1.00 1000 £4.00
K551 6BA screws in a variety of
lengths & heads, from -re" to 20mm
long. Steel
200 £2.00
K552 4BA screws in a variety of
lengths and heads, from ¡" to 1 long
Mostly steel, few brass
200 £2.40 1000 £9.60
K553 2BA screws in a variety of
lengths and heads, from h - to 2" long
Steel
100 £2.00 1000 £8.00

ESTABLISHED
FAVOURITES

(IU:,_____,

Microcutters. £4.82 Light weight hardened and
precision ground. Flush cutting. Screw joint, return
spring, cushion-grip handles. Safety wire-retaining clip.
Soldering Aids.
'.•.
0
ç.
t.
a--.......,.

Greenweld are No. 1 in component packs-No. 1for value and
No. 1 for variety! We sell thousands of packs containing millions of components every year!
They all offer incredible value for
money--order some now and see
how much you save over buying
individual parts!

.,,,

order forms

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD. DEPT. EE,
97-99 GLOUCESTER ROAD, CROYDON CRO 2DN. 01 689 0574

K517 Transistor Pack-50 assorted
full spec, marked plastic devices PNP
NPN RF AF. Type numbers include
BC114 117 172 182 183 198 239
251 214 255 320 BE 198 255 394
2N3904 etc., etc.
Retail cost 7+. Special low price
£2.75
K523 Resistor Pack-1000-yes,
1000
and
watt 5% hi-stab carbon
film resistors with preformed leads for
PCB mounting. Enormous range of preferred values from a few ohms to
several megohms.
Only £2.50 5000 £10 20 000 £36
K520 Switch Pack-20 different assorted switches-rocker, slide, push,
rotary, toggle, micro etc.
Amazing value at only £2.00
K522 Copper Clad Board-All preces
too small for our etching kits. Mostly
double-sided fibreglass, 250g (approx.
110sq ins) for
£1.00
K530 100 Assorted Polyester Caps
-All new modern components, radial
and axial leads. All values from 0-01 to
1pf at voltages from 63 to 1000!!
Super value at £3.95
K518 200 Disc Ceramic Caps-Big
variety of values and voltages from a
few pF to 2-2pF; 3V to 3kV
£1.00

VIM IK
GREENWELD
ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

K539 Led Pack-not only round but
many shaped leds in this pack in red,
yellow, green, orange and clear. Fantastic mix.
100 £5.95 250 £13.50
K540 Resistor Pack-mostly
and
also some 1 and 2W in carbon,
film. oxide etc All have full length
leads. Tolerances from 5 to 20%. Excellent range of values.
500 £2.50 2500 £11.00
K503 100 Wirewound Resistors
-From 1W to 12W, with agood range
of values
£2.00
K535 Spring Pack-approx
100 assorted compression, extension and
torsion springs up to 22mm dia. and
30mm long
£1.70
K505 20 Assorted Potentiometers
-All types including single, ganged,
rotary and slider
£1.70
K528 Electrolytic Pack-All ready
cropped for PCB mounting, this pack
offers excellent value for money. Good
range of values and voltages from
0-47pF to 1000pF, 6V to 100V.
100 £3.95 250 £8.95 1000 £32
W4700 Push Button Banks-An assortment of latching and independent
switches on banks from 2 to 7 way,
DECO to 6PCO. A total of at least 40
switches for
£2.95 100 £6.50
250 £14.00
K524 Opto Pack-A variety of single
point and seven segment LEDs (incl.
dual types) of various colours and
sizes, opto isolators, numicators, multi
digit gas discharge displays, photo
transistors, infra red emitters and
receivers.
25 assorted £3.95
100 £14.95 250 £35
K526 Heatsink Pack-Lots of different
sizes and shapes of heatsink for most
diode and transistor case styles. A
pack of 25 assorted including several
large finned types-total weight over
1kg.
£5.50 100 £19.50
K525 Preset Pack-Big, big variety of
types and sizes-submin, min and std,
MP slider, multiturn and cermets are all
included. Wide range of values from
2OR to 5M.
100 assorted £6.75
250 £12.95 1000 £48
K531 Precision Resistor Pack-High
quality, close tolerance R's with an
extremely varied selection of values
mostly and W tolerances from 0-1%
to 2%-ideal for meters, test gear etc.
250 £3 1000 £10

1987 CATALOGUE
OUT EARLY NOVEMBERRESERVE YOUR COPY NOWI
BIGGER $ BETTER THAN EVER
-80pp packed with components &
equipment Bargain List, order forms &
f1 50 discount vouchers all included
for lust f1inc post

NEW SURPLUS LINES
Z469 AL30A amp. Panel 90 x 64mm.
10W RMS 0/P with 30V supply. Popular audio amp module-these are exequip
£
but believed to be working.

2.50

Z467 POWER SUPPLY
BARGAIN
BRAND NEW Stabilized Supply in
heavy duty ABS case with rubber feet.
As used with the - Newbrain - Computer Input 220/240V ac to heavy duty
transformer via suppressor filter. Regulated DC outputs: 6.5V @ 1-2A; 13-5V
@0'3A. -12V @ 0-05A. All components readily accessible for mods etc
Chunky heatsink has 2 x TIP31A.
Mains lead (fitted with 2 pin continental
plug) is 2m long. 4 core output lead
1.5m long fitted with 6 pole skt on 0.1"
pitch. Overall size 165 x 75 x 72 mm.
£5.95 10 for £40
Z475 TRIAC PANEL-240 x 165mm
14 macs 2N6346. TXAL116B or sin,.
200V 6-8A; 16 SCR's C106A1 4A
30V; 6 x 4099 in skts; 15 suppressors; 37 ZTX450; min 12V relay; R's
C's plugs etc.
Only £4.50

All prices include VAT; just add 60p P&P
Min Access order £5. Official orders from schools
etc. welcome-min in
EE
voice charge £10. Our
shop has enormous
stock of components and is open 9-5.30
Mon-Sat. Come and see us!

e(0

443D Millbrook Road, Southampton, 501 OHX.
Tel. (0703) 772501/783740

£500 Reward
Today you can pick up any newspaper
or listen to almost any newscast and you
will read or hear of some kind of robbery or
vicious assault on amember of the public.
The outcry is nearly always the same,
"something must be done about this
country's escalating crime." But very little
seems to be done or it is left to just a
dedicated few, our police force, to try and
control this cancer in our society.
Well, now is your chance to really help,
and possibly gain some financial reward in
the process. The British Security Industry Association have set up a competition, entitled Design Against Crime,
with a £500 reward for the winning entry
(see page 573). Also, advice will be available for possible development of any
submissions which are considered to have
commercial potential.
If you are already involved in the security
industry you have not been forgotten. The
BSIA is running a special category for
those already in the "crime prevention"
field.
Open to any individual, University, College, and school groups, all you have to do
is submit your own design or idea for an
anti-crime product. It can be something to
deter a burglary; prevent an assault; protect a car from being broken into or even
stop acomputer fraud being committed. It
can be virtually anything that is your own
original idea.
Submissions can be detailed drawings
and copy, just like an EE constructional
article, or a simple outline description. Of
course, the more detail you can give the
better the chances of success.
We have published many designs from
authors that could be contenders, including ultrasonics, infra red, loop systems and
code locks, so it is now up to YOU. The
challenge is there, so what about it BK
Electronics, Riscomp and TK Electronics?—Good Luck.
Alarm Monitor
A new product that would possibly do
very well in the "commercial" category of
the BS1A competition is the latest security
control panel from Riscomp. The
CA1382 control panel has been simplified
to allow it to be set-up and "armed" by
most members of the family without considerable tuition.
The inclusion of an automatic "system
testing" procedure, which is carried out
each time the unit is switched on, is one of
the main reasons for the simplified operation. Such afeature, it is claimed, reduces
the likelihood of false alarms.
Working on a loop principle, the
CA1382 will cater for most types of security installations ranging from the sophisti-
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atheorectical diagram without the need for
any soldering. It is also possible to mimic
printed circuit board layouts.
Unlike other breadboards, the contacts
are solid metal studs on stand-off pegs
and can take up to ten 1mm diameter
connecting wires. Controls and switches
can be mounted directly without the need
for aseparate bracket.
The boards measure 180mm x 129mm,
have an alphanumeric grid, for easy component location, and are available with up
to six i.c. holders which can be placed
anywhere on the board. Supply lines are
made by simply connecting the battery or
PSU to selected connecting "posts".
Prices for the board range from about
£4.25, without i.c. holders, up to £7.95,
including six i.c. holders. For further information write to: Hogg Laboratory Supplies, Dept EE, Sloane St, Birmingham BR1 1BR. Tel: 021-233 1972,

cated to the simple two or three magnet
contact type. The complete alarm system
is activated by a single key-operated on/
off switch.
A built-in exit and entrance buzzer provides audible warning of the unit's operation, whilst the alarm memory allows it to
be set up without annoyance to neighbours. The inclusion of the provision for

Regulated Bench Power Supply
The Regulated Bench Power Supply is the
first project in our new nine-part "Digital
Trouble Shooting" series.
We cannot foresee any component
problems with this month's project. However, no doubt some of our advertisers will
be making up kits for this important new
series and readers are advised to keep an
eye on advertisers' announcements.
200MHz Digital Frequency
Meter

sounding the alarm by means of a "personal attack" switch, even though the unit
may be switched off, is a good idea.
The CA1382 Control Unit is housed in a
steel case and is available either built and
tested (£44.95, plus VAT) or in selfassembly form (£39.95, plus VAT). Both
versions are accompanied by an installation data sheet.
Full details of the complete range of
Riscomp security modules may be obtained from: Riscomp Ltd., Dept EE, 51
Poppy Road, Princes Risborough,
Bucks HP17 9DB.
Circuit Board
Now that the "Exploring Electronics"
series has progressed to using stripboard,
any system that enables the constructor to
lay out his project to conform to the circuit
diagram and allow him to test it prior to
transferring to stripboard is always welcome. Just such a prototyping system is
manufactured by Camboard and marketed by Hogg Laboratory Supplies.
The Camboard CM-Series of prototyping boards are claimed to enable the user
to construct circuits in alayout identical to

If readers wish to obtain the best possible performance from the 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter then we advise that
only top quality components be used.
There are a number of versions of the
frequency counter IC2 on the market, but it
is important that only the ICM7216D version be used; other types will not work.
The 10MHz crystal, XL1, should be available from most advertisers.
A complete kit of parts, including the
printed circuit board (£60.98 inclusive) is
available from Magenta Electronics
Ltd., Dept EE, 135 Hunter Street,
Burton-on-Trent, Staffs, DE14 2ST.
This includes a separate plug-in 9V a.c.
PSU.
Optically Isolated Switch
The only item that could cause sourcing
problems when commencing the Optically
Isolated Switch is the MOC3020 triac. This
is listed by Rapid, Maplin, Greenweld and
TK Electronics.
Triac and transistor mounting kits are
now quite common items and stocked by
most of our advertisers. If you experience
any problems locating the 2W resistor,
R5, it is quite in order to use one of ahigher
rating but do not use one of alower rating.
Car Flasher Warning
The relay used in the prototype Car
Flasher Warning project was purchased
from the Maplin Micro Miniature range.
Provided the ratings are identical, other
relays should work and be quite suitable
for this application.
Modem Tone Decoder
The phase locked loop, type 4046, used
in the Modem Tone Decoder should be
available from most component advertisers. If any readers do have difficulty,
it is currently stocked by CPL Electronics,
Marco and Rapid.
The only source we have been able to
locate for the telephone pick-up coil is CPL
and Maplin. A full kit for the decoder is
available from CPL Electronics.
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TO GO WITH PART TWO OF

elm

Treble etooting

The second item of test gear associated with our new Digital Trouble
Shooting series is a Logic Probe. Designed to have a specification equal to
commercially available products the probe will be an invaluable item of test
gear for hobbyists and professionals.

DUAL THERMOMETER

The original idea behind this twin reading
thermometer was for a device to permit easy
balancing of radiators in a central heating
system. However, the unit is not restricted to
this application; it could be used in photographic applications, in heat experiments in
schools, or it could easily monitor indoor and
outdoor temperatures. The temperature
range covered is 2 to 100 degrees Centigrade.
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Ihere are many different
sidevvays
RP»Micro
boards
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offer
to the 138C
user
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these tend to be alittle
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for transferring to EPROM• Ill
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plugs directly into one of the spare ROM
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into an EPROM•
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MIKE TOOLEY BA
Welcome to our new nine part series on Digital Troubleshooting which
aims to provide readers with a practically biased introduction to the
diagnosis of faults within digital equipment. The series should also be of
interest to anyone wishing to update their knowledge of modern digital
devices and circuitry.
PROJECTS
I
NORDER to illustrate

the practical applications of digital test gear,
Ieach part of our series has an accompanying Digital Test Gear
Project. These have been carefully chosen to complement the text
for each particular part of the series and, whilst construction has
been kept as simple as possible, readers can be assured that
standards of performance have not been compromised. Indeed, the
specification of each instrument matches that of commercially
availabe test gear—the only pre-requisite for successful testing and
calibration being that of having access to a reasonably accurate
multi-range meter (either digital or analogue type).
To assist constructors, astandard range of cases and matrix board
sizes has been used. These items are reasonably priced and stocked
by several of the advertisers in Everyday Electronics. In order to
achieve a "professional" finish, readers should follow the front
panel labelling shown in the photographs.
In this first part of the series we shall be introducing some basic
concepts of digital circuits and, in particular, the use of integrated
circuit logic elements (gates) which constitute the basic building
blocks of all modern digital systems. We shall begin by outlining the
basic tools and test equipment required for successful digital
troubleshooting.

TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Fortunately, relatively few basic tools are considered essential in
order to effect cures for the majority of faults which appear in
digital circuitry. A set of small hand tools (long nosed pliers, side
cutters, cross point and flat bladed screwdrivers of various sizes)
will be a good starting point. Furthermore, it is well worth
purchasing good quality hand tools at the outset since, with
reasonable care, these can be expected to last alifetime.
A good quality, preferably low voltage temperature controlled,
soldering iron, with a selection of bits, should also be an initial
purchase. If atemperature controlled iron is considered prohibitively expensive, then agood quality mains operated iron rated at
between I5W and 25W should suffice for most applications.
Readers should check that spare bits, elements, and accessories are
available for any iron that they purchase—some of the cheaper
irons fail badly on this point!
A desoldering pump is also aworthwhile purchase. Such an item
need only be amanually operated suction type and need not cost
more than £5, or so. This item will, however, prove to be invaluable
for desoldering multi-pin i.e. devices on both single-and doublesided p.c.b.s. It is not necessary to purchase complex chip
desoldering equipment since adesoldering pump can, with alittle
practice, be an extremely versatile tool.
As regards test equipment, the only ESSENTIAL item is agood
quality analogue or digital multimeter. This should provide d.c. and
a.c. voltage and current ranges together with resistance ranges.
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The choice of analogue or digital types is very much aquestion of
personal preference and either type should suffice for basic fault
finding. Additional ranges which permit continuity testing, diode
and transistor measurements etc are useful, but not essential. In any
event, readers are advised to "shop around".
Our Digital Test Gear Projects will describe a range of other
recommended items of test gear. It is not, however, necessary to
have access to all of these items at the outset; they can simply be
added as, and when, required. The following items of test gear will
be described:

Regulated Bench Power Supply—
Logic Probe—

Logic Pulser—

Pulse
Generator—

I.C. Tester—

Current Tracer—

Logic Tracer—

Break-out Box— Counter/Frequency Meter
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
All modern digital systems rely on the use of integrated circuits in
which hundreds or thousands of components are fabricated on a
single chip of silicon. A relative measure of the number of
individual semiconductor devices within the chip is given by
referring to its "scale of integration". The following terminology is
commonly applied:
Scale of integration

Abbreviation

Small
Medium
Large
Very large
Super large

SSI
MSI
LS!
VLSI
SLSI

Number of logic gates*
Ito
10 to
100 to
1000 to
10000 to

10
100
1000
10000
100000

*or circuitry of equivalent complexity.

ENCAPSULATION
The most common package used to encapsulate an integrated
circuit, and that with which most readers will already be familiar, is
the plastic dual-in-line (DIL) type. These are available with a
differing number of pins depending upon the complexity of the
integrated circuit in question and, in particular, the need to provide
external connections to the device.
Conventional logic gates, for example, are often supplied in 14pin or 16-pin DIL packages whilst microprocessors (and their more
complex support devices) often require 40-pins or more. Some
common DIL package outlines together with pin numbering are
shown in Fig. 1.1.
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It should be noted that these are TOP views of the device, i.e. they
show how the device appears when viewed from the component
side of the p.c.b. NOT from the underside. This is, perhaps, an
obvious point but it is one which nevertheless causes much
confusion!
In each case, the pins of the i.c. are numbered sequentially
(starting at the indentation) moving in an anti-clockwise direction.
Thus, in the case of a14-pin DIL package viewed from the top, pins
1and 14 appear respectively on the left and right hand side of the
indentation.

Other common infix coding for TTL devices is as follows:
Infix
Letters

Meaning

CMOS version of acorresponding TTL device
"Fast"—a high speed version of the device
H
High speed version
Schottky (a name resulting from the input circuit
S
configuration)
HC High speed CMOS version (with CMOS compatible
inputs)
HCT High speed CMOS version (with TTL compatible
inputs)

IDENTIFICATION
When delving into an unfamiliar piece of equipment, one of the
most common problems is that of identifying the integrated circuit
devices. To aid (or sometimes to confuse!) us in this task,
manufacturers provide some coding on the upper surface of each
chip. Such acoding generally includes the type number of the chip
(including some form of generic coding), the manufacturer's name
(usually in the form of prefix letters), and the classification of the
device (in the form of aprefix, infix, or suffix).
In many cases the coding is further extended to indicate such
things as encapsulation, date of manufacture, and any special
characteristics of the device. Unfortunately, all of this potentially
useful information often leads to some considerable confusion due
to inconsistencies in marking from one manufacturer to the next!

Popular CMOS devices form part of the "4000" series and are
coded with an initial prefix of 4. Thus 4001, 4174, 4501 and 4574
are all CMOS devices. CMOS devices are sometimes also given a
suffix letter; A to denote the "original" (now obsolete) unbuffered
series, and B to denote the improved (buffered) series. A UB suffix
denotes an unbuffered B-series device.

POWER SUPPLIES
Most TTL and CMOS logic systems are designed to operate from
asingle supply voltage rail of nominally +5V. With TTL devices, it
is important for this voltage to be very closely regulated. Typical
TTL i.c. specifications call for regulation of better than ±5per cent
(i.e. the supply voltage should not fall outside the range 4.75V to
5.25V).
In fairness, most TTL devices will operate happily outside this
range; 4V to 5-5V being not untypical. At least one manufacturer
uses asimple 4.5V supply derived from three 1.5V series-connected
dry batteries as the power source for his TTL operated digital
circuitry. A common fault with this equipment is, not surprisingly,
nothing more than aflat battery!
Whilst on the subject of reduced supply voltages, whereas the
logical function of a gate is the same when operated from a 4V
supply as it is when operated from 5V, the switching characteristics
are considerably different. The "propagation delay" (in effect, the
time taken for a logical change to pass through the logic gate)
increases considerably as the supply voltage falls. Whilst this may
not be important in many applications it does explain why such

LOGIC ELEMENTS
Logic elements are invariably supplied in integrated circuit form;
freeing the equipment designer from the need to construct circuits
with individual discrete components such as transistors, diodes,
and resistors. The secret, of course, is that, with modern integrated
circuit technology, it is possible to fabricate a large number of
equivalent discrete components on atiny slice of silicon. Not only is
the resulting arrangement more compact than its discrete component equivalent but it is also considerably cheaper and very much
more reliable.
At this stage we should, perhaps, make one further point for the
benefit of the newcomer. It is not necessary to have a detailed
understanding of the internal circuitry of an integrated circuit in
order to be able to make effective use of it. Rather, we have to be
aware of some basic ground rules concerning the supply voltage
rails, and input and output requirements. Furthermore, with digital
circuitry we are primarily concerned with the logical function of
logic elements rather than their precise electrical characteristics.
The most common range of conventional TTL logic devices is
known as the "74" series. These devices are, not surprisingly,
distinguished by the prefix number 74 in their coding. Thus devices
coded with the numbers 7400, 7408, 7432 and 74121 are all
members of this family which is often referred to as "Standard
TTL". Low Power Shottky variants of these devices are distinguished by an LS infix. The coding would then be 74LSOO, 74LS08,
74LS32 and 74LS121.

Fig. 1.2. Representative circuit of
CMOS and TTL
two-input
AND
gates.

E
E

40

PIN

3

E
E
E

3

E
E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E

Fig. 1.1. Selection of DIL pin
numbering viewed from top of
package. Pin one is located in
the top left when viewed with
the cut-out notch as shown. It
can also be indicated by an
indent dot.

E

a
E

E
1E(6410)
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circuits as counters and frequency dividers cease to operate to their
full specification when operated from reduced supply voltages.
Having dealt with reduced supply voltages we should now make
some mention of the upper limit for TTL devices. This "absolute
maximum" voltage is +7V. If the supply voltage ever exceeds this
value any TTL devices connected to the supply rail are liable to
"self destruct" very quickly!
CMOS logic devices are fortunately very much more tolerant of
their supply voltage than their TTL counterparts. Most CMOS
devices will operate from asupply rails of anything between +3V
and +I 5V. This, coupled with aminimal requirement for supply
current (a CMOS gate typically requires asupply current of only a
few microamps in the quiescent state) makes them eminently suited
to battery powered equipment. Indeed, there is little need for any
form of supply regulation in most portable CMOS based equipment: the equipment will often continue to operate until the battery
voltage falls below 3V!
Like their TTL counterparts, CMOS devices offer inferior
switching speeds when operated on reduced supply voltages and,
whilst it is common practice to operate CMOS devices from a+5V
rail, switching speeds can typically be doubled by operating them
from +9V, +I
2V or +I5V rails.
TTL devices require considerably more supply current than their
CMOS equivalents. A typical TTL logic gate requires a supply
current of around 8mA; approximately 1000 times that of its
CMOS counterpart when operating at atypical switching speed of
10k Hz.

rectifier, DI-D4. The secondary voltage of the mains transformer is
usually around 9V and, after rectification this results in an
unregulated d.c. voltage of approximately 12V which is developed
across the reservoir capacitor, Cl.
The output of the regulator, at nominally +5V, is fed to the supply
rail and decoupled by C4. Two extra capacitors, C2 and C3, of
somewhat smaller value (invariably non-electrolytic types) are
usually also fitted in close proximity to the regulator terminals.
These provide effective decoupling at high frequencies and are
instrumental in counteracting any high frequency instability which
may otherwise arise from the stray reactances associated with the
regulator wiring.

SAFETY
Before we outline the steps required for fault finding on atypical
power supply used in conjunction with digital equipment, it is
vitally important that readers are made fully aware of the potential
hazards associated with this type of equipment.
Whereas most digital circuits operate from low voltage supplies
and can thus be handled quite safely, the high a.c. voltages present in
mains power units represent apotentially lethal shock hazard. The
following general rules should ALWAYS be followed when handling
such equipment:
I. Switch off the mains supply AND remove the mains power
connector whenever ANY of the following tasks are being
performed:
(a) dismantling the equipment
(b) inspecting fuses
(c) disconnecting or connecting internal
modules
(d) desoldering or soldering components
(e) carrying out continuity tests on
switches, transformer windings,
bridge rectifiers, etc

Fig. 1.3 (left). Typical encapsulation used
for monolithic three-terminal voltage
regulators.

REGULATORS
Most CMOS and TTL supplies employ simple monolithic threeterminal i.c. voltage regulators. These handy devices are ideally
suited to the job of maintaining aclosely regulated supply rail and
furthermore they also provide such facilities as internal current
limiting and thermal shut-down. Some typical regulator encapsulations are shown in Fig. 1.3.
The following regulators are in common usage:

Coding
7805
7905
7809
7909
7812
7912
7815
7915
78L05
79L05
78L12
79L I2
78L15
79L I5
78S05
78SI2
78H05
78H12

Output voltage

Max.
output current

Encapsulation

+5V
-5V
+9V
-9V
+12V
-I2V
+15V
-I5V
+5V
-5V
+12V
-I
2V
+15V
-15V
+5V
+12V
+5V
+12V

1
A
1
A
1
A
IA
IA
IA
1
A
IA
100mA
100mA
100mA
100mA
100mA
100mA
2A
2A
5A
5A

a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b
c
d
c
d
c
d
a
a
e
e

TYPICAL POWER SUPPLY
A typical TTL/CMOS power supply having a single +5V
regulated output is shown in Fig. 1.4. A step-down transformer, TI,
provides a source of low voltage a.c. for the encapsulated bridge
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2. When measuring a.c. and d.c. voltages present within the power
unit take the following precautions:
(a) avoid direct contact with incoming mains wiring
(b) check that the equipment is properly earthed
(c) use insulated test prods
(d) select appropriate meter ranges BEFORE attempting to take
any measurements
(e) if in any doubt about what you are doing, switch off at the
mains, disconnect the mains connector and THINK!

POWER SUPPLY FAULT FINDING
Fault finding on the typical power supply shown in Fig. 1.4 is
fortunately extremely straightforward since there is a limited
number of "stock faults" (such as regulator failure, transformer
failure etc) which can occur in such asimple piece of equipment.
To assist readers, four test/check points have been identified.
Readers should note that, as with many items of equipment, the
most rapid method of fault diagnosis is not necessarily that of
following voltages or signals from one end to the other. The
following sequence of checks and measurements is recommended:
1. Check, preferably using a digital multimeter, that the output
voltage at test point 0 is in the range 4.75V to 5.25V. If it is outside this range, then proceed to stage (D otherwise assume that
the power supply is operating correctly.
2. Disconnect the +5V line in order to isolate the power supply from
the rest of the circuitry and repeat the previous measurement.
If the voltage at test point (D is now in the range 4.75V to 5.25V,
then suspect a fault in the main circuitry which is causing the
regulator to "current limit". (Such afault will often be nothing
more than afailed chip. This will be running extremely hot and
should easily be located with nothing more than the time
honoured "finger tip" test!)
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Fig. 1.4. Typical power supply circuit
diagram for powering digital logic circuitry.
The numbers within the circles are suggested circuit "test" points.
ICI
AC MAINS.,
INPUT

If the voltage at test point 0 is outside
the range 4.75V to 5.25V, then check the
mains fuse at point 0 If the mains fuse
has ruptured replace it with a fuse of
identical rating and then repeat step (D. If
the fuse immediately fails again use an
ohmmeter to check bridge rectifier
(Dl—D4), Cl, and ICI for short circuits.
3. If the mains fuse is intact, use the multimeter on the a.c. voltage
ranges to check the secondary voltage of T Iat test point 0 If this
is not in the range 7V to I2V a.c. then disconnect the mains
supply and check the on/off switch and mains transformer
primary for continuity (a failure of the secondary winding is
extremely unlikely).
4.1f the secondary voltage is correct, check the d.c. voltage
appearing across Cl. If this is unusually low, or is zero, check
bridge rectifier using an ohmmeter. Each individual diode of the

C OUTPUT
TO LOGIC
CIRCUITRY

bridge may be tested in turn. These should each exhibit a low
resistance in one direction and avery high resistance in the other.
If the d.c. voltage appearing across capacitor Cl is in the range
9V to I4V, replace IC Iwith aknown good device and then repeat
step 0
Next Month: we shall be dealing with Symbols, Logic Diagrams and
Logic Gates. Our next Digital Test Gear Project is aVersatile Logic
Probe which can be used for logic state tracing in both CMOS and
rn, circuits.

REGULATED
BENCH PSU
MIKE TINLEY BA

nUR

FIRST Digital Test Gear Project deals
with the construction of Regulated
Bench Power Supply. This unit has been
designed specifically for use with digital
circuitry and has separate outputs for
CMOS and TTL circuits.
The CMOS output is variable from 3V to
15V (the normal range associated with
CMOS devices) whilst the separately
switched TTL output is fixed at 5V. Both
outputs are closely regulated, have an extremely low output resistance, and are
virtually completely free from hum and
noise.
In order to protect both itself and the
circuit to which it is connected, an essential
requirement of any power suppiy is that it
includes some form of current limiting. In
order to satisfy this need, the CMOS output

- SPECIFICATIONS
CMOS OUTPUT
Adjustable Voltage Range: 3V to 15V
Adjustable Current Limit:
10mA to 2A
Output Resistance:
less than 0-05 ohm

TTL OUTPUT
Fixed Output Voltage:
5V ± 4 per cent
Max. Rated Current:
1A
Short Circuit Current:

750mA

Output Resistance:

less than 0-05 ohm

(measured at 10V lA

(measured at 500mA
output)

output)
Output Noise Voltage:
Regulation:

less than 0-5mV
(10Hz to 100kHz)
better than 1 per cent
(at rated output)
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Output Noise Voltage:

less than 0-05mV
(10Hz to 100kHz)

Regulation:

better than 0-5 per
cent (at rated output)
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provides current limiting which is fully
adjustable form 10mA to 2A. The TTL
output, on the other hand, incorporates
foldback current limiting which reduces the
short circuit current to approximately
750mA. In common with our other Digital
Test Gear Projects, the power supply uses
low-cost readily available components and
is based on astandard case and stripboard.

MAINS ON/OFF

AC MAINS
SUPPLY

13
10
0n
C4
47p

COMPONENTS
Resistors
RI
1k
0-25W
R2
1k
0.25W
R3
220
0.25W
All 1W carbon film

Potentiometers
VR1
VR2

10k lin. wirewound
50 lin. wirewound

ICI

Capacitors
C1
4700p axial lead elec. 25V
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

220n polyester
100n polyester
47p axial lead elec. 25V
220n polyester
100n polyester
47p axial lead elec. 25V

3
I/P

CON

(EE 645 1.

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the EE Regulated Bench Power Supply Unit.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Semiconductors
DI-04

See

In-line bridge rectifier rated at 200V 1.6A
(e.g. SKB2/02L5A)
Red LED (fitted with bezel)
Green LED (fitted with bezel)
L200
7805

D5
06
IC 1
IC2

5

0/P

page 588

Miscellaneous
Ti

Mains transformer rated at 20VA or 24VA and having a240V
primary (or 2 x 120V primaries connected in series) and a 12V
secondary (or 2 x6V secondaries connected in series). The
secondary (or secondaries) should be rated at 1.6A or 2A
FS1
20mm lA quick-blow fuse and panel mounting fuseholder
Si
DPST or DPDTmin. rocker switch rated for 240V a.c. operation
S2
SPST or SPOT min. rocker switch
SK1 to SK4 4mm sockets (2 black, 1red, 1yellow)
Heatsink, TO220 extruded heatsink rated at 6.8 deg.C/W or better; Case,
Verobox measuring 205 x 140 x 75mm approx. (optional tilt-leg assembly);
Veroboard, 0.1in. matrix measuring 95 x 63mm; Single-sided 1mm terminal
pins (14 required); Insulated spacers or mounting pillars (2 required); Mounting
nuts and bolts (6 required).
Approx. cost
Guidance only

£25

Fig 3. Interwiring details for the front panel mounted components

-

o

‘,61

SK I

$142

SK:1

06

637

The complete circuit diagram for the EE
Regulated Bench Power Supply is shown in
Fig. 1. The mains transformer, TI, provides
low-voltage a.c. input to the encapsulated
bridge rectifier, Dl—D4.
The d.c. output of the bridge rectifier
(approximately 17V) is developed across
he reservoir capacitor, Cl. An LED, D5,
together with current limiting resistor, RI,
is used to indicate the presence of d.c. at this
point and hence also serves as a simple
"mains indicator".
The unregulated direct voltage developed
across capacitor CI is applied to the inputs
of ICI, the adjustable regulator, and via
switch S2 to IC2, the three-terminal fixed
5V regulator. The output of ICI is made
adjustable by means of potentiometer VRI,
whilst adjustable current limiting is provided by VR2.
A separate LED, D6, is used to indicate
the presence of the 5V (TTL) output. High
frequency stability is ensured by means of
capacitors C2, C3, C5 and C6 whilst capacitors CI and C7 provide additional decoupling of the CMOS and TTL outputs
respectively.
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1

060
06k

503
SO<
$2

D5k

o50
vR2
vit
SK2

50
TI SEC
21 SEC
•

25

20

no

+
30

35

31

Fig. 2. Component layout and wiring to the circuit board. Note the six breaks in
the underside copper tracks.

unavailable, asharp drill bit of appropriate
size may be used.
The following sequences of component
assembly is recommended; links, capacitors, resistors, bridge rectifier, terminal
pins, and integrated circuits. These latter
devices are mounted so that their heatsink
tabs are aligned in acommon vertical plane
to facilitate mounting on acommon heatsink bolted to the inside of the rear metal
panel of the case.
Before mounting the circuit board in its
final position, however, constructors are
advised to carefully check that components,
links, and track breaks have been correctly
placed. Furthermore, it is also worth checking that the polarised components (including electrolytic capacitors and bridge rectifier) have been correctly orientated.
Constructors should also examine the
underside of the Veroboard for dry joints,
solder splashes, and bridges between tracks.
It should go without saying that a few
minutes spent checking the board at this
stage can save many hours of agony later on!
When the board has been thoroughly
checked, it should be mounted horizontally
in the base of the case. Two short insulated
stand-off pillars should be used to support
the front edge of the board whilst the rear
edge of the board is supported by the
heatsink assembly.

INTER WIRING

CONSTRUCTION

strips of 37 holes. The component layout is
shown in Fig. 2.
Readers should note that six track breaks
are required and these should be made
using a spot face cutter. If such a tool is

With the exception of the mains transformer, fuseholder, and front -panel controls, all components are mounted on a
standard size matrix board comprising 24

CORR

VOLTAGE

T LIMIT

•

TTL
(FIXED)
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Controls, switches, indicators, and output connectors should be mounted on the
rear of the front panel according to Fig. 3
Ind photograph. A separate overlay may be
made and fixed to the front panel using an
appropriate adhesive. Links to the front
panel mounted components should be
made using short lengths of insulated wire,
following the wiring diagram shown in
Fig. 3.
When complete, constructors should
carefully check the internal wiring—taking
particular care to check the fuseholder,
mains transformer, and mains switch. The
mains supply should now be connected and
a multimeter (switched to the d.c. voltage
ranges) should be used to check that the
voltage developed across capacitor Cl is in
the range I5V to I8V.
Having confirmed that this voltage is
correct, the meter should first be transferred
to the TTL and then to the CMOS output.
Where a fault is suspected, constructors
should follow the "Power Supply Fault
Finding" procedure described earlier!
El

OV

cuos,(di
+V

VARIABL
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PART 5 Triggered circuits

This series is designed to explain the
workings of electronic
components and circuits
by involving the reader
in experimenting with
them. There will not be
masses of theory or formulae but straightforward explanations and
circuits to build and experiment with.

›.?

T

HIS month we look at some circuits
that are triggered into action by a
relatively small change of voltage at
some part of the circuit. The essential
point about a circuit that is triggered
(as opposed to one that is merely
switched on or off) is that reversing the
condition which triggered the action
does not cause the action to cease.
One of the classical triggering circuits is the Schmitt Trigger, which we
shall now investigate.

was previously glowing at full
brightness.
This circuit has a much more definite "on-off" switching action than the
one in Fig. 5.1. This is the first distinguishing feature of the Schmitt Trigger.
As soon as the lamp goes out, stop

turning VR1. Now slowly turn it back
again. The lamp does not immediately
light again. You have to turn the knob
an appreciable distance before the

SCHMITT TRIGGER CIRCUIT
First set up the circuit of Fig. 5.1 on
the demonstration "breadboard". In
this circuit you can vary the voltage at
the base of TRI from OV to 6V by
simply adjusting VR1.
Start with the wiper of VR1 nearest
to the OV end (fully anticlockwise).
Now turn the knob slowly clockwise
and watch what happens to the lamp
LP 1.
At first it is not lit, because the base
voltage is too low and the base current
is too small. As VR Iis turned the lamp
starts to come on and brightens gradually. After a little more turning it is
fully lit and further turning does not
make it any brighter. The transistor is
termed to be saturated.
If you reverse the direction of turning just as the lamp begins to come on,
it immediately goes out again. The
change in voltage simply turns the
lamp on or off, acting in asimilar way
to an ordinary switch.
Now set up the circuit of Fig. 5.3 in
which there is an extra transistor
between VR I and TRI. This is one
form of the type of circuit generally
referred to as aSchmitt Trigger.
Start with VR Ifully anticlockwise,
as before. In this position the lamp is
on. Since TR2 is off, its collector
voltage is high and current flows
through resistor R3 to the base of TRI,
turning it on. This switches the lamp
LP1 on, too.
Turn the potentiometer VR1 slowly,
as before. At acertain point the lamp
LP Igoes out suddenly, even though it
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Fig. 5.1. Circuit demonstrating simple
switching action of asingle transistor.
Fig. 5.2. (below). Breadboard layout for
the demonstration circuit of Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.3.
action.

Circuit with Schmitt trigger

Fig. 5.4. (below). Breadboard layout for
demonstrating Schmitt trigger action of
Fig. 5.3.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1
100
R2
56
R3,R5
1k (2 off)
All àW ±5% carbon
Potentiometers
VR1
1k carbon track, lin.
VR2
10k carbon track, lin.
Semiconductors
TR 1-TR3 ZT X300 npn
transistor (3 off)

LP1, TR 1 and R2. The p.d. across
resistor R2 is V = IR = 0-06 x 56 =
3-36V (approx. 3-4V).
Potentiometer VR1 is turned to increase the voltage at the base of TR2.

lamp lights. Once turned off, the lamp
stays off until the control has been
reversed by afairly large amount.
This is the second important feature
of the Schmitt trigger circuit. Note also

Fig. 5.6. Circuit showing the condition of
the Schmitt trigger during lamp switch-off.

Fig. 5.5. Circuit depicting the action of the
Schmitt trigger during lamp switch-on

TR2 does not begin to turn on until its
base is 0-6V higher than its emitter
(which is at 3-4V, the same as the
"upper" end of resistor R2). So TR2
remains off until the voltage at VR I
exceeds 4V (3-4V + 0-6V).
As soon as TR2 begins to turn on,
the voltage at its collector falls, see
Fig. 5.6. TR 1receives less base current
and begins to turn off. The current
through LP1, TRI and R2 is reduced.

that, when the lamp comes on again, it
is at full brightness.

HOW IT WORKS
A better understanding of the circuit
action of Fig. 5.3 can be gathered by
studying Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6.
With transistor TRI fully on and the
lamp LP1 shining brightly, Fig. 5.5, a
current of about 60mA flows through
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Miscellaneous
R4
ORP 12 (or similar)
cadmium sulphide
light-dependent
resistor
0-1in matrix stripboard, 10 strips
x24 holes; knob for VR1 or VR2;
LP1 filament lamp 6V, 0-06A;
holder for lamp; 6V audible warning device or 6V relay (optional);
1mm terminal pins (5 off); connecting wire.

Reduction of current through resistor R2 reduces the p.d. across it. The
voltage at its upper end begins to fall.
Consequently, without turning VR1
any further, the p.d. between the base
and emitter of TR2 is greatly increased. This turns it "hard" on, turning TRI hard off, extinguishing the
lamp. This type of circuit has asharp
"snap" action, giving aquick response
for asmall change of voltage at VR1.
As we start to turn VR Ito switch the
lamp on again, there is no current
through resistor R2, so its "upper" end
is at OV (Fig. 5.6). There is 4V p.d.
between the base and emitter of TR2,
so it is firmly on. Reducing the voltage
slightly at VR! has no effect.
In order to turn TR2 off, we have to
turn VR1 until the voltage at its wiper
is only 0-6V. As soon as this point is
reached, TR2 starts turning off, the
voltage at its collector rises, TR1 starts
turning on, current starts to flow
through LP!, TRI and R2 and ap.d.
appears across R2. The voltage at the
"upper" end of R2 rises, making the
p.d. between the base and emitter of
TR2 much less than 0-6V. TR2 snaps
off, TR1 snaps on and the lamp comes
on.
Thus this circuit has a"snap" action
for turning the lamp on and off. It also
has a differential between the voltage
required at VR Ifor turning the lamp
off (4V) and voltage required for turning it on (0-6V).
Turn over for Light Triggered Switch
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LIGHT TRIGGERED SWITCH
A circuit diagram for asimple Light
Triggered Switch is shown in Fig. 5.7.
A stripboard layout is shown in Fig.
5.8, with an additional transistor to
drive an audible warning device (see
Fig. 5.9).
This circuit switches on a lamp
whenever it detects afall in the level of
illumination. It could turn on asmall
lamp when it begins to get dark each
evening.
It can also be used to detect when a
beam of light has been broken, for
example when aperson walks between
asource of light and the sensor of the
circuit. The lamp can be placed at a
distance from the rest of the circuit, so
aremote warning can be given.

IS

+6V BATTERY

TO LAMP,
AUDIBLE
WARNING
DEVICE.
RELAY COIL OR
O C MOTOR

TO VR2

TO R4

OV

BATTERY

REES, GI

COPPER STRIP CUT AT

DIG

Fig. 5.8. Stripboard component layout for the Light Triggered Switch.

r reneeeffleml ,

The completed light-operated switch. The battery leads are not shown.

Fig. 5.7. Circuit modification to Fig. 5.3. to
give asimple Light Triggered Switch.

The light switch Fig. 5.7 is aSchmitt
trigger circuit using apair of resistors
to control the current to the base of
TR2. One resistor R4 is alight-dependent resistor (LDR). It has high resistance in the dark, and its resistance
decreases as the level of light falling on
it is increased. The other resistor VR1
is used for setting the level at which the
circuit triggers.

CONSTRUCTION
The Light Triggered Switch circuit
may be constructed using a piece of
0.1in. matrix stripboard having 10
strips x 24 holes. You can, of course,
build the circuit on the breadboard.
The component layout for the stripboard is shown in Fig. 5.8. No special
construction techniques are used, except care should be exercised when
soldering the transistors in position.
(See this month's Soldering feature).
Apart from ensuring the transistors
are inserted with their leads in the
correct order, be sure to make the
break in the underside copper strip at
point D16. Also, remember to insert
the wire link. Use solder pins to anchor
the lead-off wires to the board.
No problems should be experienced
in setting the circuit up and getting it to
work. When it is switched on, turn
VR Iuntil the lamp lights; then turn it
slowly until it just goes out.
If you now place your hand over the
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LDR to shade it, the lamp should come
on again. It should go out when you
take your hand away.
It can switch on alamp at dusk, for
example, and turn it off the next
morning. The advantage is that, having
switched alamp on at dusk, it will not
switch it off again should the sky
temporarily clear and light intensity
increase for awhile.
You can use the circuit in another
way. Turn VRI until the lamp lights,
then until it just goes out. Now turn
VR1 back a little way, but not far
enough to switch the lamp on again.
You should be able to find asetting of
VR1 in which the lamp comes on when
the LDR is shaded, and then stays on,
even when you take your hand away. It
could be used to detect when an intruder breaks alight beam. Once triggered
the lamp remains on after the beam is
restored by the person moving out of
the beam.

MORE POWER
The Schmitt trigger circuit must
have aresistor (R2) between the emitter of TR 1and the OV line. This cuts
down the amount of current that can
flow through the lamp, so it does not
shine at its full brightness.
To make it shine really brightly we
use the Schmitt circuit to switch athird
transistor, Fig. 5.9. The third transistor
TR3 switches the lamp fully on.
A small audible warning device
could be wired in place of the lamp
LP1. Or you could substitute a small
relay to operate amains powered lamp,
bell or motor.

Fig. 5.9. Modification of Fig. 5.3. to allow
switching of a larger current. For even
greater currents use a power transistor in
place of TR3.
Next month: Transistor as an amplifier plus simple
intercom and radio receiver with amplifier.
You Will Need
Resistors

R1

3M3

R2
All

820k R4
10k
W ±5% carbon

Capacitors
Cl
C2
C3
C4

R3

39k

R5

330

100n polyester
47p elec. 10V
220p elec. 10V
10n polyester (if diode radio
is to be connected)

Transistors

TR1,TR2,TR3ITX300 npn (3 off)

Miscellaneous
Breadboard or 0.1 in matrix stripboard, 24 strips
x 37 holes; crystal microphone or mie. inset; 8
ohm loudspeaker (crystal earpiece preferred for
radio version); 1mm terminal pins (6 off);
connecting wire, including several metres twin
speaker lead for intercom version.
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LOOP AERIALS
100P aerials of the ferrite

rod type are now
L. almost universal for medium and long
wave reception. Why aren't they used for
short waves?
They are, occasionally. But ashort-wave
ferrite rod aerial is very insensitive compared with the conventional pull-out telescopic whip.

OPPOSING VOLTAGES
The reason lies in the way a loop aerial
works. Forget about the ferrite rod for the
time being and think about the winding on
it. This is just a little coil of wire. To see
how it works, we'll simplify it by using a
single turn, see Fig. 1.

improved in three ways. First, the number
of turns is increased. This multiplies the
voltage. Secondly, the ferrite rod is inserted into the coil. This concentrates the
magnetic field and improves signal pickup,
by an amount which depends on the length
of the rod and which is often 5 to 10 times.
Thirdly, the coil is tuned by a capacitor to
the signal frequency. This improves matters by afactor which is the quality factor
or O of the coil. It can be 100 at medium
frequencies.
All these improvements combine to provide adequare sensitivity on medium and
long waves where signals come from
relatively close transmitters so that field
strengths are high.

SHORT WAVE LOOPS
It's a different story on short waves.
Here the transmission you are tuned to
may have come a very long distance.
Even if the transmitter has high power
the signal is likely to be weak by the time it
reaches you. For this reason, even though
the efficiency of a loop aerial improves as
the wavelenth gets shorter it is still not
good enough.
What can be done? The obvious way to
improve pickup is to use a bigger loop. If
the left hand side is further from the right,
Fig. 2, then the two sides see bits of the
passing wave whose amplitude difference
is greater. Hence more voltage difference
and more output.
In practice, long thin loops like Fig. 2 are
not the best shape. The reason is that
although the two vertical sides (which are
the bits that respond to the passing wave,
if it is vertically polarised) are well
separated they are also relatively short.
For good pickup they should be long.

typical short-wave frequency of 10MHz,
an untuned loop would have to be several
metres in diameter to pick up as much
voltage as the average whip. A few shortwave receivers with built-in loop aerials
have been made, but the loop is not
popular and, as receivers get smaller, is
likely to be even less so.
This is a pity, because, despite their
inefficiency, loops have some attractive
properties. One is that they tend to be less
susceptible than whips to interference
from vacuum cleaners, fans and so on.
Another is that they are directional. In
theory aloop is quite blind when turned to
face an incoming signal. This is the property that is used in direction-finding receivers; to the home user it means that a
loop can be used to reduce interference
from a too-powerful local station.

EXTERNAL LOOPS
If you are prepared to make a separate
tuned loop to use with a short-wave
receiver you can get quite useful results.
On short waves only a small tuning inductance is needed and a single turn of thick
wire is sufficient.
A circular loop of one metre diameter
has an inductance of about 4 microhenries. For other diameters inductance is
roughly proportional to the relative area.
The ends of the one-turn loop are connected to a tuning capacitor of the usual
MW/LW type (a few hundred picofarads).
The most convenient way of coupling the
loop to the receiver is to wind asecondary
loop of about two turns of any sort of
insulated wire round the cabinet (longest
way round).
If the receiver has aerial and earth terminals the bared ends are connected to

Fig. 1. Loop aerial basics.
If a radio wave passes across the loop
from left to right it strikes first the left hand
part, inducing a voltage VI, then the right
hand part, inducing voltage Vr. These
voltages oppose one another. They try to
drive currents round the loop in opposite
directions. The consequence is that current flows only if the voltages are unequal.
In general the voltages are indeed
unequal, because at any instant the two
halves of the loop see slightly different
parts of the passing wave. If the peak of
the wave just reaches the left hand part
then the right hand part is seeing something less than the peak. So Vr is less than
VI and current can flow.
But not much current. If the wavelength
is long compared with the diameter of the
loop (as it always is) the two halves see
almost the same phase of the passing
wave and the two voltages are almost
equal. Consequently very little voltage
difference is available to provide an output.
In a practical ferrite aerial for medium
and long waves this inherent inefficiency is
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The upshot of all this is that, given a
length of wire to make a loop the most
efficient strategy is to bend it into ashape
which embraces the biggest possible area.
The optimum shape is acircle, but asquare
is nearly as good and is often easier to
make.

OPEN WIRE LOOPS
It's hardly practicable to fill a large-area
loop with ferrite, so one cannot now
obtain any field-concentration. Even so,
quite a modestly dimensioned open wire
loop can be much better than aferrite rod.
The diameter of the coil round a rod
might be 20mm. An open loop can easily
have adiameter of 200mm. Ten times the
diameter means a hundred times the area,
and it's the area that counts. So even if the
ferrite rod in the small loop gives atenfold
improvement the open loop is still ten
times better.
It seems that an open loop might be
quite a good thing for short-wave reception. Unfortunately, it's still poor compared with a telescopic whip. At the

these. If not, connect one end to one side
of the battery and the other end indirectly
to the whip aerial by wrapping the wire
round the whip afew turns without removing the insulation.
Tune the receiver to a weak station.
Place it inside the loop. Tune the loop to
get an increase in volume. The tuning of
the loop holds good for nearby
frequencies.
Occasionally a station will disappear
when the loop is tuned. This is because the
station was breaking through on the
"image" or "second channel" frequency
which differs from the correct frequency
by twice the i.f, of the receiver. The loop,
by providing enhanced selectivity at the
signal frequency, reduces this sort of
breakthrough.
A large, multi-turn loop can be used on
medium or long waves to improve fringearea reception. In this case there is no need
of a coupling loop: the built-in ferrite rod
aerial does the job. Usually the cabinet
must be set at right angles to the face of
the loop for maximum coupling.
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MODEM
TOME DECODER
R.A.PENFOLD
The "DEM" part
of amodem.
Needs no approval
from BT!
must now rank as one of the
mfflEmS
most popular of computer add-ons,

and they can certainly increase the usefulness of acomputer quite substantially. They
provide a means of accessing large data
bases and bulletin boards, as well as permitting users to swop programs or other data
via the telephone system.
It was the need of a data link via the
telephone lines that led to the development
of this project. All that is needed to provide
such alink is acouple of 300 baud CCITT
standard modems, but if simplex operation
is all that is required (i.e. data will only be
sent in one direction) this is a rather
expensive solution. For simplex operation a
BT approved modem should be used at the
sending end of the system, but asimple tone
decoder is all that is needed at the receiving
end.
This article describes a suitable tone
decoder for 300 baud CCITT standard
signals. It is inexpensive to build, and
although powered from a single nine volt
battery it provides full RS232C output
levels, and is capable of driving any
RS232C or RS423 serial input.
It extracts the signal from the telephone
via apick-up coil; the unit does not connect
directly to the telephone system, Apart from
making the unit quick and easy to install
this has the advantage of eliminating any
problems with gaining BT approval. As
there is no direct connection to the tele-

phone lines and the unit does not transmit
a signal into the system, no approval is
needed and it can be used quite legally.

1850 in the answer mode. This decoder
circuit can be adjusted for reception of
either set of frequencies.

TONE DECODING

DECODER OPERATION

Serial signals are not suitable for direct
connection to the telephone lines as the
signal voltages involved are incompatible,
and there would almost certainly be problems with any noise on the lines causing
corrupted data anyway. The signals must
therefore be encoded into audio tones
which can be sent down the telephone lines
just like ordinary voice signals, and then
decoded back to ordinary serial signals
again at the receiving equipment.
All tone encoder/decoder system of this
type operate with a simple two-tone
arrangement where the two logic levels are
represented by different frequencies. This is
really just the most basic of frequency
modulation/demodulation systems, and the
word "modem" is acontraction of modulator/demodulator. This unit could presumably be accurately referred to as a"dem".
The CCITT 300 baud system is capable
of full duplex operation (simultaneous data
exchange in both directions), and four tones
are consequently involved, with each modem transmitting on a different pair of
frequencies. Obviously the two modems
must be set to the opposite operating modes
so that they do in fact transmit on different
frequencies, and the two modes are called
"originate" and "answer".
As these names suggest, the originate
mode is used by the originator of a call.
while the answer mode is used when acall is
answered. With the 300 baud CCITT system the transmit frequencies are 980 and
1180 in the originate mode, and 1650 plus

The block diagram of Fig. 1 helps to
explain the way in which the decoder
functions.
A telephone pick-up coil consists of little
more than acoil of wire and arubber sucker
which enables it to be fixed to the telephone. The pick-up acts as the secondary
winding of a transformer in conjunction
with an inductive component in the telephone base, or with some telephones better
results might be obtained with the coil on
the earpiece.
The pick-up coil does not produce avery
high output level, and devices of this type
are in fact designed to have output characteristics similar to a low impedance dynamic microphone. This means a typical
output level of something under 1mV
r.m.s., but from alow source impedance.
The first stage of the unit is an amplifier
which boosts the signal voltage by about one
hundred times. The boosted signal is fed to
lowpass and highpass active filters which
restrict the bandwidth of the system and
help to avoid problems with noise corrupting data.
Modems often use very high quality
bandpass filters,
this is only necessary
where two way communications is involved
and there would otherwise be arisk of the
unit's output signal interfering with reception of the incoming signals. In this case the
main purpose of the filtering is to reduce
any mains "hum" received by the pick-up
coil. The next stage is another amplifier
having a voltage gain of around one

ACTIVE
HIGHPASS
FILTER

AMPLIFIER

H

1

PHASE
COMPARATOR

---°
SERIAL

OUTP'J T

NEGATIVE
SUPPLY
GENERATOR

BUFFER

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Modem Tone Decoder.
I
EE 3091,4
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hundred times, and this boosts the signal to
a level which is adequate to drive the tone
decoder reliably.
The tone decoder is based on a phase
locked loop which is comprised of the phase
comparator, lowpass filter, and VCO (voltage controlled oscillator) stages. The purpose of the phase locked loop is to lock the
VCO onto precisely the same frequency as
the input signal.
The phase comparator and lowpass filter
produce an output voltage which depends
on the relative phase and frequency of the
input signal and the output of the VCO.
With the VCO lagging in frequency or in
phase the output voltage is relatively high,
and with the VCO leading in frequency or
in phase the output voltage is comparatively
low.
The operating frequency of the VCO is
proportional to the control voltage from the
lowpass filter, and we therefore have a
simple negative feedback arrangement. If
the VCO's frequency is too low, the control
voltage goes higher, giving ahigher frequency and compensating for the error. Similarly, if the VCO's output frequency is too
high, the control voltage drops, giving a
reduction in frequency which corrects the
error.
It is not the signal from the VCO that is
required in this application, but the output
from the lowpass filter. As the intput signal
switches between the two tones, the output
voltage of the filter shifts up and down. The
signal here is inadequate to directly drive a
serial input, but some simple signal conditioning is all that is required in order to give
astandard serial output signal.
The first of these stages is a buffer
amplifier which ensures that there is no
significant loading on the lowpass filter.
This is followed by a second lowpass filter
which reduces any ripple on the signal to an
insignificant level. Finally, a voltage comparator compares the demodulated signal
with a reference voltage. The comparator
simply provides a high output level if the
demodulated signal is at a higher voltage
than the reference, or alow output level if it
is not.
In practice the circuit is adjusted so that
the demodulated signal switches either side
of the reference potential, thus producing
the required output signal. This system of a
phase locked loop plus signal conditioning
might seem to be an excessively complex
way of doing things, but in practice this
method gives excellent results with good
noise immunity.
Serial signals as used in the RS232C and
RS423 systems are not at the usual 0and 5V
logic levels. Instead, typical signal levels of
+12V and —I2V are used, and the minimum
requirement is +3V and —3V. Suitable output levels could be obtained by using two
9V batteries as a power source, but in the
final design a single 9V battery is used,
together with a simple circuit to derive a
negative supply from this.

The full circuit diagram of the Modem
Tone Decoder is shown in Fig. 2. Transistor
TRI acts as the input amplifier, and this is a
standard high gain common emitter circuit.
TR2 and TR3 operate as emitter follower
buffer stages in the lowpass and highpass
filters respectively. These circuits are both
third order (18dB per octave) types, and
their respective cut-off frequencies are approximately 600Hz and 2kHz.
The second amplifier is another common
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Approx. cost

COMPONENTS

Guidance only

£18

see

VIC
page 588

Semiconductors

Capacitors
C1,C11,C20

C2,C9

Resistors

1M5 (2 off)
R1,12
4k7 (4 off)
R2,R6,R11,R13
5k6 (2 off)
R3,R7
10k (7 off)
R4,R5,R16,RI8,
R19,R20,R22
3k3 (2 off)
R8,RI7
82k
R9
100k
R10
820
R14
1k8
R15
27k
R21
100
R23
All W 5% carbon film

Potentiometer
VR1

47k sub-min
horizontal
preset

IN

emitter type, and it is based on TR4. ICI is
aCMOS 4046BE phase locked loop. Capacitor CIO couples the output of TR4 to the
input of ICI and, as an input level of only
about 200mV peak-to-peak is required, the
unit has more than adequate overall
sensitivity.
Capacitor C12, resistor R15, and potentiometer VR1 are the timing components in
the VCO, and VR1 is adjusted to give a
properly decoded output. In order to avoid
the need for frequent retrimming of VR1
the phase locked loop circuit should be fed
with a stabilised supply, and a stabilised
5.2V supply is provided by load resistor
R14 and an internal Zener diode of ICI.
Resistor R17 and capacitor CI3 are the
loop lowpass filter. The buffer stage is an
internal source follower of ICI, but this
requires adiscrete load resistor (R 16).
The additional lowpass filtering is provided by a passive three stage circuit comprised of C14 to CI6 and RI8 to R20. IC2 is
an operational amplifier which operates
here as the voltage comparator.
The non-inverting input is fed with the
demodulated and filtered signal while resistors R21 and R22 provide a reference
voltage to the inverting input. This potential divider circuit is fed from the stabilised
5.2V rail so that the reference voltage is
stabilised. This is again essential if the need
for frequent readjustment of VR lis to be
avoided.
The negative supply for IC2 is generated
by IC3, which is atype designed specifically
as a negative supply generator. It consists
basically of an oscillator driving an electronic switch. The switch repeatedly
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C3
C4,C12,C14,
C15,C16
C5
C6,C7,C8
C10,C13

C17
C18
C19

OUT

100p radial
elec. 10V (3
off)
470n
polyester
layer (2 off)
15n polyester
layer
22n
polyester
layer (5 off)
1n5 polyester
layer
47n polyester
layer (3 off)
220n
polyester
layer (2 off)
47p radial
elec. 16V
220p ceramic
plate
10p radial
elec. 25V

OFF

charges capacitor C19 across the positive
supply rail, and then (with the appropriate
polarity) discharges it into the negative
supply. C17 smoothes the negative supply,
which is at apotential of around —6V to 7V.

CONSTRUCTION
The circuit for the Modem Tone Decoder
is built on a single p.c.b. This board is
available from the EE PCB Service: code
EE547.
Only switch SI, the battery, and the two
sockets are not fitted on to the printed
circuit board. Fig. 3 shows the component
layout and other details of the board.
While the board is not especially difficult
to construct there are, nevertheless, a few
points that should be borne in mind. Firstly,
ICI and IC3 are both MOS devices, and

D1
TR 1,TR4

TR2,TR3

ICI

IC2
IC3

1N4148
BC109C high
gain silicon
npn (2 off)
BC547 high
gain silicon
npn (2 off)
4046BE
CMOS phase
locked loop
LF35 1bifet
op amp
ICL7660
negative
supply
generator

Miscellaneous
Si

Miniature
s.p.s.t. toggle
switch
131
6 x HP7 cells
in plastic
holder
SK 1,SK2
3.5mm jack
sockets (2 off)
Printed circuit board, available
from the EE PCB Service—code
EE547; case about 180mm x
120mm x39mm; telephone pickup coil; battery connector; 16-pin
i.c. holder; 8-pin d.i.l. i.c.
holder (2 off); Veropins, wire, etc.

accordingly they should be fitted in i.e.
sockets and the other standard antistatic
handling precautions should be taken.
The component layout is quite compact
and it is essential to use suitable capacitors
if they are to fit into the available space. The
electrolytic types are radial lead (printed
circuit mounting) components, and capacitor C18 is aceramic plate type.
All other capacitors are carbonate or
miniature polyester layer capacitors having
7.5 millimetre lead spacing. With this type
of capacitor it is important to have the
correct lead spacing since bending the leads
inwards or outwards often results in one of
them breaking off. At this stage only pins
are fitted to the board at the points where
connections to BI, SI, SKI, and SK2 are to
be made.
A Verocase having approximate outside
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Fig. 3. Printed circuit board (full size) layout and wiring. This board is available from the EE PCB Service: code EE547.

dimensions of 180mm by 120mm by 39mm
will comfortably accommodate all the components including the battery, and gives a
neat appearance to the finished unit. However, any case of around this size should
suffice. The two sockets and the on/off
switch are mounted on the front panel, and
the completed printed circuit board is bolted to the base panel using 6BA or M3
fixings.
Mount the board well forward so that
there is sufficient space for the battery at the
rear of the unit. The battery clip and the six
remaining interconnections are then added
to complete the unit.
The current consumption of the unit is
approximately I
OmA. This could be provided by a small battery such as a PP3, but
more economic operation will probably be
provided using a higher capacity battery.
The prototype is powered by six HP7 size
cells fitted in aplastic holder. The latter has
astandard PP3 style connector.

this it is first necessary to make telephone
contact with whoever is going to be supplying data, and their modem must be
switched on line and fed with data.
For testing purposes it is advisable to
have the system simply transmitting the
same word plus acarriage return over and
over again. For example, Iset up a BBC
computer to repeatedly send the word
"TEST". Something simple such as this

makes it easy to determine whether or not
data is being received correctly. It has to be
emphasised here that the unit is only suitable for decoding 300 baud CCITT signals,
and it is unlikely to function at all with
other tone standards.
The first task is to find asuitable position
for the pick-up coil, and this is something
that varies depending on the particular type
of telephone in use. With a standard BT

ADJUSTMENT AND USE
Before the unit can be set up ready for use
it is necessary to have the telephone providing asuitable test signal. In order to achieve
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type 706 telephone there seems to be optimum pick-up with the coil positioned
roughly centrally on the right hand side of
the telephone base.
With aTrimphone the maximum pick-up
seems to be with the coil at the rear of the
telephone base, towards the left hand side.
A BT push-button telephone seems to give
good pick-up with the coil placed just below
the keypad.
The best way to find the optimum setting
is to temporarily connect acrystal earphone
between the collector of TR4 and the
negative supply rail. You can then hear how
well or otherwise the signal is being picked
up, and alittle experimentation should soon
locate asuitable position for the coil.
Some telephones may not give much
output, and of those Ihave checked only a
BT type 746 failed to give good results. In
such cases the alternative of acoustic coupling could be used, with ahigh impedance
loudspeaker or a low impedance dynamic
microphone being used to pick up the
sounds from the earpiece. A few experiments with the prototype suggests that it is
not difficult to obtain good results with this

method of coupling. In the vast majority of
cases apick-up coil can be used though, and
this method is preferable as it is easier to
implement and is free from problems with
vibrations and ambient sounds.
The output of the unit should be fed to
"ground" and "data in" of the computer at
the receiving end of the system. Note that
no handshaking is implemented with modems, and that the receiving computer must

be able to keep up with the computer
sending the data. As 300 baud represents a
maximum of only about 30 characters per
second most computers can cope without
any difficulty. The receiving computer
should be set up to print any received
characters on-screen, and it is then just a
matter of adjusting VR1 to find a setting
that results in error-free data being printed
on the screen.
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TONY SMITH G4FAI
5N CALLING
The Nigerian Amateur Radio Society is
celebrating its Silver Jubilee this year. To
commemorate the occasion, and to
encourage more contacts with Nigerian
stations, the Society is issuing a special
award certificate to amateurs working into
Nigeria during Jubilee year.
The Society also wants to tell the rest of
the world what it has achieved during the
last 25 years, and the following information about amateur radio in Nigeria has
been kindly provided by Kunle B. Ajayi,
5NOOBA, Secretary-General of the Nigerian ARS.
There are at present 185 licensed radio
amateurs operating in Nigeria. To obtain an
amateur licence, an applicant must pass
the Amateur Radio Examination which, as
in Britain, includes technical knowledge,
operating procedures, law and regulations
applying to the amateur service, and a
Morse test of 12 w.p.m. The Society
undertakes both the training for, and the
conduct of, the examination which is held
twice a year, in May and November.
NARS members keep in touch with each
other through aSunday morning two-hour
net, on 40 metres, when stations call in
from all over Nigeria. The Society has two
repeaters for the 2m band, one in Lagos,
to the south, and the other in Kano to the
north, of the country. It has its own
national magazine, "QRZ-5N", containing
useful information originating from both
within Nigeria and from around the world.
Ifound information in the October 1985,
edition, relating to the international scene,
of a kind rarely found in UK amateur
magazines. Reading it, I realised how
necessary it is for acountry with arelatively small number of licensed stations to
look to the international scene for contacts, and for encouragement in its amateur activities. Compare this to Britain, for
example, where, if you don't want to, you
need never work a station outside your
national boundaries.

Corps has been specially created for this
purpose.
Every year, during October, the anniversary of the creation of the Federal Republic, Nigerian stations add the number of the
year of celebration to their call-signs. This
year is the 26th year, and during October
all stations will have used the prefix 5N26,
offering amateurs in other countries the
opportunity of gaining yet another special
award.
Amateur radio is obviously alive and well
in Nigeria. Unfortunately, sunspot conditions at the present time prevent too
frequent contacts between Britain and 5Nland. When they do improve, G-stations
will find a group of enthusiastic outward
looking operators, only too pleased to
make contact with them and to tell them at
first hand something of the achievements
of their national society in its first 25 years.

BEGINNERS' BOOKLET
NARS has issued avery good "Introduction To Amateur radio" booklet. This
covers just about everything an aspiring
amateur is likely to ask, ranging from
details of the Society itself to the training
programme and syllabus for the amateur
examination.
Nigeria is arelatively new nation, created
in 1960, and the booklet includes a paper
on the problems facing the government of
such a country in terms of communications. It stresses that the creation of an
effecitve amateur radio service can be an
effective tool in creating enough technically trained citizens to maintain domestic
and international communications circuits.
In countries subject to natural disasters,
it can also provide valuable back-up communications for the emergency services,
and the NARS Emergency Communication

RULES
Operation of special event GB stations is
subject to special rules and/or concessions. For example, simultaneous operation on several bands is permitted, using
the same call-sign, allowing amulti-station
demonstration to be mounted.
Under the control of the operator,
members of the public may speak into the
microphone to send simple greetings to
other stations in the UK and in some other
countries, including the USA, Canada, and
the Falklands. The station, with its special
call, is authorised to operate, at the site
specified, during a period not normally
exceeding 28 days, although there are
exceptions, for example when an anniversary year is celebrated.
After obtaining the agreement of the
organisers that an amateur station is an
appropriate activity to link in with the
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SPECIAL EVENT STATIONS
I sometimes mention demonstration
stations set up by radio clubs, etc, at
public events such as county shows,
fetes, carnivals, and the like. Imay have
given the impression that it is just a
question of taking a transceiver and
antenna along to the site on the day and
going on the air, but there's alot more to it
than that!
The operators of such stations can use
their own call-signs, or that of their club.
But if they want to commemorate the
event the station is associated with, they
must apply to the RSGB, acting on behalf
of the DTI, for aspecial call-sign which can
incorporate the initial letters of the event.
Prefixes allocated are GBO, 1, 2, 4, 6, &
8. Thus, GB2RIP is currently celebrating
the 1100th anniversary of the granting of a
Charter to the city of Ripon, by King Alfred
the Great. GB8CG operated at the Commonwealth Games, GB2YFT was at the
Yeovil Festival of Transport, and GB2TVF
celebrated the 22nd annual Towersey Village Festival.

public event concerned; confirming that a
suitable site, or accommodation, is available for the station and its antenna(s); and
having got the special licence and call-sign;
there are still anumber of things to be done
to ensure the success of the operation.
Suitable transmitting and receiving
equipment, plus antennas for the bands to
be used, need to be organised, and it is
desirable to have spares as well in case
anything goes wrong on the day. Suitable
power supplies are needed, whether from
generators, batteries, or mains. Safety
measures must be carefully considered,
and implemented, in terms of both operators and the general public.
Appropriate insurance must be taken
out. Special policies are available for this,
covering the organisers against avariety of
risks, ranging from antenna masts falling
down on nearby cars, to equipment blowing up, and food poisoning among the
operators!
The station itself must be organised to
ensure a constant supply of competent
operators and assistants throughout the
event. Accommodation, whether in tents,
motor vehicles, or permanent buildings,
has to be furnished with tables and chairs.
Even stationery has to be supplied, eg,
paper, pens, QSL cards, station log books,
and instructions notices for the operators
and, after the event, several hundred QSL
cards have to be sent off.
INFORMATION
The best stations also make proper
arrangements to welcome visitors. There
is usually an information desk, linked with
explanatory notices and displays, and visitors are encouraged to ask questions from
easily identified information stewards.
Catering is not overlooked, and often
wives (XYL's) and girlfriends (YL's) provide much appreciated support, with supplies of tea, coffee, and even full meals,
while the station is on the air.
The operation of these stations is usually advertised widely in advance, in amateur
magazines and over the RSGB radio news
bulletins. As aresult, other stations are on
the lookout for them anxious to obtain
their QSL cards, which are often specially
printed for the occasion, and a good
number of contacts are made.
Next time you come across a special
event station operating, you will know
something of what has had to be done to
get it on the air. Have a good look at
everything going on, and don't hesitate to
ask questions if you are not sure about
anything. The purpose of ademonstration
station is to show the public what amateur
radio is, and what it can do, providing a
good opportunity to attract prospective
newcomers to the hobby.
If you have the slightest interest in
amateur radio, take advantage of this
chance to find out more. It could be the
beginning of a new way of life!
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... getting to grips with Handshaking. . I/O and the Tube . .

Tof the BBC micro can be a little conHE

two handshake lines on the user port

fusing to those who are unfamiliar with
parallel computer port techniques, and they
are far less straightforward in use than are
the eight data lines. The first point to bear
in mind when using the handshake lines is
that CBI can only operate as an input and
has no output mode at all, whereas CB2 can
operate as an input or an output and it does
in fact have more than one output mode.
Probably what causes most confusion for
newcomers to the user port lines is the fact
that when operating as inputs the handshake lines are edge sensitive types. In other
words the static input level is irrelevant,
and is something which can not be read. It is
atransition from the low state to the high
one (or vice versa, depending on the operating mode) which activates one of these
inputs. The general scheme of things is to
have a number of bits in a register of the
6522 VIA which are used to set the CBI and
CB2 to the required operating modes, and
then to have two bits of another register
which operate as "flags", and which are set
to 1when there is an active transition on
their respective lines.
This system may seem rather over-complicated, and a bit pointless, but edge
activated inputs do have advantages in
certain applications, and particularly where
handshaking is involved. The main purpose
of these lines is to control the flow of data
into or out of the port, and this often
requires some means of regulating the flow
of data so that the sending device does not
output data at afaster rate than the receiving device can process it.

Strobe Pulse
A typical arrangement would be to have a
strobe output on the sending equipment
which would briefly pulse low each time a
new byte of data was placed onto the data
lines. This would indicate to the receiving
device that fresh data was available, and if
necessary the strobe pulse could be used to
latch the data into a data register. The
receiving equipment would process the received byte of data, and would set ahandshake output low to indicate that it was busy
and not ready for further data to be sent. A
handshake input on the receiving equipment would monitor this output and provide ahold-off until it was set high again by
the receiving equipment. A new byte of data
would then be placed on the data lines, a
strobe pulse would be sent on the appropriate handshake output, and so on until all the
data had been transferred. This is the type
of handshaking used by parallel printer
interfaces, and many other types of parallel
come to that.
If you have any comments or ideas for
inclusion in the Beeb Micro pages, please
send them to: Everyday Electronics, 6
Church St, Wimborne, Dorset BH2I IJH.
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The main point of using an edge triggered
input is that even if the handshake signal it
receives is astrobe pulse lasting perhaps less
than amicrosecond, the pulse should not be
missed. This could easily occur with the
alternative of using an ordinary input with
periodic testing of its state by a software
routine. With an edge sensitive input the
pulse would be detected and the appropriate flag would be set. The flag would remain
set even after the strobe pulse had finished,
and it would always be set when read by the
software routine, whenever that might be.
The method of resetting the flag varies from
one device to another, and there is sometimes more than one way of doing this, but
generally it is either reset by awrite operation to the flag concerned, or the flag may be
automatically reset when acertain register
is read (not necessarily the register containing the flag).
Edge sensitive inputs often have the
capability of generating interrupts, and this
is certainly the case with the two user port
handshake inputs. This is something which
few applications really require, but it is
useful to have this facility available and the
BBC computers can be set up to handle user
generated interrupts. This is a topic to
which we will return in alater article.

CB2 Output
CB2 in its output modes probably represents the easiest introduction to the user
port handshake lines. The handshake lines
are controlled by the peripheral control
register at address &FE6C, and the operating mode of CB2 is governed by three bits of
this register (bits 5 to 7). There are four
output modes, and the binary and decimal
numbers for each of these are shown below:
Operating Mode
High to low
handshake output
High to low pulse
output
Constant low output
Constant high output

Binary Decimal
100

128

101
110
111

160
192
224

In the "constant high" and "constant
low" modes CB2 operates as an ordinary
latching output which is set to the required
state by writing the appropriate value to
&FE6C. In the pulse output mode it provides avery brief negative pulse each time
data is written to the user port, and this is a
very useful mode as it can be used to
automatically provide astrobe pulse when
data is sent to the port.
In the "handshake output" mode CB2
goes low each time data is sent to the user
port, but it differs from the pulse mode in
that it stays in the low state. It can be reset
to the high state by an active transition on
CBI. This is again a useful output mode
which can provide semi-automatic
handshaking.

If you would like to try out CB2 as an
output, try these two commands:—
?&FE6C = 192
?&FE6C = 224
The first of these should set CB2 low, and
the second should set it high. A multimeter
or logic probe can be used to check this. You
could also try these two lines:—
?&FE6C = 160
?&FE60 =
First CB2 is set to the pulse output mode,
and then data is written to the user port to
produce an output pulse. The pulse is only
in the region of I
i.ts, but alogic probe should
be able to detect it.

Inputs
When acting as an input CB2 is again
controlled by bits 5 to 7of the peripheral
control register, and it has four input
modes, as detailed below:
Operating Mode
High to low
handshake input
High to low
independent input
Low to high
handshake input
Low to high
independent input

Binary Decimal
000
001

32

010

640

011

96

There are basically just two operating
modes ("handshake" and "independent"),
but with both of these the 6522 VIA can be
set up so that the CB2 flag is set on either a
low to high transition or ahigh to low type,
as required. The CB2 flag is bit 3 of the
Interrupt Flag Register at address &FE6D
(the CBI flag is bit 4 of this register
incidentally). The handshake and independent modes differ in the way in which the
flag can be reset. With the handshake mode
it can be reset by reading from or writing to
the user port, as well as by writing Ito the
relevant bit of the interrupt flag register (i.e.
?&FE6D = 8 to reset the CB2 flag, or
?&FE6D = 16 to reset the CBI flag). Only
writing I to the flag will reset it if an
independent mode is selected.
CBI is a very simple handhake line in
that it has no output mode and only two
input modes. It consequently only requires
one bit of the peripheral control register for
mode selection purposes, and this is bit 4.
Details of the two modes and the numbers
required to select them are provided below:
Operating Mode
High to low
handshake input
Low to high
handshake input

Binary Decimal

1

16
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You might like to try this simple program
which tests CB Ias ahigh to low handshake
input and CB2 as apulse mode output.
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

?&FE6C = 160
?&FE60 =
PRINT ?&FE6D AND 16
?&FE6D = 16
PRINT ?&FE6D AND 16
FOR D = 1TO 1000:NEXT
GOTO 20

At the first line CB Iand CB2 are set to
the required operating modes, and the two
values needed are 0and 160 which obviously gives atotal value of 160 to be written to
address &FE6C. Line 20 sends a value to
the user port which results in the pulse on
CB2 being generated, and if CB 1and CB2
are connected the CBI flag will be set. The
next line reads the flag, and returns avalue
of 16 if it is set, or 0if it is not. The flag is reset at line 40, and then read again at line 50
to check to that it has been reset. After a
delay the program is looped back to line 50
again.
If you try running the program it will
simply print pairs of "0"s down the screen.
However, if you try connecting CB Ito CB2
the program should print "16" followed by
"0" on each loop, showing that the CBI flag
is being activated and reset properly.
There is more to the user port than the
eight data lines and the basic ways of using
the handshake lines, but for most purposes
these are the only features of the port that
are required. It is certainly worthwhile
spending some time experimenting with the
user port and familiarising yourself with the
fundamentals of its operation and use.

I/O and the Tube
The BBC micro uses a6502 processor (or
derivatives), and this processor, unlike the
Z80, does not have input or output instructions. Instead, I/O devices appear in the

64K of the microprocessor's memory map.
Input and output is therefore a simple
matter of writing to and reading from these
addresses.
Simple, that is, until the Tube comes into
consideration. When the Tube is used, the
BBC micro becomes a two-processor
machine, with the two microprocessors
working in parallel, each with its own
memory map (see Fig. I). In this configuration, the second processor executes the
programs. These programs are stored in the
second processor's memory, and use this
memory for data storage. The second processor becomes responsible for all input and
output, including keyboard, screen, printer,
RS432, analogue port, user port, and anything else. The devices associated with these
I/O facilities therefore appear in the first
(I/O) processor's memory map.
This means that, from aprogram running
on the second processor, you cannot simply
use the '?' indirection operator—the BEEB
equivalent of PEEK and POKE—to access,
for example, the user port, as these operators will access memory locations in the
second processor's memory. Instead, you
have to use OSBYTE calls to read to and
write from the memory mapped I/O areas.
Of course, we should all have done this
when using single-processor machines, but
the fact that the original user guides omitted
certain vital information, like in which
register the OSBYTE calls returned the
value input, meant that many of us took the
lazy way. Now second processors are becoming more common, many of us will
have some rewriting to do!
In fact, the *FX calls are associated with
the OSBYTE calls, and for writing to these
areas *FX calls can be used.
The memory-mapped I/O is arranged in
three areas, called FRED, SHEILA, and
JIM. Each of these areas is one page (256
bytes) in size. FRED starts at &FC00. JIM
at &FDOO, and SHEILA at &FE®. There is
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Fig. 1. The "two microprocessor" memory maps when
using the Tube.
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LDA 0&98
LDX #&62
LDY
JSR OSBYTE
You should, of course, have set the value
of the variable OSBYTE to &FFF4 at the
head of the program.
Reading is slightly more complicated as a
value has to be returned. From BASIC, this
is best done by using the USR function.
When this function is used, the microprocessors A, X, and Y registers are set to
the values in the least significant bytes of
the resident integer variables A%, X%, and
Y% respectively. On return, an integer
number is produced from the P, Y, X, and A
registers (MSB to LSB), and this is assigned
to aBASIC variable.
As with writing, the accumulator is set to
the OSBYTE call number, and X is set to
the offset. Y is used to return the value read.
Again, each area has its own OSBYTE call
to read, 146 for FRED, 148 for JIM, and
150 for SHEILA.
Here is how to read from the user port.
The output register B of the 6522 VIA is at
&FE60. The offset is therefore &60 or 96
decimal. The following is a short BASIC
routine to read from this address. It is in the
form of afunction.
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040

DEF FNread_port
A%=&96:REM osbyte call number
X%=&60:REM offset
R=USR(&FFF4)
R=R AND &FF0000:REM mask to
extract Y
1050 R=R DIV 65535:REM to get byte value
1060 =R

This returns the value read in the BASIC
variable R.
In assembly language this is, perhaps,
simpler.

Users

Memory

aseparate *FX call for each area., *FX147
for FRED, *FX149 for JIM, and *FX151
for SHEILA. These calls require two further
parameters. The first is the offset within the
page for the device (or device register) to be
written to, and the second is the value to be
written.
As an example, here is how to write the
value 15 (decimal) to the data direction
register of the user port. The user port 6522
uses addresses from &FE60 to &FE6F, and
the data direction register B is at &FE62.
The offset is therefore &62, but the *FX call
cannot take HEX values, so this must be
given in decimal form, 98. Therefore you
would use *FX 151,98,15.
From assembly language, the number of
the OSBYTE calls is loaded in the accumulator, the offset in the X register, and the
value to be written in the Y register. In
assembly language, the above example
becomes

LDA
&96
LDX 0.8160
JSR OSBYTE
STY reading
This stores the value read in the memory
location labelled "reading". (These assembly language versions are, of course, for
the 6502 or 65C102 second processors, or
for the unadorned BBC micro.)
As you can see, it's quite easy when you
know how!
In the next article it is back to some
circuits when we look at digital to analogue
and high speed analogue to digital converters for the BBC machines.
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I
Fyou were to compare arecent issue
Iof EE with an electronics magazine
of about 20 years ago, one of the most
striking differences would be the
nature of the advertisements. Around
20 years ago a substantial proportion
of the advertisements were for kits
(mostly radios of one kind or another),
whereas today there are very few kits
on offer. We have to distinguish here
between akit of parts for apublished
design, and atrue kit which has everything down to the last nut and bolt
including a specially made case and
perhaps other custom parts as well.
Also, things like the holes in the case
are generally ready-prepared on atrue
kit, so that building the unit is really a
matter of assembling the parts with
little or no cutting or drilling being
required.
There are many possible reasons for
the reduction in the number of the
electronics kit, but probably the main
one was the poor quality of many of the
products on offer. In an attempt to
keep costs down they were often largely
put together from cheap surplus components, and this led directly to problems with reliability and performance,
assuming you could get everything to
fit together in the first place. Badly
produced and often ambiguous instruction sheets did not help matters
either.
Although the preponderance of kits
available in the sixties is something
that we will probably never see again,
kits have been making something of a
come-back over recent years and there
are probably agreat deal more available than you think. Like many other
markets though, things have moved
steadily up-market over the years, and
most of the kits currently available are
quite expensive, but when made up
give a quality of performance and
finish that is genuinely comparable to
ready made equivalents, and with
some saving in cost. There has also
been atendency for the types of thing
on offer to be of a more specialised
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nature so that they are not in competition with mass produced ready made
units of far-eastern origins, where it is
difficult to compete on price.
The subject of this review is the CScope K5000 metal detector kit which
is quite definitely in the specialised
field and at £119.99 it could not be
described as cheap. C-Scope immodestly but probably quite justifiably
claim to be "Europe's leading manufacturer of metal detectors for the
treasure hunting hobbyist", and they
will probably be well known to many
readers. As one would therefore expect, the K5000 is not a simple type,
but is a high quality unit with good
sensitivity and refinements such as
ground exclusion and the ability to
discriminate to some extent between
various types of metal. This can help to
reduce the amount of time taken up
digging for worthless bits of iron, aluminium foil, ring-pulls, etc.

being required, aset of batteries costs
in the region of £3.00. Nicad rechargeable cells probably represent abetter
alternative in the long term, but afull
set of these plus a charger would
normally cost over £20.00.
Probably the most important item in
any kit is the instruction booklet, and
the one supplied with K5000 is a 36
page A4 size booklet with good quality
paper, printing and illustrations. A couple of errors have been clearly
corrected, and an addenda sheet also
points out any differences there
might
be
between
the
component descriptions in the
booklet and the
parts actually
supplied,

WHAT YOU GET
The pedigree of the K5000 kit is not
in question, but what do you get for the
money? A large box with the usual
expanded polystyrene insert, in which
are bags of resistors, i.c.s, etc. (about
100 electronic components), plus various mechanical parts including the
very neat plastic cased search coil. The
components are all new with no sign of
any surplus items, and all seem to be of
good quality.
You get all the parts needed including ample amounts of solder and connecting wire, but only the battery
holders and not the batteries themselves are included. It is quite normal
for equipment to be sold less-batteries
as this avoids the possibility of the
batteries running flat and perhaps leaking if there is a long gap between the
manufacture of the kit and the customer commencing construction. It does
mean though that there is one additional expense to take into account,
and with some twelve HP7 size cells
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millimetre allen screws, and Iwas at
the point of giving up and fitting aset
of control knobs from the spares box
when Ifound an allen key that would
just about do the job. Control knobs
with ordinary grub screws would surely
be amuch better choice for akit.

SETTING UP

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
A metal detector of this sophistication is not a particularly simple piece
of electronics, and things are complicated by the slightly less than straightforward mechanical side of construction that is inevitably involved with
the assembly of ametal detector. For a
beginner at electronics to stand a
chance of successfully building such a
unit it is essential for the instructions
to be clear, and for everything in the kit
to be just right.
The first step is to check that all the
parts are present and correct, and the
only problem Iexperienced here was
the base section of the stem. This was
eventually found well and truly wedged
in the middle section and had to be
hammered free, but neither part sustained any significant damage. The
instruction book provides clear illustrations and descriptions of the components, both electronic and mechanical, including colour codes for the
resistors. Even someone who has never
seen an electronic component before
should not have any difficulty in identifying everything. The introduction
also gives details of what you will need
to undertake construction of the unit,
apart from the batteries this is just a
few basic tools (soldering iron, wire
cutters, screwdriver, etc.).
The second section covers the basics
of soldering, and then the third section
gives blow by blow details of bow to
assemble the kit, starting with the
printed circuit board. The board itself
is a good quality screen printed type
with solder resist mask to reduce the
risk of accidental short circuits. In
general the components are evenly
spread out over the board so that apart
from the i.c. pins the connection points
are not unduly crowded, and the board
is not difficult to construct. All the
components fitted onto the board
without difficulty, including the six
rotary controls. Iwas alittle surprised
that no integrated circuit holders were
supplied with the kit, especially considering that most of the integrated
circuits are static sensitive types. However, I soldered them direct to the
board and none seemed to sustain any
damage. The board is single-sided and
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a number of link wires are required.
These are made from trimmings of
resistor leads (which is my normal way
of doing things anyway), but the generally quite short leads of the resistors
makes this task alittle fiddly.
Construction of the board is about as
easy as it could be, the instructions
show the position of every component
on the board. Mechanical assembly is
covered in section four of the instruction booklet, and although this is perhaps a little more sketchy than the
previous section, it is still fairly detailed and easy to follow. Everything
fits together properly, and the only
slightly awkward job is fitting atoggle
switch into the handle, and Imanaged
to nip myself with the pliers when
doing this. The length of the stem is
adjustable, and this enables the unit to
be used comfortably by someone of
any height within reason. The whole
thing locks together reliably and is
mechanically quite strong.
Little in the way of hard wiring is
required as most of the controls are
mounted on the board, but detailed
instructions on this aspect of construction are provided, and there is little
scope for errors here. Cable ties are
provided so that everything can be
kept neat and tidy.
Isuppose it says alot for the quality
of the kit that the most difficult task
was the fitting of the control knobs. All
but one of these are fitted with 1-5

The simple setting up procedure is
described in section six of the instruction booklet, and there are just two
preset resistors and a trimmer to adjust. These are to eliminate any drift
with changes in the setting of the
sensitivity control, to permit alignment of the meter and audio indication
circuit, and to bring the ground exclusion facility in-range. The latter is the
most difficult, but it should take no
more than afew minutes to get everything set up provided the unit is working properly.
If the unit fails to work there is a
useful trouble shooting section. If all
else fails C-Scope will service the unit
at reasonable cost.
In the final section of the instruction
book details of how to operate the unit
are provided, together with helpful
notes on where to search, a code of
conduct, treasure hunting and the law,
and aglossary of terms.

IN USE
The finished detector worked first
time (it had to happen one day!), and
once set up it worked very well. An
experienced constructor could finish
the unit in a day, but it is probably
better to spread things over two days
(as Idid) rather than rush at construction, and even an inexperienced constructor could probably have the detector up and running in aweekend.
A large meter (which doubles as a
battery state indicator) provides a visual indication of detection, and in the
discriminate mode the direction of
deflection gives some indication as to
the type of metal that has been detected. There is insufficient space for a
detailed description of the use of this
mode here, but it operates in conjunc-
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sensitivity control which can be
backed off slightly when necessary.
"Writer finds treasure while reviewing metal detector" would make agreat
newspaper headline, but unless your
idea of treasure is a few rusty nails,
miscellaneous bits of iron, and a
couple of (not particularly valuable)
coins, Ifailed to locate any treasure
with the unit. On the other hand, what
was there I located easily, and the
detector can do no more than that. It is
up to the user to find the right area to
search.

CONCLUSION

tion with the discrimination control
and can be extremely helpful under
certain operating conditions.
The ground exclusion seems to work
very well, and there is an automatic
version of this facility as well. Basically
what this does is to automatically tune
the unit to zero regardless of what is
picked up by the search head, but
readjustment takes a second or two.
The ground is therefore tuned out, but
provided the search head is kept moving an indication will be obtained as it
is scanned over any metal object. This
is useful for roughly locating an object
on difficult ground with the normal
mode then being used to pin-point the
object.
In addition to the meter indication
there is an audio tone which increases
in volume when an object is detected.
This is generally easier to get on with
than the change in pitch produced by
simple BFO (beat frequency oscillator)
designs. The K5000 is the more sophisticated IB (induction balance) type
incidentally.
The unit is well balanced and comfortable to use. As explained previously, the stem is telescopic and can
be varied substantially in length, and
another refinement is the ability to
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vary the angle of the search head to the
stem. The meter is large and easy to
read, and at maximum volume the
audio tone is loud and clear. There is a
headphone socket which enables the
unit to function with stereo or mono
headphones having a 6.35 millimetre
jack, and this is useful when operating
the unit where it might otherwise cause
annoyance to others or where a very
noisy environment would make the
tone from the loudspeaker difficult to
use.
In operation the unit is easy to use,
aided by its several refinements, and
sensitivity is very good. Very large
objects can be detected at a range of
around one metre, and even small
objects such as coins and rings can be
detected at depths of down to about
150 millimetres, with the exact depth
depending on such factors as the difficulty of the terrain, the exact size of the
object, and the ability of the searcher.
Although arange of around 150 millimetres for small objects may not sound
very impressive, with simpler types of
detector the maximum range is generally only afraction of this even under
ideal conditions, and under adverse
conditions small objects are all but
undetectable. In fact the K5000 can
sometimes be too sensitive making it a
little difficult to use, but there is a

Having built many kits over aperiod
of 20 years or so, the K5000 certainly
ranks as the best I have yet come
across. The instructions are clear and
concise, all the parts are present and fit
properly, and the finished unit looks
good and performs well. All the vices I
have come to expect from kits are
absent from this one. The only real
drawback is the price, and building a
comparable design from scratch would
certainly be very much cheaper. On the
other hand, the difficulties associated
with aproject of this type are such that
it would not be feasible for most people
to build from scratch, and a comparison with ready made detectors
would be more realistic. The K5000
then represents much better value for
money, and becomes a very worthwhile proposition.
Ienjoyed building and using this kit
and it can certainly be strongly recommended for anyone from abeginner to
the most experienced of constructors.
El

The "treasure" found by the author with
the completed kit which worked first time.
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ENTERTAINMENT
BY BARRY FOX

Making a Noise

Flexible Sounds

Hay Dolby, inventor of the various Dolby
noise reduction systems, was in London
recently to law; zh something new.
In the last 20 years Dolby Labs has sold
over 90,000 noise reduction units for
music recording and broadcast studios
and licensed electronics companies round
the world to make 150 million domestic
stereo tape recorders which incorporate
his consumer systems. The new system,
SR, is for professional use only.
SR stands for Spectral Recording. Its
not, insists Ray Dolby, a noise reduction
system. It's a new system of recording
signals on analogue tape, using existing
professional studio recorders. The only
modification is acircuit board which plugs
into the equipment rack instead of the
conventional Dolby A noise reduction
boards.
"We quite deliberately don't quote
noise reduction figures in dB for SR"
explains Ray Dolby.
"Yes, but how much does it give"
persisted one engineer.
"Enough" was all Ray Dolby would say.
It certainly is enough. The SR system
cuts tape noise so drastically that an
analogue recorder running at 15 inches per
second matches the specification of a
digital recorder. The difference is that
whereas a digital recorder can make signals sound "mucky" when they are at a
very low, quiet level, Dolby SR sounds
clean right down into the noise floor.

Although the system works well, its
action is limited in practice to not much
more than halving the subjective sound of
noise. The new SR system works in similar
fashion but is much more powerful.
Normally, very powerful noise reduction
can be heard "working". As the wanted
signal changes, it "pumps" the background noise. SR avoids this effect because it is very flexible in the way it treats
the signal it is handling.
In the case of SR, it continually monitors
the signal being recorded and varies the
way it is processed. The frequency range
is divided into two halves, above and
below 800Hz.
A series of different threshold detectors
work above and below this frequency
divide, to sense the strength of signal in
these bands. This creates the equivalent of
five different processing bands. Each band
has a variable filter which modifies the
signal.
There are so many variables that the
complete SR circuit has a virtually infinite
range of electronic characteristics. It constantly adapts itself to the sound being
recorded, for example, if in agenerally loud
piece of music a quiet violin is likely to be
lost in background noise, SR singles out
the endangered frequencies and amplifies
just them. On playback exactly the same
frequencies are singled out and reduced in
level.
Inventor Ray Dolby has been working on
SR for 6 years and the first units are now
going into studios. Ray Dolby says he built
on technology developed for his three
existing noise reduction systems, professional A type and domestic B and C.
"I knew something had to be done to
improve analogue recording. But Ikept
putting off the idea of starting work", he
recalls. Dolby knew it would be along haul.
And it was. He spent 3 years on weeding
out ideas that would not work. It then took
two years to develop a working system
and one more year to get into production.
The boards are being made in San Francisco and London.
Dolby describes SR as "tracking the
signal as closely as possible. But don't
expect it to sound good" he warns.
"There is nothing to hear except the signal
you want to recoid. The system doesn't
have asound of its own. That would be the
last thing we wanted". And, judging by
the demonstrations given recently in London, he's right.
"We've upset afew people in the digital
business" admits Ray Dolby with a wry
smile. "We didn't set out trying to attack
digital technology—it has just been our
company philosophy to try and do things
as well as possible".

No Difference
The big question is whether speech or
music recorded with SR encoding, and
then replayed with SR decoding, sounds
any different after the processing. Ray
Dolby and his engineers have been touring
the world giving recording engineers the
chance to try for themselves. In London, at
the Master Rock Studios in Kilburn, British
engineers had the chance to compare any
sound they liked through an AB
comparator.
Signal chain A routed sound from the
studio direct by line to the control room
monitor speakers; chain Brouted the same
sound onto tape with SR. The recording
was then immediately replayed from the
sanie tape with SR decoding and fed to the
sanie monitors.
A stream of engineers tried switching
between the sound from compact disc
records, live piano in the studio, low level
and high level sound effects, in fact anything they could think of. Consensus of
opinion seems to be that the system
works. You really can't hear the difference.
Icertainly couldn't.
Conventional Dolby noise reduction
works by exaggerating low level, high
frequency sounds in music at the recording
stage so that they stand proud of unwanted background noise, like hiss, introduced
by the tape recorder. When the recording
is played back, there is mirror-image reduction of the exaggerated frequencies.
This reduces unwanted hiss noise, while
returning the music to its original state
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multi-track recorders (24-track or 32track) if they are to stay in the race.
The results are good but the price is
high—around £100,000 for the recorder
alone. To convert a studio to full digital
operation can cost £0-3 million.
Dolby SR is absurdly cheap in comparison. The plug-in boards or cards cost
£500 each in Britain, and $750 in America.
A studio needs to buy one card for each
channel on the recorder. So an existing 24track analogue recorder can be upgraded
to SR for just £12,000, which is around a
tenth the cost of buying a digital
replacement.

Right Corrections
If you've ever tried to connect two
computers together with an RS-232 lead,
or amodem to acomputer, or acomputer
to a serial printer, you will know what a
nightmare it can be to get a lead with the
right connections. The crazy computer
industry can't even agree on how to
connect the wires of a standard plug.
For around £25 you can buy what looks
like a neat solution. It's the "serial master
cable" from Connexions. This is an RS232 cable, with a bank of d.i.p. switches
on the plugs at each end. Setting the dip.
switches correctly, makes the lead perform almost every imaginable function. But
be warned; the instruction leaflet is far
from clear. Worse still, the first version
was wrong. If you have bought one of
these leads and still can't get it to work,
you may have been led astray by vital
misprints in the section which tells how
the dip. switches should be set to give a
crossover connection, i.e. to connect the
output of one piece of equipment to the
input of the other.
The Connexions leaflet originally said
that switch 1 should be off, switch 2 on,
switch 3off and switch 4 on. This is wrong
on two settings. The revised leaflet is
correct. Switch 1 should be off, switch 2
on, switch 3 on and switch 4 off. Those
two little errors make all the difference in
the world.
There is an interesting parallel here with
the audio industry. Five-pin DIN leads
provide a useful way of connecting an
amplifier to a tape recorder. But if you
connect two tape recorders together, you
need a crossover connection where the
output of one goes to the input of the
other. Accessory shops sell crossover
leads but as often as not the salesmen
don't know what they are selling. If you are
trying to connect two tape recorders together so that one records the output from
the other, and are having no success, there
is a good chance you are using a straightthrough lead instead of the crossover lead
you should be using.

Fashion Industry
The recording industry is afashion business, like the rag trade. Pop stars and
famous producers want to use the most
modern equipment.
Digital is "in". Studios must buy digital
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OR FLASHER

waRrunG
T.R.de Vaux Balbirnie

Make sure you
cancel every
time with this
warning
A uniouGH

most cars have self-cancelling
indicators, these are rarely
found to be completely foolproof especially
when making small turns. It is therefore
easy to leave them operating after the
manoeuvre has been made. This presents a
hazard to other road users which is made
even worse if towing a trailer or caravan.
The clicking of the flasher unit and the
dashboard warning light are not entirely
successful in preventing unintentional operation—the sound is often too quiet to be
heard above engine and traffic noise while
the warning light is too dim to attract
attention in bright conditions.
This add-on unit (which is only suitable
for negative-earth cars) gives an additional
warning in the form of a loud bleeping
sound. This does not begin as soon as the
indicators are operated but waits for a
preset time to elapse, allowing time for

normal cancellation to take place. In the
prototype unit this delay was adjusted to
one minute approximately.
In use, a plastic box with terminal block
and audible warning device mounted on top
is placed in some out-of-the-way place such
as behind the car dashboard. Connections
are made to the direction indicator and
battery supply circuits. Current is only
drawn while the ignition is on and the
loading effect on the existing flasher unit is
negligible.

P -It direction

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The circuit for the Car Flasher Warning is
shown in Fig. I. With the ignition switched
on, current flows through fuse FS I to
operational amplifier ICI. The inverting
input (pin two) is maintained at a nominal
9V by the potential divider R6/R7 and this
is used as areference. Meanwhile, the noninverting input (pin three) receives whatever voltage exists across C2—this is initially zero since it is bypassed by RLA "make"
contacts, RLA Iand R4. Since the inverting
input voltage exceeds the non-inverting
one, the op-amp is off with the output (pin
six) low; TR2 and the audible warning
device WD I, then remain off. With either a
left or a right turn being signalled, current

pulses flow through either D5 or D6 as
appropriate, hence through DI and RI to
charge Cl. This produces arising voltage at
TRI base, this exceeds the 0.7V turn-on
voltage almost instantly so TRI turns on
and with it the relay, RLA. RLA Icontacts
open allowing C2 to charge by current
flowing through D3. VR1 and R3. This
results in a rising voltage at ICI pin three.
When this exceeds the reference voltage at
pin two, the op-amp switches on, this results
in the output (pin six) going high (supply
positive voltage). The time taken for this to
happen depends on the adjustment of VR I
and is nominally one minute.
The on state of ICI operates TR2 and
hence WD1. Since this component is connected to the pulsed supply from the car
flasher unit, the bleeping sound is given in
sympathy with the flashing indicators. This
bleeping continues until the indicators are
switched off, whereupon Cl discharges
through R2 and TRI and RLA switches off.
With the component values specified this
takes approximately ten seconds. RLA1
contacts then re-make and discharge C2
through R4 ready for afurther cycle. Resistor R4 limits the discharge current flowing
through the relay contacts which could
otherwise damage them. Diode D2 bypasses
the high-voltage pulse which appears across
the relay coil as it switches off.

Fig. 1. Circuit of the Car Flasher Warning.
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COMPONENTS
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3216.

INDICATOR
FEED WIRES

Resistors
R1,R4,R9
R2,R3
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R6
R7
R8

470 (3 off)
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220k
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100p elect. 16V
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Miscellaneous
WD1
12V solid-state buzzer
FS1
20mm chassis fuseholder with lA fuse.
ALA
Sub-miniature
relay
with 12V 320 ohm coil
and normally-closed or
changeover contacts.
TB1 3A terminal block-4 sections required. Plastic box size
100 x50 x25mm external; 8-pin
d.i.l. socket; fixings, stranded
connecting wire, light duty auto
wire, connectors.
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Construction is based on a main circuit
panel consisting of a piece of 0-1 inch
matriz stripboard size II strips x 32 holes.
Fig. 2shows the details. Begin by making all
copper strip breaks and drilling' the two
fixing holes as indicated. It is essential to
check that the breaks are complete. Solder
the inter-strip link wires and follow with the
on-board components. Before mounting the
relay, break off the two unused pins close to
the body so that no connection will be made
with them. Note that the diodes and capacitors must be connected the correct way
round. Complete the panel by soldering
I5cm pieces of light-duty stranded connecting wire to strips A, B, C and K. Leave VR I
adjusted to approximately mid-track
position.
Refer to Fig. 3 and prepare the case by
making holes for WD I
,FS I,terminal block
TBI and circuit panel mounting. Drill a
4mm diameter hole near the terminal block
position for the wires passing through from
the circuit panel.
Mount the remaining components and
complete the internal wiring. Shorten any
wires from the circuit panel as necessary to
keep them tidy. Note how WD lwas mounted in the prototype (see photograph). This is
neater than direct surface mounting. Place
the fuse in its holder and attach the lid of
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the case, checking carefully that the fuse
holder remains clear of other internal
components.

TESTING

very slow rising of the voltage at ICI Pin 3.
Check for correct operation with the engine
running and when the opposite indicators
are used. If the timing needs to be altered,
adjust VR I—anticlockwise rotation will increase it. When the engine is running, WD I

Locate the feed wires for left and right
direction indicator circuits on their way to
the bulbs. Make connections to these using
pieces of light-duty auto type wire. Connectors should be used which do not involve
cutting the wires. Make the connections to
TB I
/2 and T131/3 on the terminal block.
Find a fuse which is "live" only while the
ignition is switched on. Make aconnection
to this on the outlet side of the fuse and
connect to TB Ill. Connect TB1/4 to the car
chassis at a nearby earth point.
Switch on the indicators (either direction)
and wait approximately one minute for the
circuit to operate. WD I will not start
"sharply" but will attain maximum loudness after a few beats—this is due to the

may emit a"warbling" sound due to voltage
fluctuations from the generator, this is of no
consequence. The "sharpness" of the pulses
emitted by WD I also depends to some
extent, on the model of car to which the
device is fitted.
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READERS
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Readers—you can obtain a 5% discount on goods from the
advertisers listed using coupons cut from EE, provided you
follow the rules below:
CPL ELECTRONICS
Kits for Everyday Electronics and Electronics
Monthly and Practical Wireless projects
including kits for the "Teach In" series.
Plus a wide range of competitively priced
components, hardware, test equipment
and tools. We can also supply, in many
cases, "one off" kits for specific projects.
Free price lists on request.
GREENWELD ELECTRONICS LTD.
A full range of components at our shop in
Southampton; open 9-5.30 Mon—Sat, as
well as many surplus lines, all available by
mail order. Bargain List free with our
Catalogue. Send for your copy today, only
£1 inc. post. Now even better value with
EE Discount Vouchers!
TK ELECTRONICS stock awide range of
components including triacs, ICs & opto
together with other accessories (switches,
tools, multimeters, buzzers, crystals, An tex, Velleman and Vero products, etc.).
We specialise in kits for timers, disco and
home lighting, remote control kits for
beginners. Send s.a.e. and 50p (refundable on first order) for catalogue.
OMNI ELECTRONICS are willing to give
a 5% discount on all orders over £10.00,
excluding VAT, if a valid voucher is enclosed. We stock a wide range of components—ideal for the hobbyist. Goods
listed in our catalogue are generally in
stock, orders will be sent by return post.
Why wait?
RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Amplifiers-03A, disco, music), audio
leads all types, components, capacitors,
potentiometers, resistors, disco lighting,
sound to light units, disco decks, disco
consoles, disco mixers, echo chambers,
fuzz lights. Multimeters, mains transformers, microphones, stands, leads, goose
necks, speakers with or without cabinets,
tweeters, mid range units, 100V line
matching audio transformers, etc.
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CROTECH's complete range of single and
dual trace oscilloscopes along with accessories is eligible for the discount scheme.
For orders below £250.00 then one
voucher is required, on orders above
£250.00 only two vouchers are required.
This could mean a saving of over £14.00
on our 3132 Dual Trace 20MHz scope.
HENRY'S AUDIO-ELECTRONICS
Test instruments—for every application.
Security—alarms, doorphones, intercoms.
P.A.—amplifiers, speakers, mixers, microphones. Computer—drives, programs,
connectors, leads. Tools—service aids,
irons, etc. Components—semiconductors, all types of components. Accessories—TV-video, telephone, hi-fi. Communications—C.B. rigs and accessories.
New catalogue now available—see
Henry's advert.
EE BOOK SERVICE, a5% discount will be
given on the total cost—including postage—of all orders that are sent with a
valid voucher. Our complete list of books
appears in each issue together with ordering details.
E.S.R. ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
supplies the full range of Velleman kits
which include amplifiers, light controllers,
power supplies, timers and computer interfaces. To complement these kits E.S.R.
can offer connectors, switches, control
knobs and project cases. A range of small
handtools, soldering irons, test equipment
and service aids is also available.
BECKER-PHONOSONICS, established
1972. Designers and suppliers of a wide
range of kits for projects published in
Everyday Electronics and other leading
periodicals. Range includes musical and
audio effects, computer controlled circuits
and Geiger counters. EE discount scheme
applies to all full kits over £30 goods value,
excluding Geiger counters.
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lEE

VALID UNTIL END OF
MARCH 1987
Entitles EE readers to discount from listed
advertisers when used according to the
scheme rules as set out in
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
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RULES

1. Discounts are available from advertisers listed on this page.
2. Unless otherwise stated by the advertiser, discounts are only available on
orders over £20 in value.
3. Unless otherwise stated by the advertiser, one voucher is required for each
£50 value of the order placed (i.e. for
orders between £20 and £50 send one
voucher, between £50 and £100 send
two vouchers, etc.)
4. Cut out vouchers (not photostats)
must be sent when claiming the discount.
5. Each voucher sent must be valid on the
day of posting (i.e. it cannot be used after
its expiry date).
6. Discount is not available on "sale" or
"special offer" items.
7. You must indicate on your order that
the 5% EE Readers Discount has been
deducted from the payment sent.
8. All advertisers reserve the right to
refuse this discount on any item supplied.
Discounts will not be given or coupons
returned if these rules are broken.
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TRANSFORMERS

I
LP Toroidal Transformers are now available through
Jaytee. The UK Distributor with the availability and
service to match the quality of the toroidals
FOR FREE DATA PACK PLEASE
WRITE TO OUR SALES DEPT.
TYPE

VISA

RN S.

SERIES
NO.

SEC.
VOLTS

CURRENT

15VA
Regulation 19%
6
2 0 3
4 (See grogram)
035 Kgs
Mounting bolt M4 o 12

03010
03011
03012
03013
03014
03015
03016
03017

5•6
9-9
12.12
15-15
18- 18
22-22
25-.25
30-30

125
083
063
050
042
034
030
025

30Va
Regulation 18%
Size
A B C
70 35 37
045 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 x 50

13010
13011
13012
13013
13014
13015
13016
13017

6-6
9-9
12-12
15• 15
18.18
22.22
25-25
30.30

250
166
125
100
083
068
060
050

50Va
Regulation 13%
Size
A B C
80 40 43
09 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 x 50

23010
23011
23012
23013
23014
23015
23016
23017
23028
23029
23030

6-6
9-9
12.12
15- 15
18-18
22• 22
25.25
30• 30
110
220
240

416
277
208
166
138
113
100
083
015
022
020

80Va
Regulaton 12%
Size
A B C
9540 43
10 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 x 50

33010
33011
33012
33013
33014
33015
33016
33017
33028
33029
33030

6.6
9-9
12.12
15- 15
18-18
22• 22
25• 25
30• 30
110
220
240

666
444
333
2.66
222
1.81
160
133
072
036
033

120VA
Regulation 11%
Size
A B C
95 45 50
12 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 x 50

43010
43011
43012
43013
43014
43015
43016
43017
03018
03028
03029
43030

6.6
9-9
12.12
15 -15
18- 18
22- 22
25 -25
30.30
35.35
110
220
240

10 00
666
500
400
333
272
240
200
171
109
054
050

STEEL 01514ED

Jaytee Electronic Services
Dept EE3, 143 Reculver Road, Beltinge,
Heme Bay, Kent CT6 6PL.
Telephone: (0227) 375254

TYPE

SERIES
NO.

SEC.
VOLTS

CURRENT

100VA
Regulation 8%
5.ze
4a C
110 45 50
18 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 o 50

53011
53012
53013
53014
53015
53016
53017
53018
53026
53028
53029
53030

9-9
12.12
15 -15
18- 18
22.22
25 -25
30.,30
35-35
40 •40
110
220
240

889
666
633
4.44
3.63
320
266
228
2.00
1.45
0 72
066

223VA
atron 7%

63012
63013
63014
63015
63016
63017
63018
63026
63025
63033
63028
63029
63030

12.12
15-15
18.18
22.22
25.25
30-30
35.35
40.40
45- 45
60.50
110
220
240

938
760
6.25
511
450
315
121
261
2.50
225
204
1.02
0.93

300VA
Regulation 6%
S,ze
A B C
'10 5762
26 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 o 60

73013
73014
73015
73016
73017
73018
73026
73025
73033
73028
73029
73030

15.15
18 , 18
22.22
25.25
30.30
35 •35
40- 40
45 •05
50.50
T10
220
240

10.00
8.33

500VA
Regulation 5%
Size
AB C
135 60 65
40 Kgs
Mounting bolt M8 x 70

83016
83017
83018
83026
83025
83033
83042
83028
83029
83030

25.25
30 •30
35- 35
40 -40
45.45
50.50
55 55
110
220
240

10 00
833
714
625
555
500
461
4.50
227
208

AB C
110 50 55
22 Kgs
Mounting bolt M5 x 60

6.82
soo
5.00
428
3.75
333
300
272
1.36
125

TYPE

SERIES
NO.

C.
VOLTS

R.M.S.
CURRENT

93017
93018
93026
93025
93033
93042
93028
93029
93030

30 -30
35 -35
40 -00
45.45
50.50
55 •55
110
220
240

10 41
892
7131
69
625
568
5.68
284
260

825V4
P,. ;. ,.
Size
A
B C
100 70 75
50 Kgs
Mounting bolt M13 090

ILP
TRANSFORMERS
ARE NOW
SUPPLIED WITH
DUAL PRIMARIES
PERMITTING 110V
OR 220/240V
OPERATION

THE TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER
Offers the following advantages:SMALLER SIZE AND WEIGHT TO MEET MODERN 'SLIMLINE'
REQUIREMENTS.
LOW ELECTRICALLY INDUCED NOISE DEMANDED BY
COMPACT EQUIPMENT.
HIGH EFFICIENCY ENABLING CONSERVATIVE RATING
WHILST MAINTAINING SIZE ADVANTAGES.
LOWER OPERATING TEMPERATURE.

VA

SERIES
NO.

c

VA

SERIES

No.

6.90

15 64

30

1

10 07

225

6

17 09

50

2

11 21

300

7

1866

80

3

12 50

500

24 63

120

4

13 28

625

27 15

ALL ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE QUANTI r
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR 6OR MORE OF ANY ONE TYPE

e
Why sit on the fence?
COME ON DOWN awe
THE PRICE IS RIGHT!
•

Type 3132 -Dual Trace
20MHz; 2mV/div calibrated. 4Ons/div(max) sweep.
14 trigger functions. Triple DC source +5V,±12V.
Component comparator.

Type 3036 -Single Trace with 5" CRT
20MHz, 2mV/div calibrated. 4Ons/div triggered sweep.
Component tester.

Type 3031 -Single Trace
20MHz, 2mV/div calibrated. 4Ons/div triggered sweep.
Component tester. Compact size.

* THE CHOICE IS YOURS *

e6

Just 'phone or write for your FREE copy of our catalogue and Price List.

Crotech instruments Limited
2Stephenson Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4WJ
Telephone: (0480) 301818
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Editing

&He:

by Mike Tooley

BA

Plan your own
escape from
the limitations of
the Spectrum

Tconstruction,

month we shall be dealing with the
testing and use of the
"escape" interface described last month.
We start, however, by taking a look at
another enhanced BASIC interpreter for the
Spectrum in the shape of MEGA BASIC.
HIS

MEGA BASIC
MEGA BASIC was written by Mike Leaman and is published by Your Sinclair. The
program is approximately 20K in length
and takes around two minutes to load.
RAMTOP is lowered to 44999 (leaving the
user with approximately 20K to play with).
The manual supplied with MEGA BASIC
consists of 29 pages of A6 format and,
whilst not over-generous, it is just about
adequate. It is apity that the manual is not
of the same standard as that supplied with
BETA BASIC but, in fairness, it does cover
the salient points (leaving the user plenty of
scope for further experimentation).
When loaded, the Spectrum takes on a
markedly different appearance. Indeed,
with anew set of yellow characters upon a
black screen complete with ablank square
non-blinking cursor, one could even be
forgiven for thinking that the Spectrum had
been transformed into some other machine
(a BBC or Amstrad perhaps?). There is,
however, no need to panic—all of this is
being produced by your "old faithful" Spectrum! The trick is simply that Mike Leaman
has provided you with two additional character fonts which emulate the BBC Microcomputer/Acorn Electron and Amstrad
CPC-464. Both are very clearly readable
and do make for a nice change! Furthermore, you can switch between these two
new fonts and the standard ZX font (which
we all know and love!) using a simple
command. This is a feature which never
fails to impress .. .
Character size is also programmable with
MEGA BASIC's four modes. The smallest
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of these permits the use of a 64 column
display (just about the maximum allowable
with a domestic colour TV) whilst the
largest is •equivalent to double height/
double width on the standard Spectrum.
This latter mode uses a 16 pixel square
character cell and permits the use of
"stipples".
Unlike ZX-BASIC and BETA BASIC,
MEGA BASIC allows input over the whole
screen; one is not merely constrained to
using the bottom few lines of the screen!
Another nice feature is that the bottom line
of the display is used to provide a status
message which replaces the cursor mode (L,
C, Eand G) used in ZX-BASIC. Thus one is
presented with meaningful reminders of the
status of the keyboard such as "CAPS OFF
EXTENDED"
or
"CAPS
OFF
GRAPHICS".

Program editing in MEGA BASIC follows the format adopted on the BBC Micra
computer with a second (blinking) cursor
being steered around the screen. In use, I
found this alittle confusing as the keys used
to move the "copy" cursor are not those
used for normal cursor movement. Another
important difference is that, during RUNtime, the SPACE key becomes a CONTROL key and, when used with various
other keys, it provides some extremely
useful control functions. CONTROL-F, for
example, halts program execution and produces asystem monitor "front-panel". This
valuable de-bugging aid uses MEGA
BASIC's "window three" and displays the
contents of the CPU registers in hex with
the exception of the flag register which is
displayed in binary.
The "front panel" also displays the contents of ablock of memory (with the current
location shown in inverse strip). Various
monitor commands can be executed from
the "front panel" including block moves,
setting and restoring breakpoints, loading
memory with data, stepping the address
pointer (memory location) forwards or
backwards, and calling a machine code
routine at agiven address.
Like BETA BASIC, MEGA BASIC includes several new control _structures including procedures (using e and ENDPROC followed by the procedure's name to
indicate the start and end respectively) and
REPEAT-UNTIL loops. MEGA BASIC
also provides up to ten user-defined windows in which attributes may be changed at
will.
A unique feature of MEGA BASIC is the
ability to "multi-task" a BASIC program.
This simple form of multi-tasking alternately executes successive lines from two
parts of a program. It would, for example,
be possible to print a table of data on the
screen whilst, at the same time, the Spectrum is controlling some external hardware!
For all you arcade games addicts, MEGA
BASIC provides sprite handling facilities (a
separate Sprite Generator program is included in the package) and incorporates an
interrupt driven sound generator which is
capable of producing some interesting
noises by manipulating data stored in a
"sound buffer".
MEGA BASIC is an extremely versatile
enhancement to ZX-BASIC and can be very
highly recommended and, whilst my own
personal preference is for BETA BASIC,
MEGA BASIC is the cheapest package of
the two and may be preferred by many as
being more suited to applications which

involve sprites, graphics, and sound.
MEGA BASIC is available from Your Sinclair at 14 Rathbone Place, London, W I
P

IDE.

Constructing the Escape
Interface
The escape interface is assembled on a
piece of Veroboard measuring approximately 80mm x 100mm. As with previous
projects, the precise dimensions of the
board are unimportant provided that it has
a minimum of 28 tracks aligned in the
vertical plane sufficient to allow the mounting of a28-ways double-sided edge connector. This connector should be fitted to the
lower edge of the board and will require five
holes across the full width of the stripboard
so that the board stands vertically when the
connector is mated with the Spectrum.
Before soldering any of the components
(including i.c. sockets) it is important to
allow some clearance for the rear "overhang" of the case. For the Spectrum this gap
should correspond to eight rows of holes
(20mm approx.) whilst for the Spectrum
Plus the gap should be increased to 12 rows
of holes (30mm approx.).
Component layout is generally uncritical
though considerable economies can be
made by carefully planning the layout in
advance of mounting the components and
i.c. sockets. Readers are advised to carry out
this exercise on paper first (using, if desired,
the layout sheet provided with our "On Spec
Update"). Great care must be taken to
ensure that all unwanted tracks are cut
(including, in particular, those which link
the upper and lower sides of the 28-way
connector). A purpose designed "spot-face"
cutter is ideal for this purpose or, if such a
tool is not obtainable, asmall sharp drill bit
may be used.
Links on the underside of the board
should make use of appropriate lengths of
miniature insulated wire (of the type normally used for wire wrapping). Readers
requiring further information on the connector should refer to March 1985 On Spec
or send for the "Update".
When the stripboard wiring has been
completed, the integrated circuits should be
inserted into their respective sockets (taking
care to ensure correct orientation of each
device) and the entire board should be very
carefully checked before attempting to connect it to the Spectrum. Note that the
Spectrum should always be disconnected
from its supply before either connecting or
disconnecting any interface module. If all is
well, when power is re-applied, the normal
copyright message should appear. If not,
disconnect the power, remove the interface
and check again!

Testing the Escape Interface
The Escape Interface may be easily tested
by simply PEEKing the offending memory
location (6D hex or 109 decimal). Without
the interface connected acommand of the
form:
PRINT PEEK 109
will return a value of 40 whilst, with a
functional interface, this value should be
changed to 32. Readers having access to a
disassembler may, alternatively, prefer to
disassemble the code from the start of the
ROM NMI routine at 66 hex (102 decimal)
and check that JR Zhas been converted into
JR NZ at address 6DH.
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Now press the ESCAPE button. If nothing happens don't panic-we have not yet
placed our NMI routine in memory nor
have we initialised the NMI address system
variable with the start of our routine! Before
we do, however, we shall need a little
BASIC test program so key in the following:
10 PRINT "x"
20 BEEP 0.1,0.1
30 GO TO 10
Now RUN the test program to fill the lefthand column of the screen with x's. Having
established that the program does what is
expected (i.e. gives the Spectrum something
to do!) press BREAK and then key in the
following POKEs:
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE
POKE

23728,232
23729,253
65000,251
65001,195
65002,162
65003,18

The first two pokes place address 65000
into the NMI address system variable (low
order byte first) and provides the machine
with the address to jump to when a nonmaskable interrupt occurs. The remaining
four pokes constitute our own very simple
NMI routine. This enables interrupts and
jumps to the ROM routine starting at
address 12A2 hex. This is the beginning of
the main execution loop responsible for
invoking and controlling the Spectrum's
BASIC editor.
The time has come to return to our simple
BASIC test program! Press ENTER and
RUN it again but, this time, when the lefthand column of the screen is half-full and
the machine is BEEPing away merrily, press
the ESCAPE key and see what happens. If
you are returned to BASIC, with the program listing on-screen ready for editing, you
can be confident that the interface is operating correctly. You now have an infallible

mechanism for BREAKing into a running
program!
Having demonstrated that all is well with
a simple BASIC test program (one which
you could have easily broken into using the
BREAK key) it is time to try to escape from
an endless machine code loop. Enter the
following POKEs (there is no need to NEW
the BASIC program which should still be
intact in memory):
POKE 32768,195
POKE 32769,0
POKE 32770,128
A command of the form:
RANDOMIZE USR 32768
will enter the loop and apparently lock up
your Spectrum forever. Now just press
ESCAPE to regain control-clever eh! With
a little thought, readers should be able to
develop NMI service routines to meet their
own particular needs (not merely returning
to the BASIC editor as shown in our
example). The necessary data can either be
POKEd from within a BASIC program or
be loaded from a separate machine code
module. If you come up with something
useful in this respect please drop me aline
so that Ican include it in afuture On Spec or
in our 'Update'.
Next Month
Next month we shall be' taking alook at
LASER BASIC and describing aversatile 8channel analogue to digital converter for
use with the Spectrum. In the meantime, if
you have any comments or suggestions or
would just like a copy of our "Update",
please drop me a line at the following
address and enclose alarge A4 size (30cm x
23cm approx.) stamped addressed
envelope:
Mike Tooley, Department of Technology,
Brooklands Technical College, Heath Road,
Weybridge, Surrey, KT13 8TT.

IN SEARCH OF SCHRODINGERS CAT
III
11611

#1falfEH

Author
Price
Size
Publisher
ISBN

Dr. John Gribben
£2.95 Paperback
302 pages
Corgi Books
0 552 12555 5

Talthough

is the most fascinating book Ihave read for many ayear, and
only those readers who have delved deeply into
Electronics will have heard of Professor Schrodinger, for the rest, let
me say this is a book about the Quantum theory. Anyone who
wishes to make athorough study of electronics, will at some stage
have to make the acquaintance of the Quantum theory, and Ican
think of no better way of starting than this excellent book.
To understand the importance of the Quantum theory, we must
realise that without it wé would have no TV, no computers; no
nuclear power, no molecular biology, no understanding of the
D.N.A. the double helix, and no genetic engineering.
Doctor Gribben undoubtedly loves his subject and would like us
to share his enthusiasm. He is likely to succeed in his objective
because he has that rare gift, of expert knowledge, the ability to
present it in a paletable form, and he lightens the text with
delightful snippets of information such as:"In 1906, J. J. Thomson received the Nobel Prize for proving that
electrons are particles; in 1937 he saw his son awarded the Nobel
Prize for proving that electrons are waves." When you understand
Quantum, you will realise that both are correct.
Sir Arthur Eddington said, "our best description of the atom boils
down to 'Something unknown is doing we don't know what' ". The
author adds that this rather reminds him of:"The slithy toves
Did gyre and gimbal in the wabe."
At the same time, he leads us through the intricacies of Quantum in
away which makes us eager to follow him.
This is abook that you will want to read more than once.
A.S.
HIS

(.1
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GROUP P.A. DISCO
AMPLIFIERS post E2

till
0

0

0

0 •••

••

.

.= •

150 wan Output, 4input. All purpose illustrated
£99
150 watt Output. Slave 500 rnv. Input 4.8.16 ohm. Output sEBO
150.150 watt Stereo, 300 wan Mono Slave 500 my InputsC145
150 watt PA Vocal, 8inputs High/Low Mixer Echo Socket£149
60 watt Mobile 240v AC and 12v DC. 4-8.16 ohm-e 100v line£89
MIKES Dual Imp £20. Floor Stand £13. BOOM Stand £22. PP£2.
Reverb Unit for Mircrophone or Musical Instruments £35 PP Cl.
Electronic Echo Machine for mic/etc. £85. Deluxe £95 PP £1.
30 WATT COMBI 12ins Speaker Treble Bass. Treble Boost,
Switch Black Vinyl Finish, Carrying Handle £95 PP E5
AMPLIFIER 20 .20 watts suitable for small PA mike guitar or 40
watts mono. Wooden case. £65 PP £5.
DISCO CONSOLE Twin Decks, mixer pre amp £145. Carr E10.
Ditto Powered 120 watt £199 . or Complete Disco 120 watts
£299. 300 watt £410. Carr E30
DISCO MIXER. 240V, 4 stereo channels. 2 magnetic, 2
ceramic/tape. 1mono mic channel, twin yu meters, headphone
monitor outlet, slider controls, panel or desk mounting, man black
facia. Tape output facility
£59. Post El .
DELUXE STEREO DISCO MIXER/EQUALISER as above plus
LED., V.U. displays 5 band graphic equaliser, left/right fader,
switchable inputs for phone/line, mike/line.
r129 pi, £2
Headphone Monitor. Mike Talkover Switch
As above but 3 deck inputs, 4 line/aux inputs. 2 mic Mutt 2
headphone monitors £145.
DELUXE MIXER DESK. 8 Channels, built-in echo - Phono.
Microphone, Line Inputs VU Meters., S_tereo/Mono Rotary. Treble
Bass & Slider Volume Controls. £250 PP £4.
FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS--SPECIAL PRICES
OWYSICAL SIZE IS 110111100 MAX FRAME IIIMENSIOM
WE Nang HMS
MAKER
APTIJCAT1011
PRICE POST
MK IVATES IRIP
Awl«
Mee-Woofer
fa
fI
4n
10
Sin
10
or 8
Fes Irai
Cy Rano
El
(1
n 60
Sound Lab Ha Fi I
sew Cow Fun Range
(10
f1
in
25
Audis,
Benno. Cone Wooln
f10.50 fl
So. tab Hi Fi Twin Case ea Range
fl2 50 (2
in
N
Auclas
Wooly Hi F.
f750 fl
in
25
a 15
EMI
Wooly Ili F.
f650 f1
in
15
Audu
&snow Cane Wooster
f1750 El
n 35
Goodnuns T
M, Cisne Hi Fi
f150 II
In, Eau
Tenn Cone H. fr. Full Rome
f5 95 [I
es
20
Ehn
40
Audy
IS Fi Wooly &nun, Cone
f18.50 f2
Sound Lab 11. hhew Cone Full Range
C14
f2
a.
80
8e
611
Goodnuns PA sIn hWynn
£14
£2
Goodman: Guar PA Wooly
f16
C2
13sn
60
8in
80
Cerodowns Onco-Gonar-PA
f18
f2
I
Enn
30
or 8
Far Fan
Bass Woofer Fli Fi
£l4
f2
SEAS
13ass
Woof,.
Hi
Fi
C21
E2
la.
50
1
00
15
%coda
Gennal Purpose
f5
ft
etc
13Wer
Disco -Goner -PA
C20
£2
l
In
50
10in
60
Sound Lab Teen Cone Fun &woe
CI9 50 E2
WON
Wordy Gunn PA
f42
E2
10.
300
12,
30
y8or 16 flaky
limn Can. Full lionae
Ell)
£2
12e.
45
or 8or 16 Baker
DIsco-Gurter-PA
ElE1
f2
or 8or IS Baker
Onco-Gunes-Pla
£22
f2
12n
75
12n
120
or 16
Goodrum Orsco-Gones-PA
E38
f2
12.n
100
Hen
PA
£44
f2
re 16
ea.
Duco-Curna-PA
£32
£2
12.n
120
1
2.n
200
14 •14
PA-Ensco
f89
E3
WEM
Woof.
049
E3
12in
300
13>E1
10
EMI 14501 HIFi .1. lynnut
E5
El
15e
100
or 16
Beer
Dtsco-Gorle-PA
C39
£3
IS..
100
ele 16 II eH
Otsra eGimp
£53
f3
Goodwyn Once eGroup
£74
£3
IS..
250
Ilno
230
Goodwyn, Disco •Group
EV
f4
a:In
'qtr.
5n,
5e
10.

MID RANGE. POWER RATINGS ARE WITH CROSSOVER
Sou
14. F, Cm
C11.50 CI
100
A.
HI F1 Ow.
f12 50 £1
80
20
MI
14. F. Cone
f4.50 CI
50
Fr East
In F. Donn
Ell 50 El
100
Baku
Ho Pi-Onto-PA
EIS
£2

P.A. CABIN TS (empty) Single 12 E38; Double 12 £44. cart £10
WITH SPEAKERS 45W £56; 75W £60; 90W £80; 150W
£88. Black vinyl covered with handles.
200 WATT COMPACT SYSTEM £115, 400 wan £165. cart
f10 Black vinyl covered with handles.
300 WATT MID-N-TOP SYSTEM Complete £130 carr £10
TWEETER HORNBOXES 200 watt £32, PP £2
WATERPROOF HORN SPEAKERS 8 ohms. 25 watt £22. 30
watt £25. 40 watt £33. 20W plus 100 volt fine £38. Post £2.
MOTOROLA PIEZO ELECTRONIC HORN TWEETER ; 31in
square. £6 100 watts. Suits 4-8-16 ohm. 7dx31in £10.
METAL SPEAKER GRILLES Bin £3, 10in £3.50. 12m £4.50.
I5M £5.50, 18in £7.50. PP 65p each.
R.C.S. DISCO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
READY BUILT DELUXE 4 CHANNEL 4,000 WATT
chaser. speed .4 programs £89. Deluxe Model £89 PP
PARTY LIGHT 4 coloured Flood Lamps Flashing to
Self-contained Sound to Light 410 x 196 x 115mm £34.95

sound
£2.
Music.
PP £2.

FULL STOCK OF COMPONENTS. PLUGS. LEADS. ETC.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Price Post
250-0-250V 80mA. 6-3V 3-5A. 6.3V lA
£7.00 £2
350-0-350V 250mA. 6.3V6A CT. £14.
Shrouded £16.00 E2
220V 25mA. 6V 1Amp £3.00 220V I5mA. 6V 2Amp
£4.00 El
LOW VOLTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS £5.50 each post paid
9V, 3A; 12A; 16V, 2A; 20V, 1A; 30V, 1,' A, 30V, 5A • 17.0-17V
2A; 35V. 2A; 20-40-60V, 1A; 12-0-121/.2A; 20-0-20V. 1A; 501/. 2A.
LOW VOLTAGE TAPPED OUTPUTS AVALABLE
lamp 6. 8, 10.12, 16. 18. 20 24_,_
O30. 36.40. 48.60 vohs COI
£2
Dino
2motif/B
3wea l
£2
31-26-0-26-31 Volt 6amp
£14.
£2
MINI-MULTI TESTER £8.50 post 50e
. Pocket sire instrument AC/DC volts, 1_5-156500-1000.
DC current 0-150m A Resistance
si
0-100K 101)0 o.p.v.
De-Luxe Range Doubler Meter. 50.000 opt, 7x5 x
2in. Resistance 0/20 'hewn 5ranee_ Current 50mA to
10A Volts 0.25/1000v DC, 10v/ MO0v AC. f25.00 PP fl
PANEL METERS 50mA 100mA, 500mA, 1mA, 5rnA, 100mA. 500mA,
Iamp, 2amp. 5amp. 25 volt, VU 21 it 2x 11in. £5.50 post 50p
PROJECT CASES. Black Vinyl Covered Steel Top. All Base
4u2 e2_1m. 83.00; 804x lie 84.00; 885x 2. E4.54); 11 x
60 in. £8.00: lli x6 x5in. £10.00; 15 x8 if 4m. £13.50.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 S.W.P. 12 x 12 M. £2.00; 14 x9in.
£2.00; 8 x4in. 85p; 12 0Bin. £1.50; 10 x lin. £1.10;8 xgin.
£1.00; 14 x3m. 85p; 12 x51e. £1.00; 16 x 10m. £2.35; 16 0
6in. £1.50.
ALUMINIUM BOXES. MANY OTHER SIZES IN STOCK.
4021 02in. £1.35; 3020 lin. £1.15; 6x402in. £2.00: 8x6
x3m. £3.40; 12 05x3m. £4.00; 6 x4 x3m. £2.50; 10 0 7x
3m. £3.40
HIGH VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS
20/500V
75p 220/400V
£2 32.32/500V.. .£2
32/350V
47/350V
45p
75p 20.20/350V8.8/450V. .. 75p
85p 80.40.20/350V
32+32/350V.. .95p
85p
RECORD PLAYER DECKS. P&P £2.
Make
Drive Model Cartridge Price
BSR Single Belt
240V Magnetic £30
BSR Single Rim
240v
Ceramic
£22
AUTOCHANGER BSR
Ceramic
£18
Many others in stock. Phone for details.
DECCA TE
f
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RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
--A,
--c
-

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY, U.K Tel: 01-684 1665

Post 65p Minimum. Callers Welcome.
7 days delivery Closed Wednesday Full Lists large s.a.e.
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The books listed below have been
selected as being of special interest to
our readers, they are supplied from
our editorial address direct to your
door

DATA AND REFERENCE
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and "cut-and-tried" methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong
practical bias—tedious and higher mathematics have
been avoided where possible and many tables have been
included.
The book is divided into six basic sections: Units
and Constants, Direct-current Circuits, Passive Components, Alternating-current Circuits, Networks and Theorems. Measurements.
256 pages
Order Code BP53
£2.95
ESSENTIAL THEORY FOR THE
ELECTRONICS HOBBYIST
G. T. Rubaroe, T.Eng (C.E.I.), Assoc.I.E.R.E.
The object of this book is to supply the hobbyist with a
background knowledge tailored to meet his or her
specific requirements and the author has brought together the relevant material and presented it in areadable
manner with minimum recourse to mathematics
128 pages
Order Code 228
£2.50
MICROPROCESSING SYSTEMS AND CIRCUITS
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A truly comprehensive guide to the elements of microprocessing systems which really starts at the beginning
Teaches the reader the essential fundamentals that are
so important for a sound understanding of the subject
256 pages
Order Code BP77
£2.95
COMMUNICATION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
A look at the electronic fundamentals over the whole of
the communication scene. This book aims to teach the
important elements of each branch of the subject in a
style as interesting and practical as possible. While not
getting involved in the more complicated theory and
mathematics, most of the modern transmission system
techniques are examined including line, microwave,
submarine, satellite and digital multiplex systems, radio
and telegraphy To assist in understanding these more
thoroughly. chapters on signal processing, the electro -

magnetic wave, networks and transmissions assessment are included, finally a short chapter on optical
transmission.
256 pages
Order Code BP89
£2.95
AUDIO
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Analysis of the sound wave and an explanation of
acoustical quantities prepare the way. These are followed by a study of the mechanism of hearing and
examination of the various sounds we hear. A look at
room acoustics with a subsequent chapter on microphones and loudspeakers then sets the scene for the
main chapter on audio systems—amplifiers, oscillators,
disc and magnetic recording and electronic music.
320 pages
Order Code BP111
£3.50
HOW TO IDENTIFY UNMARKED ICs
K. H. Recorr
Shows the reader how, with just a test-meter, to go
about recording the particular signature of an unmarked
1.c which should enable the i.c. to then be identified with
reference to manufacturers' or other data. An 1.c.
signature is a specially plotted chart produced by measuring the resistances between all terminal pairs of an i.c.
Chart
Order code BP101
£0.95
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC COLOUR CODES AND
DATA CHART
B. B. Babani
Although this chart was first published in 1971 it
provides basic information on many colour codes in use
throughout the world, for most radio and electronic
components. Includes resistors, capacitors, transformers, field coils, fuses, battery leads, speakers, etc. It is
particularly useful for finding the values of old
components.
Chart
Order code BP7
£0.95
CHART OF RADIO, ELECTRONIC,
SEMICONDUCTOR AND LOGIC SYMBOLS
M. H. Banani, B.Sc.(Eng.)
Illustrates the common, and many of the not-so-common, radio, electronic, semiconductor and logic symbols
that are used in books, magazines and instruction
manuals, etc., in most countries throughout the world.
Chart
Order Code BP27
£0.95

TRANSISTOR RADIO FAULT-FINDING CHART
C. E. Miller
Used properly, should enable the reader to trace most
common faults reasonably quickly. Across the top of the
chart will be found four rectangles containing brief
description of these faults, vis —sound weak but undistorted, set dead, sound low or distorted and background
noises. One then selects the most appropriate of these
and following the arrows, carries out the suggested
checks in sequence until the fault is cleared.
Chan
Order code BP70
£0.95
DIGITAL IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European, American and Japanese digital
i.c.s. Also includes details of packaging, families, functions, manufacturer and country of origin.
256 pages
Order code BP140
£4.95
LINEAR IC EQUIVALENTS
AND PIN CONNECTIONS
A. Michaels
Shows equivalents and pin connections of a popular
selection of European. American and Japanese linear
icy. Also includes details of functions, manufacturer
and country of origin
320 pages
Order code BP141
£4.95
INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Helps the reader to find possible substitutes for apopular
selection of European, American and Japanese transistors. Also shows material type, polarity, manufacturer
and use.
320 pages
Order code BP85
£2.95
INTERNATIONAL DIODE
EQUIVALENTS GUIDE
A. Michaels
Designed to help the user in finding possible substitutes
for alarge selection of the many different types of diodes
that are available. Besides simple rectifier diodes, also
included are Zener diodes, I.e.d.s, diacs, triacs, thyristors, OCIs, photo and display diodes.
144 pages
Order code BP108
£2.25

CIRCUITS AND DESIGN
ELECTRONICS SIMPLIFIED
--CRYSTAL SET CONSTRUCTION
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Especially written for those who wish to participate in the
intricacies of electronics more through practical construction than by theoretical study. It is designed for all
ages upwards from the day one can read intelligently and
handle simple tools
80 pages
Order Code BP92
£1.75

50 CIRCUITS USING GERMANIUM
SILICON AND ZENER DIODES
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most simple and inexpensive of
components—the diode. Includes the use of germanium
and silicon signal diodes, silicon rectifier diodes and
Zener diodes, etc.
64 pages
Order Code BP36
£1.50

50 SIMPLE LED CIRCUITS
R. N. Soar
Contains 50 interesting and useful circuits and applications, covering many different branches of electronics,
using one of the most inexpensive and freely available
components—the light-emitting diode (LED). Also includes circuits for the 707 common anode display
64 pages
Order Code BP42
£1.95

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and
transformers Practically every possible type is discussed and calculations necessary are given and explained in detail. Although this book is now rather old,
with the exception of torroids and pulse transformers
little has changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages
Order Code 160
£2.50
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MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS—BOOK 1
MICRO INTERFACING CIRCUITS—BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Both books include practical circuits together with details
of the circuit operation and useful background information. Any special constructional points are covered but
p.c.b layouts and other detailed constructional information are not included.
Book 1is mainly concerned with getting signals in and
out of the computer; Book 2 deals primarily with circuits
for practical applications.
Book 1 112 pages
Order code BP130
£2.25
Book 2 112 pages
Order code BP131
£2.25

A MICROPROCESSOR PRIMER
E. A. Parr, B.SC., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
Starts by designing a small computer which, because of
its simplicity and logical structure, enables the language
to be easily learnt and understood. The shortcomings are
then discussed and the reader is shown how these can
be overcome by changes and additions to the instruction
set. In this way, such ideas as relative addressing, index
registers, etc., are developed.
96 pages
Order code BP72
£1.75

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO
MICROPROCESSORS
R. A. Penfold
Provides an introduction which includes a very simple
microprocessor circuit which can be constructed so that
the reader can experiment and gain practical experience.
96 pages
Order code BP123
£1.95

HOW TO USE OP-AMPS
E. A. Parr
This book has been written as a designer's guide
covering many operational amplifiers, serving both as a
source book of circuits and a reference book for design
calculations. The approach has been made as nonmathematical as possible
160 pages
Order code BP88
£2.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS—BOOK 1
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC
BUILDING BLOCKS—BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
These books are designed to aid electronic enthusiasts
who like to experiment with circuits and produce their
own projects, rather than simply following published
project designs.
BOOK 1 contains, Oscillators—sinewave, triangular,
squarewave, sawtooth, and pulse waveform generators
operating at audio frequencies. Timers—simple monostable circuits using i.c.s, the 555 and 7555 devices, etc.
Miscellaneous—noise generators, rectifiers, comparators and triggers, etc.
BOOK 2 contains: Amplifiers—low level discrete and
op-amp circuits, voltage and buffer amplifiers including
d.c. types. Also low-noise audio and voltage controlled
amplifiers. Filters—high-pass, low-pass, 6, 12, and 24dB
per octave types. Miscellaneous—i.c power amplifiers,
mixers, voltage and current regulators, etc.
BOOK 1
128 pages
Order code BP117
£1.95
BOOK 2
112 pages
Order code BP118
£1.95
HOW TO DESIGN ELECTRONIC
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to help the reader to put together
projects from standard circuit blocks with a minimum of
trial and error, but without resorting to any advanced
mathematics. Hints on designing circuit blocks to meet
your special requirements are also provided.
128 pages
Order code BP127
£2.25
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
—BOOK 1
POPULAR ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
—BOOK 2
R. A. Penfold
Each book provides a wide range of designs for electronic enthusiasts who are capable of producing working
projects from just a circuit diagram without the aid of
detailed construction information. Any special setting-up
procedures are described.
BOOK 1 Temporarily out of print
BOOK 2
160 pages
Order code BP98
£2.25
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COMPUTING
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PRINTER
J. W. Penfold
Details how to use all the features provided on most dotmatrix printers from programs and popular word processor packages like Wordwise, Visawrite and Quill, etc.
Shows exactly what must be typed in to achieve a given
effect
96 pages
Order Code BP181
£2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ACORN ELECTRON
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Designed to help the reader learn more about programming and to make best use of the Electron's many
features. Adds considerably to the information already
supplied in the manufacturer's own instruction manual.
144 pages
Order code BP142
£1.95

A Z80 WORKSHOP MANUAL
E. A. Parr, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
This book is intended for people who wish to progress
beyond the stage of BASIC programming to topics such
as machine code and assembly language programming,
or need hardware details of a Z80 based computer
192 pages
Order Code BP112
£3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
ATARI 600/800 XL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Especially written to supplement the manufacturer's own
handbook. The information supplied will help the reader
to master BASIC programming and to make best use of
the Atari's many powerful features.
128 pages
Order code BP143
£1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO 68000 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Obtain a vast increase in running speed by writing
programs for 68000 based micros such as the Commodore Amiga, Atari ST range or Apple Macintosh range
etc., in assembly language It is not as difficult as one
might think and this book covers the fundamentals
112 pages
Order Code BP184
£2.95

THE ART OF PROGRAMMING THE ZX
SPECTRUM
M. James, B.Sc., M.8.C.S.
It is one thing to have learnt how to use all the
Spectrum's commands and functions, but a very different one to be able to combine them into programs that
do exactly what you want them to. This is just what this
book is all about—teaching you the art of effective
programming with your Spectrum.
144 pages
Order code BP119
£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
COMMODORE 16 8. PLUS 4
R. A. Penfold
Helps you to learn to use and program these two
Commodore machines with the minimum of difficulty by
expanding and complementing the information supplied
in the manufacturer's own manuals.
128 pages
Order code BP158
£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
BBC MODEL B MICRO
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Written for readers wanting to learn more about programming and how to make best use of the incredibly
powerful model B's versatile features Most aspects of
the BBC micro are covered, the omissions being where
little could usefully be added to the information provided
by the manufacturer's own manual
144 pages
Order code BP139
£1.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
AMSTRAD CPC 464 AND 664
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
The Amstrad CPC 464 or 664 running with Locomotive
BASIC makes an extremely potent and versatile machine
and this book is designed to help the reader get the most
from this powerful combination. Written to complement
rather than duplicate the information already given in the
manufacturer's own manual. Also applicable to the CPC
6128.
144 pages
Order Code BP153
£2.50
AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAMMING THE
SINCLAIR OL
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
Helps the reader to make best use of the fantastic Sinclair
OL's almost unlimited range of features. Designed to
complement the manufacturer's handbook.
112 pages
Order code BP150
£1.95
AN INTRODUCTION TO Z80 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Pent old
Takes the reader through the basics of microprocessors
and machine code programming with no previous knowledge of these being assumed The Z80 is used in many
popular home computers and simple programming examples are given for Z80-based machines including the
Sinclair ZX-81 and Spectrum, Memotech and the Amstrad CPC 464. Also applicable to the Amstrad CPC 664
and 6128.
144 pages
Order code BP152
£2.75
AN INTRODUCTION TO 6502 MACHINE CODE
R. A. & J. W. Penfold
No previous knowledge of microprocessors or machine
code is assumed. Topics covered are: assembly language and assemblers, the register set and memory,
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, addressing
modes and the instruction set, and also mixing machine
code with BASIC. Some simple programming examples
are given for 6502-based home computers like the VIC20, ORIC-1/Atmos, Electron, BCC and also the Commodore 64
112 pages
Order code BP147
£2.50

THE PRE-BASIC BOOK
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.ENG., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E.,
F.B.I.M.
Another book on BASIC but with a difference This one
does not skip through the whole of the subject and
thereby leave many would-be programmers floundering
but instead concentrates on introducing the technique by
looking in depth at the most frequently used and more
easily understood computer instructions For all new and
potential micro users
192 pages
Order code BP146
£2.95

HOW TO GET YOUR COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RUNNING
J. W. Penfold
Have you ever written your own programs only to find
that they did not work' Help is now at hand with this book
which shows you how to go about looking for your
errors, and helps you to avoid the common bugs and
pitfalls of program writing. Applicable to all dialects of
the BASIC language
744 pages
Order code BP169
£2.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
COMMUNICATIONS
R. A. Penfold
Provides details of the various types of modem and their
suitability for specific applications, plus details of connecting various computers to modems, and modems to
the telephone system. Also information on common
networking systems and RTTY.
96 pages
Order code BP177
£2.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
J. W. Penfold
Covers such items as monitors, printers, disc drives,
cassette recorders, modems, etc., explaining what they
are, how to use them and the various types and
standards Helps you to make sure that the peripherals
you buy will work with your computer.
80 pages
Order code BP170
£2.50

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY EXPLAINED
I. D. Poole
Explains a wide range of terms that form the computer
jargon used by enthusiasts. Includes areference guide to
the more commonly used BASIC commands.
96 pages
Order code BP148
£1.95

THE PRE-COMPUTER BOOK
F. A. Wilson
Aimed at the absolute beginner with no knowledge of
computing An entirely non-technical discussion of computer bits and pieces and programming
96 pages
Order code BP115
£1.95

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
HOW TO GET YOUR
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS WORKING
R. A. Penfold
We have all built projects only to find that they did not
work correctly, or at all, when first switched on. The aim
of this book is to help the reader overcome lust these
problems by indicating how and where to start looking
for many of the common faults that can occur when
building up projects
96 pages
Order code BP110
£1.95
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE
YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit

board designs from magazines and books and covers all
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photographic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
80 pages
Order code BP121
£1.95

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO BUILDING
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Shows the complete beginner how to tackle the practical
side of electronics, so that he or she can confidently build
the electronic projects that are regularly featured in
magazines and books. Also includes examples in the
form of simple projects.
112 pages
Order code No. 227
£1.95
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AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO DXING
R. A. Penfold
Anyone can switch on a short wave receiver and play
with the controls until they pick up something, but to find
a particular station, country or type of broadcast and to
receive it as clearly as possible requires a little more skill
and knowledge The object of this book is to help the
reader to do just that, which in essence is the fascinating
hobby of radio DXing.
112 pages
Order code BP91
£1.95

der (£ sterling only) made payable
to Everyday Electronics (quoting

INTERNATIONAL RADIO STATIONS
GUIDE
Completely revised and updated, this book is an invaluable aid in helping all those who have a radio receiver to
obtain the maximum entertainment value and enjoyment
from their sets.
Clearly shown are the station site, country, frequency
and/or wavelength, as well as the effective radiation
power of the transmitter.
128 pages
Order code BP155
£2.95
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Printed circuit boards for certain constructional projects are now
available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glassfibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and
postage and packing. Add £1 per board for overseas airmail.
Remittances should be sent to: The PCB Service, Everyday Electronics
and Electronics Monthly Editorial Offices, 6 Church Street, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to
Everyday Electronics. (Payment in £ sterling only.)
Please note that when ordering it is important to give project title as well
as order code. Please print name and address in Block Caps. Do not
send any other correspondence with your order.
Readers are advised to check with prices appearing in the
current issue before ordering.

NOTE: Please allow 28 days for delivery. We can only supply
boards listed in the latest issue.

Simple Loop Burglar Alarm
Computer Controlled Buggy M.I.T Part 11
Interface/Motor Drive
Collision Sensing
- MAY '84 Power Supply

8405-01

£3.07

8405-02
8405-03
8405-04

£5.17
£3.20
£4.93

Infra-Red Alarm System
Spectrum Bench PSU
- JUNE '84 Speech Synthesiser M.I. T Part 12
Train Wait

8406-01
8406-02
8406-03
8406-04

£2.55
£3.99
£4.85
£3.42

Ultrasonic Alarm System
Electronic Code Lock
Main Board
Keyboard

8407-01

£4.72

8407-03
8407-04

£2.70
£3.24

- AUGUST '84 Microwave Alarm System
Temperature Interface-BBC Micro

8408-01
8408-02

£4.36
£2.24

- SEPTEMBER '84 Op-Amp Power Supply

8409-01

£3.45

Micro Memory Synthesiser
Drill Speed Controller

8410-01*
8410-04

£8.20
£1.60

- NOVEMBER '84 BBC Audio Storage Scope Interface
Proximity Alarm

8411-01
8411-02

£2.90
£2.65

TV Aerial Pre-Amp
Digital Multimeter
- DEC '84 Mini Workshop Power Supply

8412-01*
8412-02/03*
8412-04

£1.60
£5.20
£2.78

Power Lighting Interface
Games Timer
Spectrum Amplifier

8501-01
8501-02
8501-03

£8.23
£1.86
£1.70

8502-01
8502-02

£3.68
£3.38

- MARCH '85 Model Railway Points Controller

8503-01

£2.78

- JULY '84 -

_

OCT '84

Order Code

Cost

- JULY '83 User Port Input/Output Ml. T. Part 1
User Port Control Ml. T. Part 1

8307-01
8307-02

£4.82
£5.17

- AUGUST '83 Storage 'Scope Interface, BBC Micro
Car Intruder Alarm
High Power Interface M./. T Part 2
Pedestrian Crossing Simulation M.I.T. Pt 2

8308-01
8308-02
8308-03
8308-04

£3.20
£5.15
£5.08
£3.56

- SEPTEMBER '83 High Speed A-to-D Converter M./. T Pt 3
Signal Conditioning Amplifier M./. T Pt 3
Stylus Organ

8309-01
8309-02
8309-03

£4.53
£4.48
£6.84

Insulation Tester
Fibrelarm

85 - APRIL '

8504-02
8504-03

£2.53
£3.89

- OCTOBER '83 D-to-A Converter M.I.T. Part 4
High Power DAC Driver M.I.T. Part 4

£3.02

£5.77
£5.13

Auto Phase
Amstrad CPC464 Amplifier
Mains Unit
- MAY '85 Micro Unit
Voltage Probe

8505-01

8310-01
8310-02

8505-02
8505-03
8505-04

£2.56
£2.56
£2.67

8311-01

£5.46

8311-02
8311-04

£5.70
£3.93

Graphic Equaliser
- JUNE '85 Computerised Shutter Timer
Mono-Bi-Astables (Experii.ienters Test Bed)
Across The River

8506-01
8506-02
8506-03
8506-04

£3.21
£2.09
£2.45
£2.63

Amstrad User Port
- JULY '85 Nascom Printer Handshake

8507-01
8507-02

£3.17
£1.90

Electronic Building Blocks-1 to 41Tremolo/Vibrato
Stepper Motor Interface- AUGUST '85 Drill Control Unit

8508-01
8508-02
8508-03
8508-04

£2.98
£4.03
£2.40
£2.90

- SEPTEMBER '85 RIAA Preamplifier Input Selector
Transducers Resistance Thermometer
Transducers Semiconductor Temp. Sensor

8509-01
8509-03
8509-04

£2.36
£2.64
£2.72

PROJECT TITLE

- NOVEMBER '83 TTL/Power Interface for Stepper Motor
M.I.T. Part 5
Stepper Motor Manual Controller
M.I.T. Part 5
Speech Synthesiser for BBC Micro
- DECEMBER '83 4-Channel High Speed ADC (Analogue)
M.I.T. Part 6
4-Channel High Speed ADC (Digital)
M.I.T. Part 6
Environmental Data Recorder
Continuity Tester

8312-01

£5.72

8312-02
8312-04
8312-08

£5.29
£7.24
£3.41

8401-02

£6.27

8401-03
8401-04
8401-06/07

£2.35
£2.56
£9.60

8402-02
8402-03*

£9.56
£8.95

8402-04

£3.52

- MARCH '84 Latched Output Port M.I.T. Part 9
Buffered Input Port M.I. T Part 9
VIC-20 Extension Port Con. M.I. T Part 9
CBM 64 Extension Port Con. M./. T Part 9
Digital Multimeter Add-On for BBC Micro

8403-01
8403-02
8403-03
8403-04
8403-05

£5.30
£4.80
£4.42
£4.71
£4.63

- APRIL '84 Multipurpose Interface for Computers
Data Acquisition "Input" M.I.T. Part 10
Data Acquisition "Output" M.I.T. Part 10
Data Acquisition "PSU - M.I.T. Pan 10
A.F. Sweep Generator
Quasi Stereo Adaptor

8404-01
8404-02
8404-03
8404-04
8404-06
8404-07

£5.72
£5.20
£5.20
£3.09
£3.55
£3.56

- JANUARY '84 Biological Amplifier M.I.T. Part 7
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs
Analogue Thermometer Unit
Analogue-to-Digital Unit
Games Scoreboard
- FEBRUARY '84 Oric Port Board M.I. T Part 8
Negative Ion Generator
Temp. Measure & Control for ZX Comprs
Relay Driver
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- JAN '85 -

Solid State Reverb
Computerised Train Controller

FEB

'85

-

Transducers Strain Gauge
- OCT '85 Soldering Iron Power Controller

501
504

£2.87
£2.09

Transducers- NOV '85 Magnetic Flux Density Amplifier
Hallowe'en Projects (single board price)

505
506

£3.93
£2.68

Electronic Building Blocks - 5 to 8f
Opto Intensity Transducer
- DEC '85 Digital Capacitance Meter

508
509
512

£3.07
£2.70
£5.22

Mains Delay
Musical Doorbell
Tachometer-Transducers

- JAN '86 -

503
507
513

£2.13
£2.91
£2.52

Touch Controller
Function Generator
- FEB '86 Function Generator PSU Board
pH Transducer

510
514
515
516

£2.65
£3.10
£2.09
£2.75

*Complete set of boards.
M.I. T.-Microcomputer Interfacing Techniques, 12-Part Series.
tFour separate circuits.
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Order Code

Cost

- MAR '86 -

517
518
519
520

£2.27
£3.26
£5.70
£2.36

- APRIL '86 -

521

£2.89

PA Amplifier
Mini Strobe
- MAY '86 Auto Firing Joystick Adaptor

511
522
523

£2.67
£2.24
£2.73

Watchdog
Percussion Synthesiser
Personal Radio

- JUNE '86 -

524
525
526

£2.81
£5.65
£2.07

86 - JULY '

527
528
529
530

£2.13
£2.28
£2.35
£4.56

- AUG '86 -

533

£3.32

Car Timer
- Sept '86 Freezer Failure Alarm
Infra Red Beam Alarm (Trans)
Infra Red Beam Alarm (Rec)
Scratch Blanker

538
534
536
537
539

£2.02
£1.90
£3.32
£3.32
£5.43

10W Audio Amp (Power Amp)
(Pre-Amp) £4.78 Pair
Light Rider-Lapel Badge
-Disco Lights
-Chaser Light
- OCT '86 -

543
544
540 & 541
542
546

£2.58
£3.18
£2.70
£4.55
£3.23

547
548

£2.76
£4.12

BBC Midi Interface
Stereo Hi Fi Preamp
Interval Timer
Stereo Reverb

Tilt Alarm
Electronic Scarecrow
VOX Box Amplifier
Headphone Mixer
Solar Heating Controller

Modem Tone Decoder - Nov '86 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter
Prices for

ELECTRONICS MONTHI Y PCBs are shown below.
PROJECT TITLE

Order Code

Cost
£4.86
£3.18

Cymbal Synth
The Thing

- DEC '84 -

EM/8412/2
EM/8412/4

Speak Board

- JAN '85 -

EM/8501/2

£3.97

Headphone Amp
Intelligent Nicad Charger
Anti Phaser
- FEB '85 Logical Lock
Touch Dimmer

EM/8502/1
EM/8502/2
EM/8502/3
EM/8502/4
EM/8502/5

£2.08
£3.50
£4.56
£3.58
£3.29

BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

PROJECT TITLE
Mains Tester & Fuse Finder

EE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE
Please send me the following p.c.b.s.
Make cheques/PO payable to.. Everyday Electronics
(Payment in £ sterling only)
Order Code

Quantity

Price

Ienclose cheque/PO for £
Name
Address
Make cheques/PO payable to: Everyday Electronics

gm

mg gm mum

Courtesy Light Extender
MAR '85
Disco Light Chaser
-

mimm gm mu mg mg am
EM
M/
/8
85
50
03
3/
/5
4
E

£3.29
£8.11

Sound to Light Unit
Car Audio Booster
- APRIL '85 Short Wave Converter

EM/8504/ 1
EM/8504/2
EM/8504/3

£4.02
£3.12
£4.15

Car Burglar Alarm

- MAY '85 -

EM/8505/3

£2.88

- JUNE '85 -

EM/8506/ 1
EM/8506/3
EM/8506/4

£4.24
£3.20
£4.29

EM/8507/1
EM/8507/2
EM/8507/3
EM/8507/4

£4.10
£4.10
£3.98
£4.62

Metal Detector
Power Supply Module
Flanger
El Tom/El Tom+
El Cymb
Heartbeat Monitor
Real Time Clock

-

- JULY '85 -

Intelligent Windscreen Wiper
(incl. Terminal Board)
HiFi Intercom (2 boards)
Plug Power Supply
- AUG '85 Hot Water Alarm

EM/8508/1/2

£4.12

EM/8508/3
EM/8508/4
EM/8508/5

£2.92
£2.28
£1.93

Sinewave Generator
- SEPT '85 Household Battery Checker
Audio Signal Generator

EM/8509/1
EM/8509/2
EM/8509/3

£2.76
£1.97
£3.65

Compressor Pedal
Computer Cont Filter
- OCT '85 Spectrum MIDI Interface

EM/8510/1
EM/8510/2
EM/8510/3

£2.87
£2.94
£3.20

"If last month's issue of EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY hadn't sold out, I'd have
got the thing
off the
ground by
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS
MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
now."

Sell-out disappointment can upset even the less
ambitious reader! So why not take out a year's
subscription and make sure of every issue,
straight from the Publisher? Complete the order
form below and post to: EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY,
Subscription Dept., 6Church Street, Wirnbome,
Dorset BH21 1JH
Tel 0202 881749
Annual subscription rates:
UK £13. Overseas £15 (£ sterling only)

Annual subscription rates:

UK £13. Overseas £15 (surface mail) £30 (air mail)

To: Everyday Electronics and Electronics Monthly,
Subscription Dept., 6 Church Street, Wimborne, Dorset
BH2 1 1JH.
Name
Address

Ienclose payment of £
(cheque/PO in £ sterling
only payable to Everyday Electronics)
Subscriptions can only start with the next
evadable issue. For back numbers see the Editorial page_j

Everyday Electronics, November 1986
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RYDAY
Eimimics

I ELEC

oNCS MONIE

Reach effectively and economically today's enthusiasts anxious to know of your
products and services through our semi-display and classified pages. The prepaid rate
for semi-display spaces is £8.00 per single column centimetre (minimum 2-5cm). The prepaid
rate for classified advertisements is 30 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number
60p extra. VAT must be added. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
Everyday Electronics. Treasury notes should always be sent registered post. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept.,
Everyday Electronics, 6 Church Street, VVimborne, Dorset BH21 1JH. Tel.: 0202 881749.

Service Manuals

Miscellaneous

SERVICE MANUALS. Most makes Audio,
Television. Test, Amateur, Video. SAE enquiries.
Mauritron (EE), 8 Cherrytree Road. Chinnor,
Oxfordshire.

SERVICE SHEETS from £2.50/1sae ctv/musc/combis £3.50/1sae. Sae Newnes & TV Technic
Books in stock. Thousands Service & Repair
Manuals. SAE Free Review/pricelists. TIS (EE),
76 Church St. Larkhall (0698 883334),
Lana rk sh ire.

Build electronic
circuits without solder
on aRoden S-Dec.
This has built-in
contacts and holes into
which you plug your componen s
Suitable tor all ages. Can be used
time after time. Ideal gift for
students or experiments.
Full instructions and 2circuit
diagrams with each S-Dec.

Components
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS IN HOVE,
SCS Components, 218 Portland Road, Hove.
Sussex (also mail order). Tel: 770191.

FREE VEROBOARD when you buy our 12
surveillance transmitter circuit diagrams. Easy to
build. All components available. £4.50 from
AudioTecnics, 30 Mulso Road. Finedon. Northants NN9 SDP.

Send Cheque or PO. to
Roden Predects, Dep EE
nigh Marcy Daventry
Northam!, stel 1al)F

Satellite TV
SATELLITE TV RECEIVER KITS, only £150
for postal site survey and information pack.
Details send £2.95 to: C & STV, P. A. Kendall.
11 Wensley Gardens. Leeds 7. LS7 2LY.

eCOlts„,

TURN YOUR SURPLUS

CUSTOMISED FRONT PANELS

•P.•

3

ICS transistors etc into cash, immediate settlement. We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for complete factory clearance.
Contact COLES-HARDING & CO,
103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
'ESTABLISHED OVER 10 YEARS°
Tel: 0945 584188

Self adhesive labels to your own design in plastic or alundniun
Wide range of rNo', DIY int avallahle

FOTOBOARD
Single Sided & Double Sided al awide range of saes SAE for
full price list

ELECTRONIC ALARM SYSTEMS

143 Farnham Road. Handsworth. Birmingham 621 REF
Tel, 021-523 3629
Pnyate & professional enquiries welcome

EE =

• Full range of Components • Test EquipM
&
Tools • Transformers & Connectors • Velleman
Electronic Kits
Send for New Catalogue

60p inc. P&P

13A Station Rd, Cullercoats, North Shields,
Tyne & Wear NE30 4P0 Tel 091 251 4363

inammummimmumminasimmenammummullmmommismiummumummaummummi
I ORDER FORM

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

II

. Please insert the advertisement below in the
m £

1
11
1
111

à

I

next available issue of Everyday Electronics for
Insertions. Ienclose Cheque/P.O. for m
(
cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Everyday Electronics) B
.

II
II
III

a

3

a

111

Ill

I

111

III

III

a

I

a

II

1

111

EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS
and ELECTRONICS MONTHLY
Classified Advertisement Dept.,
6Church Street,
Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1JH.
Telephone 0202 881749

HEADING REQUIRED:

I NAME
•

ADDRESS

RATE: 30p

per word, minimum

12 words. Boa No 60p extra. VAT must be

added
11/86

is mu mum im •

622

mom um am •

•

um umiumm mu at milummummummummumill
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DIY KIT SERVICE
EFFECTS
Blow Box
Chorus Franger (RE •I
Cybervox (FEI
Echo-Reverb (PEI
Franger
Frequency Doubler
Fuzz (Smooth)
Gurtar Modulo
Guitar Overdone
Hand Clapper
Multr-Processor
Phaser (PE)
Reverb -Mono IEE •1
Reverb -Stereo
Rhythm Generator
Rng Modulator IPE•I
Thunder & Ltrung (PE)
Tom-Tom Synth
Tremolo
Wah (Auto & Manual)
Wind & Rein Storm 1PE*)

SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET

214
235
228
218
153
98
209F
196
56
197
189
226
232
203
240
231
2507
190
136
140
250W

Unboxed

Boxed

£24.83
154.49
£39.26
£52.16
123.95
110.80
115.08
119.06
123.54
122.19
153.53
136.86
f22.85
132.04
154.49
140.08
f26.00
£14.87
111.12
£18.86
£26.00

129.33
f59,99
f44 76
151,66
128.45
115.30
119.58
£23.56
129.04
126.69
161.33
£42.36
£27.35
£36.54
£59.99
145.58
£29.50
£19.37
f15.62
£24.36
129.50

FOOT PEDALS

Unkatex
Unkatex
[inhaler
Linkatex
LInkatex
LInkafex

Chorus
Delay
Equallser
Flanger
Fuzz
Modulo

SET
SET
SET
SET
SET
SET

Unboxed
137.26
136.39
119.13
129.22
117.54
£19.71

204
206
216
207
2091
211

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City &Guilds)

PHONOSONICS DEPT. EE6N

8 FINUCANE DRIVE dIPINGTON, KENT BR5 4E0.

Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing

Electrical Engineering

Car Mechanics

Electrical Contracting!
Installation

E

Computer
Programming

GCE

GEIGER KITS
PE Geiger, audio and meter output ---Und 264 with heavy duty
box as published
169.50
with normal black steel box £59.50
without box £55.00
FE Simple Geiger, audio only output--Sort 265 with steel box f49 50
Sobered 147.00
Pocket Geiger Counter
f39.50

(?
imœ

We can also offer you free advice. Call Datamite now on 01-229 7231/4 or 01-423 5264.

D

over 40 '0' and 'A' level subjects

COMPUTER SOLUTIONS
Our team of experts will analyse and find the
solution to avariety of existing computer system
problems in many fields such as:Communications/Interfacing
Development of scientific software/hardware
Graphics
Complete system design

0

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City &Guilds)

Cl
D

READY-BUILT
Portable, general
purpose radiation
monitor, with
loudspeaker,
meter and
computer output.
Ready-built unit
TZ-272 £75.50.
P&P £2.50.

Tel ORPINGTON 3/821 (STO 0689)

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!

n
'-'

GEIGER COUNTERS

COMPUTER PROJECTS
Unboxed
Boxed
'Scope Simulator IPE)
SET 247
£39.00
144,50
[hg Delay & Mcs IPE•I
SET 234
1162.00 £198.50
Mini Sampler (PE)
SET 246
169.50
£75.00
Rhythm Gen (Computer)
SET 185
129.14
134.64
Synth To Computer
SET 184
£21.65
126.15
CRI) Tester 24-pro )PE)
SET 258F
£35.80
f39 30
CRI) Tester 16-pro (PE*)
SET 258S
129.00
132.50
Min' Music Tuner )EE)
SET 259
£19.00
122.50
•= Kit as Published
Boxes -Linkatex Robust Dmcast, SET 234 19 inch steel rack, others Black Steel
&Aluminium All kds include PCBs, pans, instructions Free wire &solder wrth
boxed sets Further details in Catalogue of over 70 kits -Send 9x 4S.A E
lOverseas Catalogue send f100 or 5SCSI Mail order, CWO, CHO, PO, Access,
Visa Derails correct al press. E&OE
Add 15% VAT Add P&P -unboxed kits fI00 each, SET 234 f350 (hher boxed
kits fI50 each Insurance 50p per 155 Overseas P&P in catalogue ..----

More than 8million students throughout the world have found it worth their while! An
ICS nome -study course can rien) you get abetter job. make more money and have more
fun out of lifer ICS has over 90 years experience in home-study courses and Is the largest
correspondence school in the world. You leam at your own pace, when and where you
want under the guidance of expert personal tutors Find out how we can help YOU
Post or phone today for your FREE INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice
lTick one box onle

Electronics

Boxed
£42.96
£42.09
£25.43
£34.92
123.24
£25.41

E

DATAMITE LTD

Name
Address
P code
International Correspondance Schools. Dept ECSA6, 312/314 High St .
Suiton, Surrey SM I1PR Tel 01-643 9568 or 041-221 2926 124 lys)
eeiw

11 Uxbridge Street, Kensington, W8 7TA

£1 BARGAIN PACKS
PC
PO
PO
PO
PK
PO
PK

pk

Px
PO
PK
PK
PK
P1(
PK
PO
PO
P1(
PO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

350
400
60
200
200
60
2
2
12
6
12
40
5
5
12
1
1
15
20

Assoned rennes Full Wrigill leads
Assorted resistors Prelormed leads
Assorted resistors Wee «oued
Assorted capacrtms
Ceramic capacitors
becs/04,1K capacitors
22000t 100 volt cretacrtors
4700p1 30 volt capacites
Assorted rotary potennometers Single
Assoded rotary potennometers Dual
Assorted s'ide, potentameters
Assorted pre set potentameters
100K In multiturn potentrometers
1meg lm muluturn potentiometers
Assorted swoctws
bank 4-way push bunon sweches cit.. knobs
4pole 5-way wafer mach
Assorted control knobs
Assorted plugs and salmis

PX
PO
PK
PK
P%
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
PK
Pl(
F1(
PK
PK
PK

24
21.
22
23
24
25
213
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37
38

2 PáaO.C.pkaee&ac/whede&PP3cEge
26 Aseerted trenseces All new &coded
15 Aasorted IC's MI new &coded
50 Assorted unmarked umened ICs
ZOO &tune deodes.
20 EH1 diodes
3 Large power •hn twetsinks 003
1 4section 7segment led clock display
20 Assorted mens Panel manne &rare ended
1 Microphone c/w kat speech. plugs &stand
3 MIDOIIII0.8 mens
3 DommK m'omet C/vr LESO & 35ntm Pleg
2 Telescopic ratels
1 Stereo cassette tee head
2 Small cassette romps
I Large cassette moto
I Me pack Mun, cable
1 Wire pack Screened signal cable
I Wee pack Connecting enre Assoned

Postal order or cheque with order Please add f1 postage & packing per order
930-6 00 Mon to Sat Closed all day Thursday

Shop open

MJR WHOLESALE, 238 Waterside,
Chesham, Bucks HP5 1PG Tel 0494 771033

"Scotlands newest components shop'

OMNI ELECTRONICS
We stock awide range of components:
transformers,

switches,

pots,

ICs,

)40
sek•

/
4-WAY EXTENSION'

i
e :SITH LEAD 8

SOCKET

s

resistors,

diodes, boxes, triacs, LEDs, cable, connectors, PCBsin fact, all you need for your projects.
Send for our 21 page catalogue-20p + 12p postage or call at
our shop Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-5pm.

i(ee

174 Dalkeith Road
EDINBURGH EH16 5DX
031-667 2611
Everyday Electronics, November 1986
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BC107
BOOKS
(Equivalents)
DIODES 1
£10.55
DIODES
2 £10.45
BOTH
£20.50
IC LIN
1
f675
IC LIN
2
f680
BOTH
£10 95
IC CMOS
f825
IC TTL
£7.95
THYRISTORS £10.25
TRANSISTORS AZ
£5.25
" 2N-3N f535
BOTH
£10 00

SINGLE NYLON EXT SOCKET 95p
13A PLUS 46p 2-WAY ADAPTOR 90p
134 SWITCHED DOUBLE SOCKET £3 45
13A UNSWITCHED "
"
f240

10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
10p
16p
36p
36p
£1 40
£1 40
1175
65p
48p

BC109
BC183
BC184
BC212B
BC327
130131
00132
BU200
0112084
BU326S
2N3055
2N3819

12V REACHARGEABLE UNIT
AN ENCAPSULATED PACK OF 10 o D SIZE
NI CAD BATTERIES IN A BLACK PLASTIC
CASE, COMPLETE WITH INLET AND OUTLET
SOCKET (XLR TYPE) AND FUSE HOLDER
THIS UNIT WHEN CHARGED GIVES 12 VOLTS
OUTPUT
ALTERNATIVELY THE UNIT CAN BE CUT
OPEN AND THE CELLS REMOVED TO BE
USED AS NORMAL D CELLS IN TORCHES,
TOYS, ETC
SIZE APPROX 245 o 75 x 75mm
PRICE - £5.99 + £1 85 P+P + 15% VAT
CANON PLUG TO FIT ABOVE UNIT £1 50ea

MANY MORE LISTED
IN CATALOGUE

RESISTOR KITS
1W

i
W
;Ve
fw

5 EACH
10 EACH
5 EACH
10 EACH
5 EACH
5 EACH

VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE
VALUE

(3051
(710)
1365)
(7301
1365)
1365)

NI-CAD BATTERY CHARGER
THIS BATTERY CHARGER IS SUITABLE
FOR AAA, AA, C, D & PP3 TYPE NI-CAD
CHARGING AND CAN COPE WITH UP TO 4
OF EACH AAA, AA, C & D PLUS 1x PP3
AT ANY ONE TIME

£3 35
£5 75
14.75
f7 95
£15 25
118 70

PORTABLE GAS SOLDERING IRON
TOTALLY PORTABLE - FILLS IN
SECONDS WITH ORDINARY LIGHTER
FUEL FOR UP TO 60 MINS.
CONTINUOUS USE - TIP
TEMPERATURES TO MAX.
400 .1 - SMALL SIZE
175 o 19mm MEETS ALL SAFETY
STANDARDS
SPARE TIPS -£4.50 EACH
SIZES - 2-4, 3-2 & 4.8mm

£13.90

MARCO TRADING
DEPT EE11
11.E MAL TFIGS,
HIGH STREET. WEM.
SHROPSHIRE SY4 SEN
TEL 10939132763
TELEX 35565

(:e
64e

13A PLUG

TRANSISTORS

2W

capacitors,

4e4Af

£4.50
+ 15% V A T
NORMALLY £5 17
RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES (NI-CADS)
A RANGE OF NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
WHICH WILL REPLACE DRY BATTERIES
CAN BE QUICKLY AND EASILY RECHARGED
USING THE ABOVE NI CAD CHARGER
AA - 95p each
10+ 851 each
C
-£2 14 each
10+ f198 each
-£2 30 each
10+ £2 10 each
PP3 -f3 75 each
10+ f365 each

÷
oer

B.T. APPROVED
MASTER SOCKET 2/44 SECONDARY SOCKET 2/64 4-WAY LINE PLUG 4314 LINE JACK GORD WITH PLUG -

£285
£1 95
30p
£1 25

623

BleAK BARGAINS
Palo
No
VP1
VP?
673
0104
6105

VALUE PACKS

fly
300
300
200
200
200
es 200
VP8
100
0109
100
VPIO
60
VP1 1 50
01012
40
01013
30
VP14
50
01015
75
VP16
50
VP17
50
1518
30
VPI9
40
VP20
6
01071
10
VP22 200
VP23
10
e74 10
VP25
10
01026
15
01021
15
61028
10
6729
30
VP30
10
1531
10
01032
20
01033 200
VP34 200
01035
50
VP36 100
VP37
8
01038 100
1539 100
VP40
40
VP41
40
VP42
10
VP43
4
01044
15
0745
50
01046
SO

Descriptoon
Assorted Resumes Mixed Values and Types
Cube° Resistors '/,-./ W Pre .Formed, Mixed
1/8 Watt Min Carbon Flesistors Mixed Values
'1,-1 Watt Resat«, Muted Vol,,, and Types
Assorted Colourless All Types
Carer. Caps Miniature -Mixed Values
Mixed Caf.M1C Disc 68pt- 015id
Assorted PoBester/PelYettnhe Cop.
C280 Caps, Metal Fool Mooed V&A= ................
Electrolytes -All Sorts
Electrolytes - 47m1-150m1 Mood Volts
Electrolytes - 150ml-1000nd Mosul Volts
Silver Mica Caps Mooed Volta.,
01/250V Min Layer Mortal Caps .......
«rewound Res Mixed Watt Yak._
Metres PVC Single Strand Wee Mind Cols
Maim PVC Muth Strand Win Mixed Cols
Metres PVC Snole/Multo &nod Wire
V000er Swrtolw, 2.240V
Assorted Swriches
Sq Inches Total Copper Clad Dowd
40mm Slider Pots. 100K Lin.
125" Clear Shown Red LIO's
Mod Shape and Cogan Lins
Small 125" Red LED's

Puce
01.00
II DO
f100
f1DO
f100
01 00
0100
ft 00
[1.00
fI00
f100
fI00
fI00
01 00
0100
f100
fI00
f100
0100
II 00
f100
f100
f100
f1.00
01.00

Assorted Vohs Zenen 250mw-2«.
Assorted Volts haters 10« Coded
S. SCR's 1066 50-400v Coded
.
31 SCR's 1066 Up To 400v Coded
Sd Diodes Lrke 1114148
Sal D.Jes Like 50260/64513/16
101544)00 Dcdes All Good Uncoded ..........
Sp Inches Tote' Copper frbreGlass Bove._

f100
f100
f100
CI 00
II 00
fI00
0100
CI 00
f100

Sol Trans MPfl Piastre Coded Data

03 00

TIE IC, All New Gates -FI pFlop -MSI Date f4.00
CMOS IC's All NeW Inc Data
OD
Black Hersonks Fri TO-3 TO-2201119W
f100
Power.% Heat:Inks 2o 1113 2 x TO-66
0100
Ase Heatunks TO-1-3-5-18-220.
f100
BC107/8 NPN Tortugas Goal Unceded
0100
BCI77/8 MVP Trensators Goad Damned
f100

B

Pee
No
01047
1540
01049
61050
61051
1552
1553
1554
1555
01056
1551
01058
VPS9

eso
eel

01093
01094
1585
1586
1591
1598
VP89
1595
1596
1537
1599
010106
15102
15103
15194
15101
15158
15112
15113
15114
15115
W118
010128

euo

15131
610132
15133
15134
11135
15138
15131

Dry
10
5
30
60
60
15
15
20

20

David».
Sol POWIll Trans UMW 2N3055 Uncoded
Pars NPN/PhIP Plastic Power Tows Data 4.
Gast 5,1. Reds la.10a Mood Volts
NPN Sol Svotchmp Trans 10.18 -70-92
PNP Sol Switch.% Iowa 10.18 -TO-92
Asst Audoo Flues Phone-Din-Jut Etc
Asst Auoko Sockets Phone-Don-Jed Etc
Ant IC Dot Skit 8-40 Put

Asst 1C.s. Loner. Etc All Coded .......................................
Etchent and Drill Kg PC13 Inc Dot Trendies, E
MElectron« Bruno. 6r. 25MA
Electron« knee. 9v, 25MA
Electron« Butter, 12v, 25MA
TECAS8OTY 10, Component and Sernemduclor Pack
Telephone Pock-IM Cad we 3.5mm Jack Phrp
Pillow Speaker troth 3.5min Jodi Min
2 Metre Metne/Inches Tape
Small Pint* Vic,. berth Suctoon Base
Seoul Mentor. Push Sotto, Operatoon
Logro Fobs/Tutu Suppty 4.5v-18 STE. TTL CMOS
Unoversal Tester with Gamic Buns
Electrical Come Taste for Can, Electrical, TV
13 Piece Tool Set Screirewers, Piers, Etc
6 P.e 'Stanley" Screwdnver Set Reg and Crosspont
archer Sere...drive Set 4blades. Roll Value
Plato Bauer. %mature 12r
Pozo Buuer. Meerut 2,10s,
Sub Resistance Box 36 values Sotoms-11(ohni....
Coax Antenna Switch, 2wry
Coax Antenna Smith, 3ray

Mneture PM Tranumner/Babyphone
RED 7Sees CC 14mmx 75mm ROP F9111353 1FD Display ..
GREEN 7Sea CA V 1.17P
XAM8520 LED Disobey
RED 7Sea CC V LOP
XAN6940 LED Dopler
RED Overflow e 3 x CA 3 x CC
663050 LED G
,r
,
le
GREEN Over-tlow V CA
0,056530 LEO Oispley
RFD 7Sag CA r
00913061 LEO Display
DUAL RED 7Seg V CA 01527 DPR LED DoPleY
DUAL 6E0 7Sep 51" CO 01.727 CIPli LED Display

Psi«
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
01.00
f150
1.50
02.50
12.00
1400
f5.00
1400
f2.00
f100
010.50
00.95
10.95
00.95
08.00
ft 25
01.45
f1.00
O175
f2 50
010.50
05.00
f100
17 50
13.50
0115
01.25
f1.25
04.75
14.50
i4 75
00.50
13.00
18. 50
f2.00
02 00
12 00
f2.00
f2.00
02.00
02.00
f2.00

Pelt
No
Qty
15138 20
15139
1
15140 50
VP141 40
W142
4
e143 5
VP144
4
57145 10
W146 25
010141
I
15148 30
0150 20
010151 25
VP152 15

1515544
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TELEVISION/COMPUTER
FULL-TIME TRAINING
(FULL TIME COURSES APPROVED BY THE BUSINESS & TECHNICIAN
EDUCATION COUNCIL)

2 YEAR
BTEC National Diploma (OND)

ELECTRONIC &
COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING

(Electronics, Computing, Television, Video, Testing &Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SERVICING

(Electronics, Television, Video Cassette Recorders, CCTV, Testing &Fault Diagnosis)

15 MONTHS
BTEC National Certificate (ONC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY

iElecnoons. Computing Sohware Hardware, Microelectronic Testing Methods)

9 MONTHS
BTEC Higher National Certificate (HNC)

COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY & ROBOTICS
(Microprocessor Based Systems, Fault Diagnosis, ATE, Robotics)

THESE COURSES INCLUDE A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE BASED
PRACTICAL WORK TO ENHANCE FUTURE EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS
NO ADDITIONAL FEES FOR OVERSEAS STUDENTS
SHORTENED COURSES OF FROM 3 TO 6 MONTHS CAN BE ARRANGED FOR
APPLICANTS WITH PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS KNOWLEDGE

O.N.C. 5th Jan/20th April 1987
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE (Dept EE)
20 PENYWERN ROAD, EARLS COURT,
LONDON SW5 9SU. Tel: 01-373 8721.

f100
f100
f100
..f 100
...2002 [1.00
f1 00
f0 SO

oo

_12.50

Use your credit card Ring us on 0763 48851 NOW
and get your order even taster Goods normally
sent 2701 Class Mail
Remember you must add VAT al 15 lo your order
Total Postage add fl 00 per Total order
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Cie POWER
AMPLIFIER
MODULES
OMPP•WER AMPLIFIER 'VI •DULE No.,oya

world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at arealistic price. Four models
available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e.. Industry, Leisure,
Instrumental and Hi -Fi. etc. When comparing prices. NOTE all models include Toroidal
power supply, Integral heat sink, Glass fibre P.C.B .and Drive circuits to power compatible
Vu meter. Open and short circuit proof.
Supplied ready built and tested.

OMP100 Mk ll Bi -Polar Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz -30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%,
S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for Max. output
500mV at 10K, Size 355 X 115 X 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 - £3.00 P&P.
OMP/ MF100 Mos-Fet Output power 110
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz -100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
80, Slew Rate 45V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-125dB Size 300 x 123 X 60mm, PRICE
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P.
OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200
watts R.M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz -100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
250, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB Size 300 X 150 X 100mm. PRICE
PRICE £62.99
£3.50 P&P.
OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300
watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz -100KHz -3dB, Damping Factor
350, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D. Typical
e 0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-130dB, Size 330 X 147 X 102mm. PRICE

PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

* PRICES

INCLUDE V.A.T.

SERVICE

* PROMPT DELIVERIES

* LARGE S.A.E. 213_p STAMP

FOR

BURGLAR ALARM

Bette, t, a- 'Alarmed' then terriatitt
Thandar's famous 'Minder' Burglar Alarm System.
Superior microwave principle. Supplied as three units,
complete
with
interconnection
cable.
FULLY
GUARANTEED.
Control Unit - Houses microwave radar unit, range
up to 15 metres adjustable by sensitivity control.
Three position, key operated facia switch - off - test
- armed. 30 second exit and entry delay.
Indoor alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren.
104dB output.
Outdoor Alarm - Electronic swept freq. siren. 98dB
output. Housed in a tamper-proof heavy duty metal
case
Both the control unit and outdoor alarm contain rechargeable batteries which provide full protection
during mains failure. Power requirement 200/260 Volt
AC 50/60Hz. Expandable with door sensors, panic
buttons etc. Complete with instructions

SAVE f138.00 Usual Price
BKE's PRICE £89.99

* FRIENDLY

IDEAL for Workshops, Factories,

Offices, Home,
etc. Supplied
ready built.

£228.85

+ £4.00

P&P

Why buy a cm!ection of self iassernbly boards'

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
The very best in quality and value. Made specially to suit todays
need for compactness with high sound output levels. Finished in
tard wearing black vynide with protective corners, grille and carry
handle. All models 8 ohms. Full range 45Hz -20KHz. Size 20" X
15" X 12". Watts R M.S. per cabinet. Sensitivity 1W. Imtr. dB.

OMP 12-100 Watts 100dB. Price f149.99
per pair.
OMP 12-200 Watts 102dB. Price £199.99
per pair.
Delivery Securicor £t3 00
19" STEREO

per pair

RACK AMPSWSLIDE
1 K-WATT

DIMMER

LOUDSPEAKERS 5" to 15" up to 400 WATTS R.M.S.
Cabinet Fixing in stock. Huge selection of McKenzie
Loudspeakers available including Cabinet Plans. Large
S.A.E. (28p) for free details.
POWER RANGE
8" 50 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco.
20 oz. magnet 1y," ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon. Res. Freq. 40Hz Freq. Resp. to
6KHz Sens 92c113 PRICE£10 99Available with black grille £11.99 P&P £1.50 ea.
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco
50 oz magnet 2" ally voice coil Ground ally fixing escutcheon Die-cast chassis White cone Res
Freq
25Hz Freq Resp to 4KHz Sens 95d8 PRICE £28 60
£3 00 P&P ea
McKENZIE
12 - 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285GP Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2" ally voice coil. Ally centre dome. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 6-5KHz. Sens. 98dB.
PRICE £29.99 + £3.00 P&P ea.
12" 85 WATT R.M.S. C1285TC P.A./Disco 2" ally voice coil. Twin cone.
Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 14KHz. PRICE £31.49 + £3.00 P&P ea.
15" 150 WATT R.M.S. C15 Bass Guitar/Disco.
3" ally voice coil. Die-cast chassis. Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. PRICE £57.87 + £4.00 P&P ea.
10" 60 WATT R.M.S. 1060GP Gen. Purpose/Lead Guitar/Keyboard/Mid. P.A.
2" voice coil. Res. Freq. 75Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7-5KHz. Sens. 99d8. PRICE £19.99 + £2.00 P&P.
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. C10200GP Guitar/Keyboard/Disco.
2- voice coil. Res. Freq. 45Hz. Freq. Resp. to 7KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £44.76 + £3.00 P&P.
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. C15200 High Power Bass,
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 101dB. PRICE £62.41 + £4.00 P&P.
ts -400 WATT R.M.S. C15400 High Power Bass.
Res. Freq. 40Hz. Freq. Rasp. to 4KHz. Sens. 102dB. PRICE £89.52 + £4.00 P&P.

4*lc;,Compact Size

Professional 19" cased Mos-Fet stereo
amps. Used the World over in clubs, pubs,
discos etc. With twin Vu meters, twin
toroidal power supplies, XLR connections.
MF600 Fan cooled. Three models (Ratings
R.M.S. into 4ohms). I
irpiit Sensitivity 775mV
MF200 (100 + 100)W. £169.00 Securicor
MF400 (200 + 200)W. £228.85 Delivery
MF600 (300 -F 300)W. £299.99
£10.00

ADC 04 mail cartridge or above Price £4 99 ea

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS

FM MICROTRANSWTTER (BUG) 90/105MHz with very sensitive
microphone. Range 100/300 metres. 57 x 46 x 14mm (9 volt)
Price: £8.62
75p P&P.
3 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 3 WATT 85/115MHz varicap controlled
professional performance. Range up to 3 miles 35 x 84 x 12mm
(12 volt) Price: £14.49+ 7SP P&P.
SINGLE
CHANNEL
RADIO
CONTROLLED
TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER 27MHz. Range up to 500 metres. Double coded modulation.
Receiver output operates relay with 2amp/240 voit contacts. Ideal for
many applications. Receiver 90 x 70 x 22mm (9/12 volt). Price:
£17.82 Transmitter 80 x 50 x 15mm (9/12 volt). Price: £11.29
P&P -1- 75p each. SAE. for complete bst.
W
111.» POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 minimum. OFFICIAL
nu
ORDERS WELCOME. SCHOOLS. COLLEGES, GOVERNMENT
--BODIES, ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER
. VISA ACCESS/C.O.D. ACCEPTED

TYPE 'A (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 40 1
3 P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3%," super horn. For general
purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.99 each + 40p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" X 5" wide dispersion
horn. For quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc.
Price £6.99 each t 40p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2" X 6" wide dispersion
horn. Upper frequency response retained extending
down to mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality
Hi-fi systems and quality discos. Price £9.99 each
• 40p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 3Y." horn tweeter with
attractive silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor
systems etc. Price £5.99 each + 40p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.
85
85 mm Price £3.99 - 40p P&P

STEREO

Am
_

P&P 5Up

MOTOROLA

DISCO MIXER

SIBIMPPPImIssarerwaiwax9

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 is 5 band L.&
R graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment
LE.D. Vu Meters. Many outstanding features
5 Inputs with individual faders providing a
useful combination of the following:3 Turntables (Mag). 3 Mics. 4 Line plus Mic
with talk over switch Headphone Monitor.
Pan Pot. L. & R. Master Output controls. Output 775mV Size 360 • 280 x 90mm.
Price £134.99 - £3.00 P&P

3 watt FM
Transmitter

PRICE £13.99 - 75p P&P

Join the Piezo revolution The low dynamic mass no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an
improved transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinaiy dynamic tweeters. As a
crossover is not required these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts
more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

£2 00 P&P

HOBBY KITS. Proven designs including glass
fibre printed circuit board and high quality
components complete with instructions.

Suitable for both resistance and inductive loads Innumerable applications in
industry, the home, and
disco's, theatres etc.

*Electronic speed control 45 & 33thr.p.m *Plus,
Minus variable pitch control * Belt driven a Aluminium platter with strobed rim* Cue lever •Antiskate (bias device)* Adjustable counter balance •
Manual arm * Standard 'I," cartrige fixings •
Supplied complete with cut out template * D.C.
Operation 9.14v D.C.
65mA
Price £36.99 - (3 00 P&P.

SOUNDLAB (Full Range Twin Cone)
5" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil Res. Freq 63Hz. Freq Resp to 20KHz. Sens. 86(113. PRICE £9.99 + £100 P&P ea.
6'/," 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq 56Hz Freq Resp to 20KHz. Sens. 89d13. PRICE £10.99k- £1.50 P&P ea.
8" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Multiple Array Disco etc.
1,x," voice coil Res Freq 38Hz Freq. Resp. to 20KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £12.99 + £1.50 P&P ea.
,

13S500

* Easy snap in fixing through panel/
cabinet cut out
* Insulated plastic
case
* Full wave control using 8 amp
triac
* Conforms to

/
P
P
BSR P295 ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE

WEM
5" 70 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
1" voice coil. Res. Freq. 52Hz. Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 89dB. PRICE £22.00 + £1.50 P&P. ea.
e 150 WATT R.M.S. Multiple Array Disco etc.
rvoice coil. Res. Freq. 48Hz, Freq. Resp. to 5KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £32.00 + £1.50 P&P ea.
10" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re-enforcement etc.
1¡" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz, Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 92dB. PRICE £36.00 + £2.00 P&P ea.
12" 300 WATT R.M.S. Disco/Sound re-enforcement etc.
1}" voice coil. Res. Freq. 35Hz. Freq. Resp. to 4KHz. Sens. 94d8. PRICE £47.00 o £3.00 P&P ea.

10" 60 WATT R.M.S. Hi-Fi/Disco etc.
voice coil. Res. Freq 35Hz Freq Resp to 15KHz Sens 89d8 PRICE £1 6 49

4

itt Control loads up

NOTE: Mos-Fets are supplied as standard (1 OOKHz bandwidth& Input Sensitivity500mV). If required,
PA version 150KHz bandwidth & Input Sensitivity 775mV). Order - Standard or P.A.
Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A
very accurate visual display employing 11 LED diodes (7 green. 4
red) plus an additional on/off indicator. Sophisticated logic control
circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 >< 27
45mm.
PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

1%1\
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B. K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX, SS2 6TR

TEL: 0702-527572

1987 BUYER'S GUIDE TO ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Pick up acopy of our new 1987 catalogue from all
branches of W.H. Smith for just £1.50.
Or post this coupon now, to receive your copy by post for just
£1.50 + 40p p&p. If you live outside the U.K. send £2.50 or
11 International Reply Coupons. I
enclose £1.90.
Name
Address

Post Code

EE 11 86

AVAILABLE
IN ALL
W.H. SMITH
STORES FROM
14TH NOV.
ORDER YOUR
COPY NOW

MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
Telephone: Southend (0702) 554161
SHOPS
•BIRMINGHAM Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Tel: 021-356 7292.
•LONDON 159-161 King Street, Hammersmith, W6.
Telephone: 01-748 0926.
•MANCHESTER 8Oxford Road, Tel 061-236 0281.
•SOUTHAMPTON 46-48 Bevois Valley Road, Tel: 0703 225831.
•SOUTHEND 282-284 London Rd. Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex.
Telephone: 0702-554000
Shops closed all day Monday.

